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Foreword 

The National School Safety Center, under the skillful direction of  George 
Nicholson, has performed a unique and useful service to the people of the 
nation in the preparation and distribution of the School Safety Legal Anthology. 

There were times within our memory when it would have been unthinkable 
to be concerned with school safety. Mutual respect between children and 
teachers was the norm. Violence was a rare aberration. The schooling process 
revolved solely around the educating of young people for future constructive 
citizenship. 

Unfortunately we now live in troublesome, indeed hazardous, times. A 
decade or two ago at worst the potential delinquent pupil was merely truant, 
perhaps smoked cigarettes, and drove a hot rod car. Today the delinquent of  
the same age may be violent, use drugs and be armed with deadly weapons. 

It might be fruitful to ascertain the causes of this downward spiral in juvenile 
morality. One could point the finger at parents, at vulgarity and brutality in 
television and motion pictures, and in general at our permissive and affluent 
society. But assessing blame is not our immediate concern. What we must do - 
and what the National School Safety Center is constructively undertaking - is 
to prevent further deterioration in the environment of our schools, to elevate 
standards of conduct, and to do our utmost to enhance the quality of future 
generations of American citizens. That, is priority number one. 

In the final analysis, the primary duty of school officials and teachers is the 
education and training of young people. The state has a compelling interest in 
assuring that the schools meet this responsibility. But that cannot be accom- 

in a reflective rather than a hostile atmosphere, can begin to educate their 
students. 

In addition to providing education, the school has the obligation to protect 
all its pupils from mistreatment and contamination by the juveniles who are 
troublemakers, and also to protect teachers from violence by the incorrigibles 
whose conduct in recent years has prompted national concern. 

If we are not to have countless future generations of adult criminals, we 
must make as certain as possible that we do not permit criminality to begin 
with juveniles in schools. We do not have police officers in our classrooms. 
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We do not have parents in our classrooms. Therefore we must give to teachers 
and principals all the tools they reasonably need to preserve order in class- 
rooms and school grounds. 

To be helpful in this task is the function of this thoughtful, provocative 
anthology, for which the National School Safety Center is to be commended. 
The anthology will equip school administrators, principals and teachers with 
knowledge they can use in the performance of their duties. More importantly, 
it will impart information regarding the dimension of the problem, and sug- 
gested solutions, to the public. That means all of us - in education, academia, 
government, industry, or as ordinary taxpayers. For we all have a vital stake in 
a safe school environment. 

Justice Stanley Mosk 
Supreme Court of California 

4 " '  
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Stanley Mosk has been a justice of the California Supreme Court since 1964. 
Prior to that he served six years as attorney general of California. 
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Introduction 

The education of our nation's youth is important to all Americans. Our 
society has always been proud of its commitment to provide good educational 
opportunities for all youth. Yet today, due to crime, violence and the break- 
down .of discipline on and about many school campuses, it is difficult for 
countless students to study and learn and for educators and other stuff to work. 
The school climate in many of our nation's places of learning is not tranquil, 
but menacing. 

Statistics, although ominous, are inadequate to convey the magnitude of 
school safety problems in America. Suffice it to say, they are now so pervasive 
as to require the sustained personal attention of thePresident, the Attorney 
General, and the Secretary of Education of the United States. 

The President put the problem in its proper perspective while recently 
speakingto a large gathering of secondary school principals. "As long as 
one teacher is assaulted, one classroom disrupted, or one student is attacked, 
then I must and will speak out to give you the support you need to enforce 
discipline in our schools," the President declared. "I can't say it too force- 
fully," he concluded, "to get learning back into our schools, we must get 
crime and violence out." 

The problems on school campuses do not stop at the schoolhouse gate, but 
spill over into the community. Because of this ripple effect, it is important for 
judges, lawyers, law professors, bar and judicial association leaders, legis- 
lators, educators, law enforcers and others to become aware of the full scope 
of the problem and work together to seek viable solutions which return our 
schools to their proper roles as peaceful and productive places of !ea_r_n_ingo 

This legal anthology presents contemporary thoughts covering a broad range 
of topics in education and school safety from a national perspective. It covers 
four major areas: (1) an overview of schools in American society from histor- 
ical and legal perspectives; (2) an exploration of some aspects of school crime; 
(3) restitution, parental liability, Article I, Section 28(c) of the California 
Constitution, the "safe schools" provision, and law-related education as poten- 
tial aids in improving school climate; and (4) the legal profession's role in 
education. 

An overview of education in the United States is presented in two very 
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recent articles. James A. Rapp's "Overview of American education" gives the 
reader a brief sketch of the history of education in the United States from its 
earliest beginnings in colonial times to the form in which we presently know it. 
Patricia Lines and Judith L. Bray's "What is a school?" traces the legal defini- 
tions of "school" from early cases to modern times. 

The section on school crime spotlights three articles. Joan McDermott's 
"Crime in the school and in the community" provides a sociological study of 
the interrelationships among offenders, victims and fearful youths in schools. 
The article reports that the same youth may occupy all three categories at once 
and explores how crime and fear of crime in schools and their surrounding 
communities are interrelated. 

M. Chester Nolte's "Freeze! How school employees react to student 
violence" discusses disciplinary procedures and actions by school officials 
which have been upheld or struck down by the courts and examines the 
increasingly criminal nature of student infractions and their effects on school 
officials. 

B. Glen Epley's "'Substantive due process in student discipline: The judicial 
role" shows how courts have handled questions of school boards' decisions 
regarding student discipline. It explores cases in which courts have overruled 
school board decisions, as well as cases where courts have sustained the 
authority of school boards. 

The section on potential remedies calls attention to four pertinent articles. 
Jeri J. Goldman's "Restitution for damages to public school property" dis- 
cusses the legal conditions by which a student and his parents may be required 
to make restitution for damages by the student to public school property. 

Dana E. Prescott and Cynthia L. Kundin's "Toward a model parental lia- 
bility act" analyzes common law restrictions on the financial recovery by a 
victim against the parent of a juvenile who has harmed him. It also presents a 
model act, arguably within • constitutional standards, which can be adopted by 
states to make parents liable for the torts of their children. 

Kimberly A. Sawyer's "The right to safe schools" relates the history leading 
to adoption of the "safe schools" provision in the California Constitution. The 
article interprets the provision and analyzes its enforceability, discussing such 
factors as the affirmative, constitutional duty to make schools safe, and civil 
damages as a remedy for violation of the constitutional provision's terms. 

The final section concerns the attorney's role in education. James A. Rapp's 
"Education, law and the attorney" is a very practical, pragmatic look at educa- 
tion law as a specialty area of practice. It includes a checklist of services com- 
monly provided by school attorneys, as well as discussions of the patterns of 
legal representation in this area, and the attorney school-related client 
relationship. 

The last article, "School safety and the legal community," prepared by the 
Center, encourages both involvement and provides model programs for lawyers 
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to participate in the educational process and help promote safer, more effective 
schools. 

The essential purpose of this legal anthology is to help judges, lawyers, law 
professors, other legal professionals, bar and judicial associations, and legis- 
lators become aware of an area of law which is growing in significance and 
having a far-reaching impact on society. We hope this publication will 
motivate, even energize the reader, both lay and legal, to learn more about 
school safety issues and encourage active participation in the national effort to 
improve school climates throughout America. 

The National School Safety Center is vitally involved in this effort. Its 
mission is to coalesce public, private and academic resources throughout 
America and provide a central headquarters to assist school boards, educators, 
law enforcers, judges, lawyers, law professors, other legal professionals, bar 
and judicial associations, and the public to restore our schools to their former 
status as safe, secure and peaceful places of learning. 

The Center's legal staff deals with school safety and delinquency prevention, 
vicarious civil liability, criminal and administrative law rules and procedures in 
federal, state and local jurisdictions. Through modern computer resources and 
advanced marketing and communications technologies, the Center's legal staff 
encourages judges, lawyers, law professors and other legal professionals, bar 
and judicial associations, other legal groups and legislators to become system- 
atically and comprehensively involved with school safety. This anthology is one 
effort in that direction. 

George Nicholson 
Director and Chief Counsel 
National School Safety Center 



SECTION ONE 
Education in the LI.S. 

10 

25 

Overview of American education 
James A. Rapp 

What is a school? 
Patricia Lines and Judith L. Bray 

In order to understand the current status of America's 
schools, we must be aware of their history and roots. It is 
important to have in mind how our educational system began 
in colonial times and at the birth of our country, and how it 
has developed and changed in the two centuries since. 

The many influences and forces which have left their mark on 
our schools and the way they function are worth a thoughtful 
review. This section seeks to provide the reader with some 
background information in order to clarify how our schools 
have reached the positions they currently occupy. 
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Overview of American 
education 

James A. Rapp 

Unlike the American system of government which was clearly defined in the 
United States Constitution, the American system of education has not operated 
according to defined parameters. The founding fathers, in drafting the Con- 
stitution, clearly envisioned and defined a system of government with three 
discernible branches, identified their roles, responsibilities, and powers, and 
articulated the inherent rights and freedoms common to all Americans. No such 
careful delineation occurred with respect to the American educational system. 
Instead, American education was and today remains an eclectic product of the 
diversity of the people and the evolving role that education must play. 

One trait that is certainly typical of the American approach to education is its 
uniquely American nature. It is a system whose role; parameters, and law were 
undefined at the outset and evolved over three centuries. This evolutionary 
nature perhaps best characterizes the American system and law of education. 

Education and the colonies: Pre-1783 

Introduction 
Prior to 1783, one of the most dominant characteristics of the education 
provided throughout the colonies was its regional nature. The New England 
colonies, led chiefly by Massachusetts, initiated a localized though significant 
effort to educate the young. A more modest attempt was made in the colonies 
_ .C  l r ~  . . . . . . .  1 . . . . .  - ' _  ' l ~ ' r  _ .  l r _  ui rennsyivama, ~,~ew Jersey, and Delaware. in the Southern colonies of 
Virginia, the Carolinas, and Georgia, there were significantly less devel- 
opments in promoting public or private education. Throughout all of the 
colonies, and in spite of the progress that was made with the establishment 

James A. Rapp, author and lecturer, is a partner in Hunter, Hutmacher & Rapp, 
P.C., Quincy, Illinois and editor-in-chief and author of Education Law. 
Copyright © 1984 by Matthew Bender & Co., Inc., and reprinted with permission 
from Education Law. 
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of  some town schools, no formal system of education was in effect prior to 
1783; the matter of  education was largely private as well as church supported 

and controlled. 
At this time there was virtually no law of education. Educational institutions 

were run typically without interference. However, this period was also char- 
acterized by a demand, by law if necessary, requiring the colonial population 
to receive a basic education. No doubt, popular education played an important 
role in the American Revolution. 

The New England colonies 
The New England colonies, perhaps because the population of the new land 
settled chiefly in colonies such as Massachusetts during the "'Great Migration" 
of 1630, were the first to recognize the need for some type of public education 
in the colonies. In the mid-thirties, several towns within Massachusetts began 
to experiment with some form of education for the young. Not surprisingly, 
the schools that would later be established reflected the same emphasis upon 
religion, for example, Puritanism and Calvinism, as did the schools of Europe 
emphasize Protestantism and Catholicism. The development of the first formal 
school in the colonies probably came with the establishment of the Boston Latin 
School in 1635.1 That year, a number of Boston's citizens contributed their 
funds to engage and maintain a schoolmaster for the new school. 

The Boston Latin School was patterned after the European classical schools .  2 

Subjects taught to students included not only reading and writing, but ancient 
languages and literature as well. By the time a youngster was eight, he was 
expected to have mastered the fundamentals of  English grammar; subsequently, 
he would proceed to learn and read Latin and still later Greek. Enrollment of 
the school averaged one hundred pupils per year. As late as 1767, the school 
had an enrollment of 147, and between 1744 and the Revolutionary War the 
school never had fewer than one hundred students. 3 The Boston Latin School 
was at the outset and probably remained throughout the colonial era the largest 
school of its kind in the colonies. American immortals such as Benjamin 
Franklin, Samuel Adams, John Hancock, and Robert Treat Payne studied at the 
school. Much later, the list of  graduates would include such notables as Ralph 
Waldo Emerson, Henry Ward Beecher, and George Santayana. 4 Shortly after 
the establishment of the school, other similar schools appeared. The historic 
town of Charlestown, for example, established the first town-supported school 
- a Latin grammar school - in 1636. Three years later Dorchester became the 
first community to make provision for a permanent town school. 

The efforts made to establish town schools suggest that there seemed to be 
no clearly envisioned plan of action to provide for the establishment of  
schooling; essentially a local effort was used to provide for all schools. Even 
so, there was evidently a concern with the importance of  education that at least 
extended throughout Massachusetts, for in 1636 the Massachusetts General 
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Court appropriated 400 pounds toward the establishment of a school or college. 
Two years later Massachusetts resident John Harvard died and left his personal 
library to the school or college for which the money earlier had been appro- 
priated; later Harvard College was named in honor of its first donor. Harvard 
College, later renamed Harvard University, emphasized the college subjects 
typically taught in the European universities, such as Aristotelian philosophy, 
rhetoric, literature, and the ancient languages. Bachelor and master of  arts 
degrees were offered by the institution, whose purpose was largely to train 
youth for the assumption of prominent positions as members of colonial 
society. The first college in the new colonies was not an especially popular 
institution. Its tendency was toward exclusiveness, with tuition beyond the 
means of most New England-ers. 5 During the first sixty years of its existence, 
Harvard College remained the sole college in the colonies, and the average 
number of graduates for each of those sixty years was only eight. 6 

Shortly after Harvard College was established, the Commonwealth itself 
undertook an action that was to have considerable educational and historical 
significance. In 1642, the Commonwealth of Massachusetts ordered that parents 
and masters of  apprentices see to it that the young were taught reading, 
religion, and the colony's principal laws. Perhaps because in the Puritan colony 
church and state were regarded as one, the lawmakers of the Commonwealth 
felt that. the sooner the young learned of the laws and conventions o f  society, 
the greater the benefit for the new colony. Education was regarded as a 
necessity in the Puritan scheme; it was necessary for Bible reading as well as 
for the maintenance of the church and state. 7 To the Puritans, as well as other 
denominations of the largely Protestant population of the new colonies, 
religious truth was not to be comprehended fully unless one read the Scrip- 
tures. The Puritans wanted to read, and they wanted their children to read. s 

In any case, the act was significant because it represented the first instance 
where a colonial governmental body attempted to legislate the provision of 
education. Although there is not a record of any parent or master craftsman 
being punished for failure to abide by the law, there was a fine that was to be 
imposed in order to assure that children of the Massachusetts Bay Colony be 
taught to understand the principles of  religion and the fundamental laws gov- 
erning the new land. 9 Originally, only boys were expected to receive instruc- 
t l r ~ n  ~ l t h n ~ n h  t h ~  e ~ h , v ~ l ~  ~, a ~ a  . . . . . . . . .  A +~ .,,.~,. ou~,. ,,v,..,.,~ ~u young women as .... " ~ l ~ l l v ~ l l  [ l l v  o v l l v v l o  W e l l .  

Five years later in 1647, the General Court of  Massachusetts passed a 
stricter law that ordered all townships having a population of fifty households 
to commission for pay a person or persons to provide instruction in reading 
and writing. Townships comprised of one hundred or more households addi- 
tionally were to provide education in the subjects of Latin and grammar. Other 
New England colonies soon followed the example of Massachusetts in its 
passage of the "Old Deluder Satan Act. ''~° In actuality, the act was not always 
well received by residents of the colony. To poor settlers, the law seemed not 
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only harsh but was burdensome; labor was scarce in the new land, and fathers 
badly needed sons for the routine labor that had to be performed. ~1 Still, for all 
of its controversy, the law was the first of its kind in the colonies, and in spite 
of disapproval by some it was widely adapted. By 1671, all of New England 
except Rhode Island had adopted some form of compulsory education. The 
result of the emphasis on reading and writing within the New England colonies 
was a literacy rate estimated eventually to exceed that of England. The literacy 
rate of England, estimated at fifty percent in the mid-1600's, was very shortly 
bettered in the new colonies. In the New England colonies, from all accounts, 
the literacy rate improved rapidly throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries when a vast majority of adult males could read and write. ~2 

Most significant about the Massachusetts law of 1647 was the establishment 
of the principle of public support of education. Essentially, the law fore- 
shadowed what remains today the practice of community support for and 
administration of the schools. Even in the mid-1600' s, New England towns 
levied and raised taxes for education, paid teachers and supported schools from 
the revenues received through taxation. Typically, a school was governed by a 
group of local citizens that came to be known as the board of education. More- 
over, the notions of the state's mandating the provision of education and raising 
the revenues necessary to support the schools are fundamental assumptions that 
remain as foundations to our present educational system. 

The Middle colonies 
Whereas the effort to establish some form of localized educational system was 
quite evident throughout the New England colonies, in the Middle colonies of 
Pennsylvania, New Netherland, New Jersey, and Delaware, formal education 
developed more slowly. Perhaps this difficulty of the Middle colonies to imple- 
ment some form of private or public education prior to the Revolutionary War 
can be traced to the diversity and heterogeneity of religious beliefs of the 
Middle colonists as opposed to a lack of commitment with regard to the impor- 
tance of a formal education. In the New England colonies, Puritanism reigned 
supreme. Thus, any efforts of the New Englanders to establish town schools 
reflected only one dominant thread of religious thought. 

The Middle colonies, however, had no direct ties with Puritanism and 
represented more of a "melting pot" where matters of religion were con- 
cerned. The residents of Pennsylvania, New Netherland, New Jersey, and 
Delaware were Protestant as well as Catholic. Among the Protestant population 
were a number of denominations with widely divergent religious views, e.g., 
the Quakers, Dutch Reform, Lutheran, Mennonite, and Presbyterian as well as 
others. Because of this diversity, there seemed to be no single philosophy or 
religious perspective that would dominate and give rise to the creation of town 
schools on the same scale as in New England. Further, unlike the residents of 
the New England colonies, the settlers of the Middle colonies came from a 
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variety of lands; thus, there was not even the tie of a common language. 
Like the New England colonies, several of the Middle colonies prior to 1783 

attempted to implement church supported private as well as public schools. In 
fact, parish or parochial schools, each offering instruction according to its own 
denominational learning, remained the dominant schools in the Middle colonies 
until after the Revolutionary War. A modest effort was made in New Nether- 
land, through the Dutch Reform Church, to maintain some town schools in the 
middle of the seventeenth century, but this effort ceased when the British 
seized New Netherland in 1664 and renamed the colony New York. Likewise, 
when Pennsylvania in 1683 passed an ordinance that mandated the erection of 
public schools and the provision of education for all youngsters, the law was 
subject to such outspoken criticism among Quakers that the colony yielded and 
instead encouraged the establishment of parochial schools in 1701.~3 

In terms of a contribution to what was later to become an American system 
of  education, the establishment of some town schools in the Middle colonies is 
perhaps less significant than two other developments that occurred: the found- 
ing of several colleges prior to 1783; and the emphasis on private academies of 
a vocational nature. Although there was little measurable support among 
lawmakers for the establishment of colleges in the Middle colonies duringthe 
seventeenth century, by the middle of the next century several colleges were 
founded. The College of New Jersey, later to become Princeton, was estab- 
lished in 1746; King's College, later renamed Columbia, was founded in 1754; 
the College of Philadelphia, which later became the University of Pennsylvania, 
was established in 1755; and Queen's College, known later as Rutgers, was 
founded in 1766. All of these institutions, like Harvard College that had been 
established over one hundred years earlier, emphasized the traditional studies 
common at the typical European university; ancient languages and literature 
were given the most treatment, as was preparation for the ministry. 

One of the most significant educational developments in the Middle colonies, 
however, took place in the mid-1700's with the founding of several academies, 
principally in and around the city of Philadelphia. Unlike the ancient Greek 
academies were the liberal arts of the trivium and quadrivium were stressed, 14 
these new institutions were private schools that purported to specialize in the 
more practical, vocational-oriented subjects as well as general education. By 
1700 many of the larger towns in the Middle colonies had become major 
centers where goods and services were traded. Further, in these towns there 
was a need for those who had not only the rudiments of a liberal education but 
who also could keep accurate figures for business or who might apply the 
elements of mathematics to navigation and surveying. Most of these numerous 
institutions were private, supported solely by fees, and admitted anyone who 
was willing and able to afford the tuition, women as well as men. ~5 Typically, 
subjects taught included bookkeeping, navigation, surveying, as well as some 
elementary consideration of the principles of engineering. 
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The Southern colonies 
Unlike the residents of the New England and Middle colonies, many of whom 
fled to the new land to escape persecution and enjoy religious freedom, the 
residents of the Southern colonies were a more conservative lot. Generally they 
had come to America not in search of religious freedom, but in order to better 
their personal condition, particularly where financial matters and wealth were 
concerned. With the exception of a large Catholic population that settled in 
Maryland in the middle of the seventeenth century, most of the Southern 
colonists were overwhelmingly Protestant. Unlike their counterparts in the 
north, who came from a variety of religious denominations and backgrounds, 
the residents of the Southern colonies were largely Anglican in their religious 
convictions. Indeed, by the early part of the eighteenth century, the Anglican 
Church had been ftrmly established in all five Southern colonies. Although 
there were some clear differences between the convictions and practices of the 
Southern Anglicans and the Church of England, the outlook of most South- 
erners was thoroughly British, at least by comparison with the residents of the 
other colonies. 

In education, moreover, the English outlook was predominant in the Southern 
colonies. 16 It was not the right of every child to an education, according to 
such a review, but was a privilege that generally was within the grasp of only 
the wealthy and favored classes. Education, according to the English view, was 
not the business of the state but of the individual. Accordingly the education of 
youngsters in the Southern colonies consisted mainly of the efforts provided by 
parents and the churches. Generally, only the well-to-do were entrusted to the 
care of the private schools and tutors, while the colonial lawmakers themselves 
avoided anything representing an active role in the provision of education. 

Soon, however, the pressure of American conditions necessitated some 
changes in what previously could be characterized nearly as a laissez faire 
approach to education. ~7 Thegrowing numbers of poor settlers, which 
accounted for over half the population of the Southern colonies, required that 
some form of apprentice training be provided for children from the under- 
privileged classes. 

Very little actual legislation was passed in the Southern colonies for the 
provision of education. In 1642, Virginia enacted a type of "poor law" 
whereby relief would be provided for the poor to educate their children; some 
twenty years later Maryland passed a similar law, as did the Carolinas and 
Georgians. The Virginia law created a workhouse school at James City to 
which each county was to send two children. In such a setting the youth were 
to be given training in a trade in order that they might later become employ- 
able. With the exception of these "poor laws," however, there were no for- 
malized attempts in the Southern colonies to support either public or private 
education at the elementary or secondary levels. 

Even though Southerners seemed to accomplish little in providing education 
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for the masses, it is ironic that in the South the first support for a college or 
university in the new land was realized. In 1619, the Virginia Company re- 
served several thousand acres of land and gave a sum of money toward the 
founding of a college or university at Henrico. Unfortunately, this was a dream 
of  early Virginians that was not to materialize until another seventy years had 
elapsed; in 1620 a group of Indians, irate with the efforts of  local Christians to 
impose their standards upon the Indian population around Henrico, nearly 
massacred the entire population in and near Henrico City. In spite of this set- 
back, the residents of Virginia finally obtained a college in 1693, when 
William and Mary College, later renamed the College of William and Mary,  
was formed in honor of its chief sponsors. The college was chartered for the 
purpose of extending liberal arts and the Christian faith to its students. In 
addition, the Virginia college stressed preparing young men to assume the 
pulpits of  the Anglican church. 

Summary 
Perhaps the one characteristic that best summarizes the educational climate that 
existed in the American colonies prior to 1783 is the regional nature of public 
and private education that was available. Although in some of  the New England 
colonies considerable progress was made to suggest a commitment of the 
colonists to public and private support of education, it was not until after the 
new nation had been legitimately formed that the role of education in the 
American scheme was to become more clearly defined. 

Education in the new nation 

Introduction 
During the years immediately following the Revolutionary War, Americans 
were concerned with the struggle for a sense of identity. Whereas in the pre- 
Revolutionary War years the church ultimately had played the major role in 
providing a sense of mission and direction for the thirteen colonies, after 
independence the nation itself became the guiding force for the states. Ameri- 
cans were faced with the task of creating a unified nation, and this task was 
partially completed with the formulation of the Constitution in 1787. One of  
the most important functions of the Constitution was its delineation of what 
freedoms and rights rested with the individual, what responsibilities and powers 
were entrusted to the states, and what the role, responsibilities, and powers of 
the federal government were to be. Similarly, the years following ratification of 
the Constitution reveal a gradual effort to define the private, state, and federal 
roles with respect to the provision of education in the new nation. Whereas in 
the years before the Revolutionary War American education was characterized 
by regional efforts to educate, the period from 1784 through the end of the 
nineteenth century is perhaps best characterized by the attempt to formulate a 
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systematic approach to the provision of education at all levels. This effort was 
accompanied by a greater involvement of the law in education. Is 

The years following independence 
Shortly after independence, the education that was administered throughout the 
United States was extremely diverse in nature. In the northern states such as 
Massachusetts, public education was popularly supported. New York in 1784 
organized a school system and in 1812 appointed a state superintendent of 
education. ~9 In Pennsylvania, while there were some publicly supported 
schools, most schools were either philanthropic or denominational. In the 
South, there was no state provision for education; as was the case before 
independence, most education was privately supported. 

The federal government played less of a role in the provision of education in 
the states than in the territory soon to become a part of  the union. It was only 
west of  the Alleghenies that any provision for education was specified by the 
federal government. Under the Articles of Confederation, the Ordinance of 
1787 set aside one plot of land for a school in every township. It was on that 
basis in 1862 that the Morrill Act gave every state that had established a 
publicly supported agriculture college thirty thousand acres of federal land for 
each of its legislators in the Congress. Since the time of passage of the Morrill 
Act, over twelve million acres of federal land have been turned over to the 
states. Over seventy land-grant colleges now operate on these lands. 

The first quarter of  the nineteenth century witnessed a transformation in the 
new nation. 2° The population increased measurably; the number of states 
increased substantially. The cities were growing rapidly in population and in 
number. The impact of technology, with the coming of  the railroad and the 
steamboat, was beginning to be felt. Likewise, this period in American history 
saw the gradual rise in the prominence of the common man who not only had 
been given the right to vote but exercised that right freely. By 1820, thirteen of 
the twenty-three states had in existence constitutional provisions and seventeen 
had statutory provisions pertaining to public education. 

The common school concept 
It was against this background of growth and optimism that one of the most 
significant developments in American education occurred: the rise of the com- 
mon school. Few schools were actually supported by the public in 1825, and 
those which were generally were not highly regarded; private education, for 
most Americans, was still held in higher esteem. A few states had established 
local taxes for the purpose of supporting public schools, while other states 
received their school revenue from grants of land. But as the nation passed 
through its transformation in the first quarter of the nineteenth century, the 
perceptions about the provision of public education began to change. In a 
country that was experiencing rapid growth and change, and where every white 
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male could not only vote for every office-holder but could also even actively 
seek office, there came a gradual recognition of the need for an educated 
populace in the new democracy. More frequently than before, many were 
arguing for a school system that would educate youngsters for direct partici- 
pation in democratic affairs. Private education alone was gradually regarded as 
insufficient. The type of schooling that was necessary, many claimed, must be 
free and open to all, and it would have to be supported through public 
revenues. Such were the beginnings of the "common" or public elementary 
school concept. 2~ 

Again the state of Massachusetts became the leader in promoting the common 
school idea. In 1837, Massachusetts lawmakers successfully passed legislation 
that created a state board of education, the first of its kind in the United States. 
Most likely because of his vigorous support for the legislation in the state 
legislature, in 1837 the board of education appointed lawyer Horace Mann as 
its first secretary, a position he held for twelve years. As the state superinten- 
dent of schools, Mann raised public school standards not only in Massachusetts 
but also throughout the entire nation. During Mann's tenure as board secretary, 
school appropriations in Massachusetts doubled, teachers were given increased 
wages and subjected to stricter qualifications for entrance into the profession, 
and the state established three normal schools for teacher training. 22 Mann's 
work in Massachusetts toward promoting the common school concept was 
nearly equaled in Connecticut and Rhode Island by Henry Barnard, who later 
founded the Association for the Advancement of Education and edited the first 
professional journal for U.S. educators, the American Journal of Education. 

Once the New England states initiated the common school concept and 
developed the means for its support, other states soon followed. By the middle 
of the nineteenth century, nearly every state had adopted some form of publicly 
supported education at the elementary level. In addition, in 1852 Massachusetts 
passed the first compulsory attendance law, and by the end of the century, over 
thirty states had enacted similar compulsory attendance laws. 

Creation of the high school 
Once the common school concept had gained widespread support, many 
educators and lawmakers increasingly questioned the view that only an elemen- 
tary education should be made available to all. If free, tax-supported instruction 
in writing, reading, and arithmetic could be offered to children, they reasoned, 
then the same right for some form of advanced education would also seem 
justified and appropriate. 23 At first this notion was vigorously opposed, yet the 
idea persisted, and indeed as early as the 1820's a few common schools began 
to provide courses that clearly went beyond the elementary level. 

In 1821 the nation's first high school, the English Classical School, later 
known as English High School, opened its doors in Boston. It was established 
chiefly to offer young men practical courses in subjects such as bookkeeping, 
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business, and mechanics but also provided free instruction in mathematics, 
surveying, navigation, history, logic, civics, and ethics. Thereafter, high 
schools soon appeared in other New England cities, notably in Portland, 
Maine, and Worcester, Massachusetts. In 1825 New York City established its 
first high school. 

Just as lawmakers had played a significant role in early attempts to legislate 
public education prior to the nation's independence and subsequently in the 
formation of the common schools, in Massachusetts the development of the 
high school concept was initiated largely because of a piece of 1827 legislation. 
The law required towns of five hundred families to provide publicly supported 
instruction in algebra, geometry, bookkeeping, American history, as well as in 
the common school subjects. Towns of four thousand additionally were to offer 
logic, Latin and Greek, and training in rhetoric and oratory. Although the 
measure did not receive widespread public support at first, it did establish the 
tone for the passage of similar legislation in other states. Moreover, by the 
latter part of  the nineteenth century, the notion Of public financing of high 
schools also became firmly entrenched, when Michigan's supreme court, 
finding on behalf of the city of Kalamazoo in litigation initiated by a local tax- 
payer, found that the high school was an inherent, necessary part of the state's 
system of public education and upheld the right of local governments to use tax 
monies for the purpose of financing high school education. 24 

Developments in higher education 
The period that followed independence also witnessed the considerable expan- 
sion of the number of institutions of higher education in the United States. In 
the same manner in which the transformation that occurred during the first 
quarter of the nineteenth century generated a climate that led to the develop- 
ment of the common school and the high school, colleges themselves under- 
went a similar kind of transformation during the latter part of the eighteenth 
century and throughout the nineteenth century. In the first place, federal 
support of higher education, as evidenced by the Morrill Act of 1862, repre- 
sented a governmental commitment to higher education that had previously not 
existed. Second, the number of private and public institutions of higher educa- 
tion increased dramatically during the period after 1783. Between 1783 and 
1800 alone, for example, fourteen colleges were chartered in the United States, 
including institutions such as the University of Georgia, the University of 
North Carolina, the University of Vermont, Bowdoin College, and Middlebury 
College. 

Finally, the identity of institutions of higher education began to change as 
institutions shifted from a religious to a more secular orientation. 25 Most of the 
early colleges founded in the United States maintained a strong religious flavor 
that resulted in an emphasis on theology and studies in divinity. As the eight- 
eenth century ended, however, and as the optimism that characterized the 
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American transformation in the early nineteenth century left its mark, col- 
leges and universities changed to reflect a more secular outlook. Science, 
mathematics, law and politics became the dominant subjects to replace 
theological studies. In 1799, William and Mary College in Virginia, largely 
because of the influence of Thomas Jefferson, "cleaned house" at the insti- 
tution with the establishment of chairs in medicine, mathematics, physics, 
moral philosophy, economics, law and politics; in addition, the institution 
discontinued its chair in divinity. When, in 1825, the University of Virginia 
was founded, it was described as a secular university and was the closest 
university of the time to the present-day concept of a state college or 
university. 

The twentieth century 

Introduction 
When the United States entered the twentieth century, the fundamental prin- 
ciples that underlie even the present educational system had already been firmly 
established in some form. Educational sovereignty, though the federal govern- 
ment played an important role, rested largely with the states. Education at the 
elementary and secondary levels was free and compulsory. 26 Public elementary 
and secondary education, and to some extent higher education, were supported 
primarily through local taxation. Finally, day to day control of elementary and 
secondary education, though overseen generally by the states, rested chiefly 
with local school districts through boards of education. Whereas the colonial 
era had been characterized by regionalism and the subsequent period by 
attempts to define the roles of the individual and government in the provision 
of education, the modern period perhaps reflects two dominant trends or 
characteristics: (1) a refinement, reinforcement, and expansion of the public 
education concept; and (2) a gradual evolution toward a more systematic, 
centralized, national approach supported increasingly by the federal govern- 
ment. These trends or characteristics have carried with them a pervasive 
involvement of the law in education. 

The growth of public education 
During the latter part of the nineteenth century and throughout the twentieth 
century, both private and public education underwent a significant expansion. 
In the years immediately following the turn of the century, a typical American 
youth attended eight years of elementary school followed by four years of high 
school. This pattern was the standard "eight-four" system and still prevails in 
some parts of the United States. In 1910, however, as educators began to 
experiment with the best manner in which to organize the delivery of educa- 
tion, several U.S. cities established what were called junior high schools that 
frequently comprised the last two years of elementary school plus the first year 
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of high school. Designed as a transition to link the elementary and secondary 
levels, the junior high school gave youngsters some of the same "common" 
subjects as the elementary schools but also allowed for modest specialization as 
did the high schools. Gradually, more and more school districts, particularly in 
the larger cities, moved toward the "six-three-three" system. 27 

In addition to the growth in the numbers of schools as well as the slight 
reorganizations that took place, the number of students being educated in- 
creased significantly during the twentieth century. Between 1900 and 1960, for 
example, the number attending both public and private high schools increased 
tenfold. 28 Clearly, public and private education have left their marks upon 
American society as evidenced by their significant expansion during the 
twentieth century. 

As had occurred during the first half of the nineteenth century when many 
educators as well as legislators began calling for the provision of a public high 
school concept as well as common school education, in the twentieth century, a 
similar trend occurred, this time favoring public support of affordable post- 
secondary education. If elementary and secondary education warranted public 
support, some maintained, then a strong case could also be made for public 
provision of some form of tax-supported post-secondary education as well. 29 

The result of this view was the gradual movement of colleges away from a 
meritocratic selection policy to an open-admission or egalitarian philosophy. 3° 
In addition, the junior or community college concept that received considerable 
support during the period following 1960 was the product of such a line of 
thinking. Largely through the efforts of promoters such as William Rainey 
Harper, first president of the University of Chicago, and other advocates such 
as Henry P. Tappan of the University of Michigan, the junior college as an 
institution emerged during the early part of the twentieth century with the 
founding of Joliet (Illinois) Junior College in 1901. a~ Other junior colleges soon 
followed. Conceived of by promoters as an institution where high school 
graduates could complete the first two years of standard college work at an 
affordable price, the junior college soon began to provide a heavy practical, 
vocational emphasis as well. The overwhelming majority of junior colleges 
received public support through local taxation and were subject to control by a 
publicly elected board of education. Aimed primarily toward the young high 
school graduate, junior colleges during just the last ten to fifteen years have 
begun to design special educational programs to attract a new type of student: 
the working adult. 

It is perhaps this characteristic that today most clearly reflects the product of 
the educational system's expansion and evolution throughout the twentieth 
century: Whereas public and private education formerly were designed pri- 
marily for the young, a present and growing trend is toward education for the 
adult learner. 32 Moreover, as the needs of business and industry combined with 
rapid technological changes that occurred, e.g., the growing reliance upon the 
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computer, employers have demanded that adults return to school in order to 
acquire more specialized, practical skills for the performance of work. 

Uniformity and federal support 
Not only did the twentieth century evidence the expansion of the public educa- 
tion concept; gradually, approaches toward the provision of education became 
more systematic, uniform, and were supported increasingly by the federal 
government. 

One development that occurred to promote uniformity in the provision of 
education was the accreditation movement. An initial attempt to certify the 
quality of schools was made at the University of Michigan in 1871 when 
faculty members were sent to inspect local secondary schools to certify the 
schools' ability to prepare students adequately for the university. It was not 
until the twentieth century, however, that a more carefully designed approach 
to accreditation evolved. In 1905 the North Central Association o f  Colleges and 
Schools was formed and began regional accreditation of secondary schools, and 
in 1913 the association extended its accreditation practices to colleges and 
universities as well. Shortly thereafter, five other regional accreditation groups 
formed: the New England Association of Colleges and Schools, the Middle 
States Association of Colleges and Schools, the Southern Association of 
Colleges and Schools, the Northwest Association of Secondary and Higher 
Schools, and the Western Association of Schools and Colleges. In the last 
thirty years a growing trend has been toward the development of more special- 
ized professional accreditation groups. 

Combined with the emphasis upon accreditation of schools and colleges was 
the growing federal role in providing a more systematic, uniform approach to 
the provision of elementary, secondary, and post-secondary education. The 
federal effort was evident not only through the legislative process but through 
the judicial system as well. After the passage of the Morrill Act in 1862, the 
amount of federal aid to education rose significantly. In 1914, Congress passed 
the Smith-Lever Act which provided for the development of vocational educa- 
tion at the secondary level. The act was designed to aid in the dissemination of 
practical information on such vocational subjects as agriculture and home 
economics. The cost of the program was to be shared by the states and the 
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first time the federal government established an element of control in a federal 
bill granting aid to education. State programs were required to meet standards 
developed by the Department of Agriculture before grants in aid could be 
received. These elements of federal and state cooperation and federal super- 
vision distinguished the Smith-Lever Act from the laissez faire approach to the 
Morrill Act; and the significance of the federal role cannot be overlooked. 33 

Subsequent legislation revealed an increasing federal role in the funding and 
control of public education. The Smith-Hughes Act of 1917 was designed to 
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promote the preparation of vocational teachers at the land-gram colleges; the 
bill provided financial aid and direction for this effort. In 1944, Congress 
passed the "GI  Bill of  Rights" that provided $14.5 billion to veterans for their 
financing of  a college education. In 1965, the Elementary and Secondary 
School Act was passed to provide billions of dollars to subsidize elementary 
and secondary education; at least a part of this national grant in aid was also 
made available to parochial schools. 

Of  all the federal involvement with education, perhaps those dealings that 
involved the judiciary received the greatest attention and interest. Whereas 
prior to 1900 the Supreme Court had dealt with only nine educational cases, 
during the twentieth century the Court decided over fifty cases involving educa- 
tional matters. Most of the cases dealt with civil rights issues in the provision 
of education, and this occasionally troubled the Court; on more than one 
occasion, the Court demonstrated great reluctance to interfere with what it 
perceived to be state administration of  the schools. 34 But an overview of  the 
role of the judiciary in the provision of  education in the United States may be 
summarized as follows: Whenever education was regarded as critical to the 
welfare of the nation, Congress and the states did not refrain from passing 
legislation affecting the provision of  education; likewise, whenever state or 
federal laws deprived persons of equal protection under the law, the Supreme 
Court did no t  refrain from declaring such laws to be unconstitutional and thus 
void. 35 In this manner, the judiciary as well as the legislative branch of the 
federal government during the twentieth century contributed to the evolution of 
a more systematic and coordinated approach to education. 
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What  is a school? 

Patricia Lines and Judith L. Bray 

All states require parents to educate their children, and 38 states make 
attendance at "school" compulsory. But what is a school? Parents teaching 
their children at home have argued that the home is a school, but courts are 
by no means in agreement regarding this assertion. 

Schools in church basements, schools in inadequate facilities, and schools 
that don't look like typical public schools have had to defend their legitimacy 
to state and local education officials. A "school" in one state may not 
constitute a "school" in another state where requirements for compulsory 
education are differently stated or have been differently interpreted by the 
courts. The peripatetic school taught by Socrates probably would not qualify 
as a school in the eyes of most compulsory attendance officials. 

The issue is not merely semantic. Children who are found during regular 
school hours in places that do not fit legally acceptable definitions of "school" 
face truancy charges, and their parents face criminal charges. ~ Regulations for 
schools are different than for non-schools, and so are benefits. Some laws 
allow schools to operate in otherwise residential zones, for example, and other 
laws make schools tax-exempt. 

Defining a "school" is a matter of serious interest to children, parents, 
-and educational institutions outside the mainstream. The concern is less simple 
than one might at first assume, and is sufficiently serious to lead to litigation 
over the definition. The difficulties posed by vaguely worded or incomplete 
legislation, which are reviewed below in a discussion of judicial decisions, are 
persistent enough to warrant consideration by state legislatures of two courses 
of action: substituting the concept of compulsory education for that of com- 
pulsory school attendance, or tightening statutory language to avoid misin- 
terpretation. 

Patricia Lines is director of the Law and Education Center at the Education 
Commission of the States (ECS), Denver, Colorado. Judith L. Bray is a research 
assistant at the Law and Education Center at ECS. 
This paper is reprinted with permission from 16 West's Education Law Reporter 
371, Copyright © 1984 By West Publishing Co. 
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Judicial definitions 
Various courts have been asked to define the term "school" as used in a 
statute or ordinance, in cases brought under different circumstances in different 
states. Although the courts have been generally willing to interpret the term, a 
new trend has become evident in recent decisions in Wisconsin and Georgia to 
strike down those states' compulsory attendance laws as void for vagueness. 2 

At the turn of  the century, in State v. Peterman (1904), the Indiana Supreme 
Court defined a "school"  in terms of the common usage of the word: " A  
school, in the ordinary acceptance of  its meaning, is a place where instruction 
is imparted to the young."  Applying this definition, the court found that a 
home instruction program taught by a former public school teacher was a valid 
schooling experience: " I f  a parent employs and brings into his residence a 
teacher for the purpose of instructing his child, and such definition is given as 
the law contemplates, the meaning and spirit of  the law have been fully com- 
plied with. 3 

The language Used in Peterman has been repeated often since 1904, and the 
standard of "instruction imparted to the young...given as the law contem- 
plates" has become commonplace. In 1917, the same court let stand a decision 
that parents violated the compulsory education law when they withdrew their 
12 year-old daughter from public school to attend private music lessons. The 
court found that the music lessons could not be considered enrollment in school 
as envisioned in the school law. 4 

The Supreme Court of  Illinois felt the need to define a "school"  further in 
1938 when a physical education society, teaching gymnastics and swimming, 
unsuccessfully sought classification as a school. In an ordinary school, physical 
education is only part of  the curriculum, the court found, and it described a 
school as a "place where systematic instruction in useful branches is given by 
methods common to schools and institutions of learning, which would make the 
place a school in the common acceptance of that word."5 Likewise, in a 1946 
New York case applying zoning requirements in a residential district, where a 
"school"  would be permitted, the court held that a riding academy is not a 
school, limiting the definition to an institution for teaching children, or impart- 
ing education to children. ~ 

In 1948, the Supreme Court of  Ohio refused to grant an exemption from 
annual bus license taxes to Sunday schools under a provision granting such a 
benefit generally to "schools ."  The court accepted the Peterman definition but 
found that the words "'school" and "Sunday school" were not synonymous. 7 

The Supreme Court of  Illinois followed the Peterman rationale to allow a 
home to qualify as a school in 1950. State law did not allow for home instruc- 
tion, but it did set requirements for private schools. The court found that home 
instruction complies with the law if the instruction can meet the privateschool 
requirements. 8 As a result of  the court's decision, Illinois has set up "home  
school" administrative procedures. 
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A year later, an Iowa court found that instruction was indeed being imparted 
to the young at a nursery school located in a residential zone. Since the zoning 
laws allowed "schools" in residential areas, and set upward age limits but did 
not set lower age limits, the school came within the meaning of the law. 9 

In 1956 a California court held that the word "school"  could mean the 
building in which instruction took place, or the body of  people within the 
building engaged in giving and receiving instruction. The court found an 
ordinance regulating private trade schools unconstitutional, in violation of the 
commerce clause of the United States Constitution, observing that in order to 
be constitutional, the ordinance would have to apply only to intrastate activities 
of  schools whose in-state and national functions could readily be separated. ~° 

The Illinois court returned to the concept of "systematic instruction" in 1960 
to recognize a day camp as a "school ."  The day camp in question was a 
private enterprise run by former public school teachers and offered to students 
in kindergarten and grades one through three all the academic subjects public 
schools offered.~ 

Extending the Peterman standard in 1969, an Indiana court held that the term 
"school"  used in a contract, did not include colleges or universities: "' 'school' 
is a generic term, denoting an institution or place for instruction or education, 
or the collective body of instructors and pupils in any such place or institution. 
In the ordinary acceptation of  its meaning, a school is a place where instruction 
is imparted to the young. It is an institution of learning of a lower grade, 
below a college or university; a place of  primary instruction. ''t2 

The Ohio high court in 1977 had no trouble deciding that an organization 
dedicated to instruction in baton twirling, percussion instrument playing, and 
drill formation marching was not a " s c h o o l "  within the meaning of a statute 
limiting bingo licenses to schools and other specific institutions. The court 
found that "ordinary acceptation and significance" of  the word "school"  was 
clear, citing Peterman and other cases above. ~3 

By the 1980's, the need for a clearer understanding of what is meant by a 
" 'school" has become evident. This decade has witnessed a surge of litigation 
over where children may be legally educated. For example, in three recent 
cases parents sought to classify home instruction programs as schools and thus 
avoid the more restrictive requirements for home instruction under the com- 
pulsory attendance laws. While Peterman suggests that this is possible, the 
courts rejected the idea. The Oregon high court affu'med the conviction of a 
parent who failed to send a child to school, finding that a parent must meet the 
stricter requirements for a "parent or private teacher" teaching the child at 
home. Oregon law specifically excludes children being instructed by a parent 
or private teacher from its definition of a "private school. ''~4 Courts in 
Colorado ~5 and Virginia L6 have reached the same conclusion. 

In other recent litigation, courts have been willing to apply a broad dic- 
tionary definition of "school"  that favors defendants' programs. For example, 
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in South Dakota, the court, ruling from the bench, entered a directed verdict 
that a parent was not guilty of  violating the compulsory education law. Since 
the state had established in its case that the children were in fact receiving 
instruction, and given the dictionary definition of the word "school ,"  the court 
concluded that schooling was in fact occurring. ~7 

The vague attendance law 
The Supreme Court of  Wisconsin has deviated from this trend. In an unprec- 
edented decision, it declared Winsconsin's compulsory school attendance law 
void for vagueness. A major issue in two Wisconsin cases, State v. Popanz ~8 

and State v. White, 19 was the meaning of the term "private school." In 
Popanz,  the school in question, the "Free Thinker School," was upgraded and, 
apparently for that reason, its name had not been entered in the state's informal 
directory of private schools. The local school superintendent had informed a 
parent that he was not in compliance with the law unless his child attended a 
school listed in the state's directory. He had not otherwise evaluated the Free 
Thinker School. Since state law did not mention any such directory, and 
neither state law nor written regulations listed criteria for evaluating private 
schools, the court reversed conviction of the parent and set aside his two con- 
secutive 90-day sentences. 2° Applying classic analysis for allegedly vague 
statutes, the court searched the statutes and state department regulations and 
found no definition of "private school." The court also found no "well-settled 
meaning in common parlance" for the term. In reviewing the lower court's use 
of the dictionary definition, the high court found that too much interpretation 
was required for a citizen to conclude that a "private school" was "an  insti- 
tution that met prescribed curriculum and organizational requirements, and has 
any academic grade comparable to one found in a standard public school grade 
division.' ,21 

In the second Wisconsin case, although defendants had pleaded guilty, the 
court reversed their conviction and instructed the lower court to dismiss the 
case. The court indicated several alternative grounds for this decision. For 
example, one possibility was to reverse because guilty pleas based •upon an 
erroneous understanding of a defendant's legal rights could not be considered 
voluntary, and a defendant should have the opportunity to withdraw such a 
~I~ 22 

Standing alone, these decisions in Wisconsin provide contrast to the previous 
litigation involving definition of compulsory attendance laws. However, in 
1983, the Supreme Court of  Georgia followed the Wisconsin example to strike 
its attendance law for vagueness, thus indicating that a new trend has indeed 
been set in motion. 

The Georgia case involved parents who set up a home instruction program 
for their three children for religious and safety reasons, even though a local 
school official had informed them that he did not consider home instruction to 
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be in compliance with the compulsory schooling law. The parents examined 
Georgia law and concluded that it did not expressly prohibit home instruction, 
or explicitly require certification of the parents. State and local officials were 
notified of the parents' intention to teach their children at home, but the only 
response was a letter from the state department o f  education indicating that it 
was a matter between the parents and local officials. 

In reversing the parents' convictions for violation of the compulsory atten- 
dance law, the Georgia supreme court focused solely on the vagueness issue, 
declining to consider the permissibility of home instruction. The court cited the 
Wisconsin decision in Popanz with favor, noting that the Georgia law was 
"practically identical" to Wisconsin's. Neither the statutes nor administrative 
regulations defined a "private school," and no guidelines for approving private 
schools existed. In finding the statute unconstitutionally vague, the Georgia 
court also held that the law impermissibly delegated authority to local officials, 
by allowing them to judge, without written criteria, which private programs 
would be acceptable. 23 

Vagueness in criminal statutes violates one's sense of fair play. It also 
violates the due process clause of the U.S. Constitution. The U.S. Supreme 
Court, in Grayned v. City of Rockford, 24 set the standards for determining 
whether a law is unconstitutionally vague. A law must allow citizens to deter- 
mine what is and what is not lawful, so that it does not " trap the innocent by 
not providing fair warning" of prohibited behavior. A law must not give too 
much discretion to the enforcing officials, leaving citizens at their mercy. 
Finally, laws must not be so unspecific that they inhibit the exercise of pro- 
tected civil rights. Laws compelling "school"  attendance too often fail to meet 
these standards. 

Considerations for legislatures 
As state legislatures struggle with ways to serve the interests of  both school 
officials and parents, they should seriously consider what they intend by using 
the term "school ."  Statutes requiring compulsory attendance at a "school"  and 
authorizing criminal sanctions for nonattendance elevate the importance of 
defining "schools."  

It might be more fruitful for policymakers to consider what is an "educa- 
t ion," and compel children of specified ages to receive an education rather 
than to attend school. Such an approach focuses more directly on the valid 
concern that the public has for adequate instruction of children. Mere atten- 
dance at school can be a futile ritual; education implies more. Of course, 
changing the law in this way will allow parents to satisfy the requirement 
without sending a child to school, and some states do not now permit home 
instruction or other non-school options. In some states these options have been 
required by the courts, but the United States Supreme Court has not yet ruled 
on such a case. 
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If  poliCymakers prefer to use the term "school ,"  they should be sure to 
include a number of  elements in the statutory language to define a school: 

Age of  children. All state compulsory schooling statutes state the age of  
children covered; tax and zoning laws often do not. 

Qualifications of teachers. These can be simply stated. One main require- 
ment might be that teachers have successfully completed four years of  
college. 

Hours of  instruction. 

Extent of  academic instruction. Cases involving the classification of  baton 
twirling schools and gymnasiums might not be brought if requirements in 
this area were clarified. 

Requirements for grades, if any. The Wisconsin statute fell because of  a 
dispute over whether school without grades is a school. 

If  lawmakers prefer to impose different requirements for instruction in the 
home or in a school, then they must also consider how the two are to be 
distinguished. One obvious way is to limit home instruction to instruction by a 
parent of  the children of  that parent. If  a state wished to permit home instruc- 
tion by someone other than a parent, it could be limited to the children of a 
single family. 

Some choices may have constitutional implications, and the policymaker is 
advised to examine them carefully. Education is an extremely value-laden 
endeavor, and there are limits to what the state can compel. The court-ordered 
exemption of  the Amish from compulsory school attendance requirements is 
just one example, z5 Other constitutional limits to state regulation of  private 
education remain a more serious consideration than the need to define the term; 
these limits are discussed elsewhere, z6 
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In earlier times, schools were orderly, peaceful places where 
students went to study and learn. The old-fashioned image of a 
one-room schoolhouse filled with eager students dressed in their 
best clothes and pouring over well-worn books evokes fond 
memories of days that are now, unfortunately, a part of the past. 

Sadly, in far too many cities across our nation today, schools 
more closely resemble armed camps. Some students come to 
school carrying weapons or drugs, gang conflicts and violent 
crime are serious and frequent occurrences, and school officials 
are forced to behave more like police than educators. In this 
atmosphere, learning is of secondary importance to students who 
must spend their time trying to avoid becoming victims. This 
section examines the problems and some ways in which the courts 
have dealt with them. 

O 
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Crime in the school and 
in the community 

Joan McDermott 

Crime that occurs inside schools, particularly violent crime, became an issue 
of  increasing concern in the 1970's, as indicated by congressional hearings, 
special conferences, and a number of  research studies, as well as media 
coverage and public opinion polls of  the decade. The concern and debate over 
crime in schools continues in the 1980"s even though, from the evidence to 
date, the outcry over the problem far outweighs the problem itself. 

Generally, there is no strong evidence to support either the view that serious 
crime in schools has increased markedly in recent years, or the view that 
serious crime in schools is a problem of significant magnitude.~ As Wilson 
points out, "horror  stories of  teacher X being murdered and student Y being 
raped" suggest "unnecessary conclusions. ''2 Most crimes that occur in school 
are either petty thefts or minor assaults. 3 Some schools in some communities - 
particularly high crime communities - do have significant problems with 
vandalism, violence, and crime; however, violent schools are not the norm. 

Research on crime in schools is now an important enterprise, particularly in 
terms of  the evaluation of  intervention strategies. The purpose of  this paper is 
to suggest, on the basis of  evidence about delinquency and crime in schools 
and in the community, two perspectives that may provide direction for future 
analyses of  crime in schools. 

With few exceptions, most analyses of school crime and most intervention 
techniques have operated on the assumption that offenders, victims, and per- 
~u.~ w,u  fear crh-ne ha __,.A^,~ .L . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,., .~:~.:.^, categories, are in ~¢~/IIJUI~, L l l l ~  t~Ullt~CT,~.PtlAaJ.IY ~.JlblLUJ~,,Ik 

reality mutually exclusive groups of  young people. However, evidence suggests 
that this is probably not the case, that some individuals belong to more than 
one group. The first part of  this paper reviews the evidence in terms of the 
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phenomenon of crime in schools. 
Another characteristic of  much of the scholarly work on school crime, as 

well as popular debates on the topic, is the myopic tendency to view crime and 
fear of  crime in schools as if there were some special feature distinguishing 
these phenomena from similar phenomena in the community. Some of the 
hazards of  this approach are suggested in the second part of  this paper, 
together with evidence of the link between crime and fear of  crime in the 
schools and crime and fear of  crime in the community. 

Before discussing these propositions it is necessary to define some terms. 

Def'mitions 
In this paper, the term school crime refers to crime that occurs inside or on the 
grounds of (e.g. schoolyards) secondary schools. 4 A crime is a violation of the 
criminal law, whether or not the act is detected, reported, or officially acted 
upon. Although technically speaking most of  the acts which constitute school 
crime are delinquencies, the term crime is used for the specific purpose of 
excluding status offenses such as truancy, drinking, and smoking. Similarly, 
the term victims is restricted to victims of crime, and excludes victims of 
unpleasant but noncriminal acts such as bullying, verbal harassment, name- 
calling, and so forth. 

By cofitrast, the term fear in this paper refers to more than simply fear of 
crime. This is because what has been widely regarded and publicized as fear of 
crime in schools is not only fear of crime, in the sense of anxiety created by a 
specific perceived threat of  harm. From the research conducted to date, what 
has been measured as fear of crime is more aptly described as apprehension, 
worry, or anxiety, which in some unknown proportion of cases is actually fear 
of  being criminally victimized. 5 

One final point of clarification is necessary. While recognizing that criminal 
offending, criminal victimization, and fear in schools are not found exclusively 
in the youthful population (e.g., teachers are assaulted too), the present analysis 
focuses entirely on the youthful group. The majority of both offenders and 
victims of school crime are young; more specifically, most are students. For 
example, the data gathered in the National Institute of Education's (NIE) Safe 
School Study indicated that the great majority (74 to 98 percent) of  all offenses 
for which offender information was available were committed by current stu- 
dents at the school in question. 6 Aggregate National Crime Survey (victimiza- 
tion survey) data for the years 1973 to 1977 show that in 76 percent of  the 
total personal crimes 7 reported to have occurred inside the nations' schools, the 
victims were between 12 and 17 years old. Aggregate victimization survey data 
from 26 American cities show that most (78 percent) of  the reported in-school 
victimizations 8 involved student victims. Because most school crime involves 
students as both offenders and victims, it is assumed that the most fruitful 
approach to the study of school crime is to examine this group. 
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The offenders, the victims, and the fearful 
If we were to identify categories of actors (as opposed to, say, categories of 
acts or behavior patterns) in research and theorizing about crime, it is probably 
fair to say that those who break the laws (and to a much lesser extent those 
who make the laws) have dominated the center stage in criminological thought. 
Although the study of victims has grown enormously in the past two decades, 
victimology is a newer and less developed field of inquiry. Fear of crime, as a 
topic of study, is even more recent and less involved. 

Almost always, research and theorizing about crime have restricted them- 
selves to the examination of only one of these groups (the offenders, the vic- 
tims, or the fearful) at a time. There are, of  course, notable exceptions. For 
example, victimology has historically been concerned with the victim-offender 
dyad, and, since its introduction by Wolfgang, the idea of  victim-precipitated 
crime has received considerable attention. 9 Research specifying the nature and 
degree of  relationship between victimization and fear of  crime is another exam- 
ple of exceptions to the dominant thrust. 

The tendency to examine offenders, victims, and fearful youths as separate 
groups has characterized studies of crime and fear of crime in schools. How- 
ever, if we were to extract somehow from the youth population the three 
groups - offenders, victims, and fearful - these groups would not be mutually 
exclusive. Some (probably many) victims are fearful, but some of the fearful 
youths are probably offenders, and at least some offenders have also been 
victims. It is suggested that an examination of the nature and extent of  the 
overlap in these groups will illuminate our understanding of school crime. 

Studies which have examined fear of  crime in schools have shown a link 
between previous victimization experiences and fear. 

One of the best sources of information on fear of crime in schools is the 
NIE's Safe School Study. A questionnaire was administered to more than 
30,000 students in more than 600 public junior and senior high schools in 1976 
and early 1977. Three questionnaire items were designed to tap fear of  crime 
in schools. The first asked the students if they avoided any of a number of 
places in or around the school (e.g., hallways, restrooms, entrances) because of  
a fear that someone might "hurt  or bother" them there. A separate question 
asked, " H o w  often are you afraid that someone will hurt or bother you at 
school?" The third question asked students if they ~tnv~cl h~m . . . . .  tim,:, rh,rlner 
the previous month because of fear of being "hurt  or bothered" at school. 

All three NIE " f ea r "  questions asked students about a fear that someone 
might "hurt  or bother" them. Fear of crime refers to anxiety caused by 
awareness or apprehension of danger of being personally harmed in a criminal 
incident. Only the first part of the phrase "hur t  or bother" can be regarded as 
a threat to personal safety. The word bother, intended to measure such things 
as harassment, can refer to a variety of annoyances and problems, some of 
which are relatively minor (e.g., being ridiculed for tattered clothing or a poor 
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complexion). In an analysis of the Safe School Study data, Wayne and Rubel 
use the three fear questions to create a scale of "apprehensiveness." From the 
responses to these questions, the researchers classified the 31,373 high school 
students as not apprehensive (55 percent), slightly apprehensive (28 percent), 
moderately apprehensive (15 percent), and very apprehensive (3 percent). ~° 

Others have examined fear of crime in schools. As part of a St. Louis study 
of victimization and fear in schools reported by Hepburn and Monti, 1,799 
junior and senior high school students were asked whether they had been afraid 
that someone would "hurt or bother" them at school. Forty percent of the 
students said "yes. ' '~  

Both the Safe School Study data reported by Wayne and Rubel and the St. 
Louis data reported by Hepburn and Monti indicate some relationship between 
previous victimization and apprehension or fear. Wayne and Rubel report that 
28 percent of the highly apprehensive students had been robbed or assaulted in 
the previous month, but only 3 percent of the nonapprehensive students had 
been similarly victimized. The Safe School Study data also show a "ripple 
effect" of victimization on fear; the greater the proportion of previously vic- 
timized students in a school, the greater the apprehensiveness of nonvictims in 
the school. Hepburn and Monti report a weak relationship between "fear of 
being hurt or bothered" and an individual's scope of previous victimization. 

In their City Life and Delinquency study, Savitz, Lalli, and Rosen examined 
the relationship between juvenile victimization experiences and fear. ~2 Some of 
their findings are important, although neither victimization nor fear are in 
reference to a school setting. ~3 The investigators were "primarily concerned 
not merely with the presence of fear, but its relative degree. ''~4 Their juvenile 
subjects (500 black 13-year-old males in Philadelphia) were given cards with 
"fear ladders" and asked to set their finger at the amount of fear (or concern 
or worry) they felt for given offenses. ~5 Fear was found to be unrelated to 
juvenile victimization experiences. 

It should be noted that the fear of crime research generally indicates a weak 
to moderate relationship between previous victimization and measures of fear. ~ 
It is likely that because fear of crime is difficult to measure, the discrepancy 
between the results of the Savitz, LaUi, and Rosen study and the research that 
does show a relationship between victimizations and fear can be at least par- 
tially accounted for by the differences in the way fear was measured. It seems 
reasonable to conclude that in a school setting there is a weak to moderate 
relationship between previous victimization experiences and fear of crime. 

The offender-victim intersection 
Criminal offending and criminal victimization are largely viewed as two sides 
of the coin; in any given event that is labeled a crime, one or more participants 
are labeled offender and one or more participants are labeled victim. In most 
cases, the question of which participant gets which label is resolved simply - 
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the offender perpetrates the harm, the victim suffers the harm. The blur 
between the victim role and the offender role has been addressed primarily in 
terms of  the notion of victim precipitation, a concept introduced by Wolfgang 
to refer to "those criminal homicides in which the victim is a direct, positive 
precipitator in the crime."17 However, there is considerable evidence sug- 
gesting another merger of victim and offender roles - a person may at one 
time be an offender and at another time be a victim. This may be particularly 
true among juveniles who commit and suffer thefts and assaults. 

Savitz, Lalli, and Rosen found no significant differences in robbery and 
extortion victimization between official delinquents and nondelinquents.18 
Feyerherm, from a study of  self-reported delinquency and victimization among 
1,119 high school students, reports higher levels of theft and assaultive vic- 
timizations among juveniles in higher self-reported delinquency levels than 
those in lower levels. ~9 Feyerherm concludes: 

... these findings amount to a rejection o f  the notion that victims and 
offenders are two different sets o f  persons .... to some extent both roles draw 
upon the same set o f  persons. This evidence suggests that there may be some 
merit in conceiving of  the victim-offender relationship almost as a game 
setting, in which the more often one plays, the more likely it is that he will 
eventually play in both roles, z0 

Thus, evidence of the intersection of  juvenile victims and juvenile offenders is 
found both with official delinquents and self-reported delinquents. Although 
neither of these studies dealt specifically with the extent to which victims and 
offenders in school were drawn from the same set, there is reason to believe 
that the same intersection is found in school settings. For example, in their 
St. Louis study of high school students, Hepburn and Monti found that carry- 
ing a weapon was associated with both victimization and tolerance of serious 
behavior, zl 

As Feyerherm 2z observes, the finding that juvenile offenders and victims are 
not mutually exclusive groups suggests a phenomenon analogous to Wolfgang 
and Ferracutti's subculture of violence. 23 Hepburn and Monti's evidence of a 
relationship between carrying a weapon and tolerating serious behavior would 
seem to support this view. However, conclusions about a subculture of delin- 
quency - in the sense of subculture that carries distinct norms and values 
which approve criminal offending - are unnecessa~. Probably Feyerhe_~m.'s 
"game setting" interpretation is accurate, especially in high crime schools and 
communities where both offenders and victims are caught up in the same social 
circumstances and exposed to the same dangerous situations. Whether offending 
is a response to victimization, or offending increases the likelihood of  victim- 
ization, or both, it would seem that in certain environments both assaultive 
and theft crimes have survival value; that is, they can be viewed as rational 
responses to situations (in the school or in the community) and they are not 
necessarily products of deviant subculture norms and values. 
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The offender-fearful  intersection 
If victims and offenders to some extent form a common pool, it is reasonable 
to expect some relationship between fear of crime and criminal offending. It 
has been demonstrated that in a prison setting violence and aggression can be 
viewed as self-preserving strategies. 24 Similarly, offending may be viewed as 
an adaptive response to fear of  victimization. 

In the City Life and Delinquency research, Savitz, Lalli, and Rosen examined 
the hypothesis that the status of being a juvenile delinquent would be functional 
in terms of reducing fear. They found that official delinquents did not differ 
significantly from nondelinquents either in terms of their perception of the 
dangerousness of various social settings (e.g., school rooms, schoolyards, 
streets, subways) or in terms of their fear of  criminal victimization (being 
robbed, assaulted, paying protection, or being killed by teenagers). However, 
when Savitz, Lalli, and Rosen examined the relationship between gang affilia- 
tion and fear some interesting findings emerged. Based on self-report infor- 
mation, the researchers were able to identify "functional" gang members - 
boys who admitted that their group of  friends fought with other groups and that 
they were expected to participate in group or gang fights (failure to fight would 
result, the boys felt, in expulsion from the group). Membership in a functional 
gang produced lower perceptions of danger in most social settings (including 
schools) and lower levels of  fear of criminal victimization. Apparently, 
although delinquency, at least officially recorded delinquency, was not func- 
tional in terms of producing lower levels of fear, membership in a fighting 
gang was. Interestingly, membership in a fighting gang had other payoffs - 
fewer criminal victimizations and no higher rates of delinquency. 

These findings are important in terms of understanding the relationship 
between juvenile offending and fear. First, the evidence that in general delin- 
quents are no less (or no more) fearful of  victimization than are nondelinquents 
is evidence of the offender-fearful intersection. Second, some types of delin- 
quency - in this case, membership in a fighting gang - can serve to reduce 

fear. 
The above discussion leads logically to the identification of a fourth area of 

overlap - the victim-fearful-offender. There are a number of ways in which 
this probably occurs. For example, a student who is physically assaulted may 
fear similar attacks in the future, and adapt by creating, in the victimization of 
others, his own reputation for toughness and virility. Or, violent gangs may 
fear each other, but continue to fight each other. Finally, a student who is 
generally insecure, isolated, and apprehensive may react to the theft of  her new 
sweater by stealing another student's running shoes. 

In summary, the evidence suggests that the three groups of young people - 
the offenders, the victims, and the fearful or apprehensive - are not mutually 
exclusive. Before discussing the implications of this finding, it is necessary to 
consider another relationship - the relationship between crime, victimization, 
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and fear in schools and similar phenomena in the community. 

The school and the community 
In a discussion of crime in schools Wilson observes that: 

... we must realize that crime does not occur in the schools in isolation from 
crime in the rest o f  society. Indeed, much o f  what is called "'crime in the 
schools" is really crime committed by young persons who happen to be 
enrolled in a school or who happen to commit the crime on the way to or 
f rom school. 25 

A perspective that does not separate crime in the schools from crime in the 
community has important implications, in terms of interpretation, explanation, 
and prevention. 

The tendency to view crime in schools as if it existed apart from, or were 
somehow different than, crime in the community has two unfortunate conse- 
quences. First, the blame is placed solely on the schools~ or, more precisely, 
on school officials, administrators, and teachers. Second, solutions are almost 
always school-related: better teachers, smaller classes, fair and equal treatment 
of students, relevant subject matter in courses, and tighter discipline. 26 Cer- 
tainly there are actions that can be taken within schools to lower levels of 
crime, disorder, and fear. Many of these approaches (e.g., fair and equal treat- 
ment of students) have intrinsic value apart from any effect they may have on 
crime. However, in the long run, reliance on solely school-related interventions 
may not significantly lower levels of school crime, especially if crime in 
schools is reflective of crime in the community. Some of the research on 
crime, victimization, and fear of crime in schools shows strong links between 
these phenomena and similar phenomena in the community. 

The report of the Safe School Study lists a number of characteristics of  
secondary schools with low rates of student violence and low property loss 
(through burglary, theft, vandalism, and arson). 27 Both property loss and 
student violence were found to be lower in schools whose attendance areas had 
low crime rates. After acknowledging the association between high crime 
schools and high crime communities, the NIE report minimizes its significance, 
chiefly because, they report, community crime did not emerge as the most 
significant factor associated with school property loss in all six categories of 
~ t - h n n l ~  in  th,~ ~ n l d v  28 ThF. N!E emphasizes ineto,d th, r n l o  nF  ¢r, hntnl  f a o t n r c  

(large size, impersonality, lack of discipline, lack of coordination between 
teachers and principals, and so on) in the production of school crime. Unfor- 
tunately, because the details of the statistical analyses are not reported, it is 
impossible to judge from the NIE report exactly how strong or weak any of the 
associations between the various independent variables (including community 
crime rate) and student violence or school property loss were. 

If high crime schools are associated with high crime communities, it would 
be reasonable to expect greater proportions of fearful or apprehensive students 
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in schools located in higher crime communities. When Wayne and Rubel ana- 
lyzed the NIE fear data, they found a positive relationship between apprehen- 
siveness and violent crime in the student's neighborhood. 29 

Some of the City Life and Delinquency findings also shed some light on the 
issue of fear of crime in the schools. Although a considerable proportion of 
the young black males rated school rooms (22 percent) and school hallways 
(34 percent) as "dangerous" (that is, where there was a good chance of being 
beaten up or robbed), much larger percentages of the youths rated as dangerous 
schoolyards (44 percent), subways (65 percent), streets just outside their 
neighborhoods (66 percent), streets going to and coming from school (54 per- 
cent), and dance halls, movie houses, parks, and playgrounds (all about 50 per- 
cent).3° 

One of the most insightful analyses of the relationship between crime in the 
schools and crime in the communities is presented by Gold and Moles. 31 Using 
data gathered in the 1972 National Youth Survey, 32 they address several ques- 
tions about school crime. Central to their analysis is the question of whether 
delinquent behavior in school is "best understood as a distinct phenomenon or 
as part of a more general pattern of delinquent behavior. 33 A comparison of 
kinds of offenses that were committed in school and committed elsewhere 
indicated that although personal violence accounted for proportionately more 
crime in schools than elsewhere, this was because alcohol and drug use domi- 
nated the profile of offenses committed elsewhere than school. Gold and Moles 
e ~ a i n  that: 
l lnasmuch as about 95 percent of the victims of all chargeable adolescent 
assaults are other adolescents, and the density of peers present is greatest at 
school, it follows that assaults occurred relatively more often there (although 
it is good to keep in mind that twice as many assaults occurred outside of 

l~Lchool as in). 34 
Thus, there were no important types of crime differences between school delin- 
quency and community delinquency that could not be explained as a function of 
opportunity. More important for the present purposes, Gold and Moles also 
found that "those responsible for more delinquent behavior at school tended to 
be more responsible for more of the delinquent behavior in the community. ''35 
School delinquents and community delinquents are the same individuals. 

Gold and Moles then checked the hypothesis that the correlates of delinquent 
behavior in the school and in the community were the same. When a set of 
predictor variables associated with delinquent behavior was regressed separately 
on delinquent behavior in school and delinquent behavior elsewhere, the data 
indicated that the relative importance of predictors of delinquent behavior was 
quite similar for both sites. 36 Gold and Moles reported that "Indeed, one can 

/hardly discriminate between their correlates, and, by inference, their causes. ''3~ 
in summary, there is ample evidence suggesting that crime and fear of crime 

! in schools should be viewed within a wider community context. High crime 
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schools tend to be located in high crime communities, and students who are 
apprehensive or fearful tend to come from neighborhoods with noticeably 
higher levels of fear. In addition, it is likely that in the judgment of  most 
young people, there are plenty of places in their communities - subways, 
streets, parks - that are considerably more dangerous than their schools. 
Lastly, youths who commit crimes in school are probably the same youths who 
commit crimes in the community. 

C o n c l u s i o n s  

In order to help put into perspective the related problems of offending, vic- 
timization, and fear of  crime in schools, this paper has brought together some 
of  the findings of  research on these topics. Two of the assumptions which have 
guided both popular and scholarly thought on school crime can be challenged 
in the light of this evidence. 

One assumption is that criminal offending, victimization, and fear of  crime in 
schools somehow exist apart from offending, victimization and fear among 
young persons in the community. The indication that this is clearly not the case 
has enormous implications. For one thing it means that it may be futile to 
continue to pump scarce federal and other monies into delinquency research 
and prevention efforts which assume that the source of the problem is the 
school itself in isolation from the neighborhood or community in which it is 
located. Efforts can and should be taken within schools to reduce crime and 
fear of  crime, and the literature on the relationship between schools and delin- 
quency suggests that some of these efforts (e.g., attempts to reduce frustration 
and alienation) may ultimately pay off in terms of reducing delinquency in the 
community. However, concentrating efforts in the school probably will  not 
have a significant impact in the long run for those schools located in high 
crime communities, the schools with the very real crime problems. 

The school-community link suggests additional problems with some in-school 
crime prevention strategies. Law and order approaches such as tighter security, 
stricter rule enforcement, and fortresslike alterations in a school's physical 
plant may reduce acts of  crime and violence in school, only to displace them to 
the community. Similarly, expelling or suspending troublemakers puts them on 
the street with nothing to do. Lowering the level of  crime in schools may have 
. . . . .  1 : . . . . . . . . .  " ~ " ^ : - - '  . . . . .  ' . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . .  by ~ u  x ~ a a  l x~ lpa~ , t  u l l  i c u u ~ i t i ~  u l c  t u t i i i  ~ t l l i U U l | t  o l  crime committed young 
people. 

Another underlying assumption of research on crime and fear of  crime in 
schools is the assumption that offenders and victims are different groups, and 
that one group preys on the other. Relatedly, although fear and apprehension 
have been discussed in terms of  the victimized, there[has been little attention to 
the notion that the victimizers themselves are fearful .L~t the evidence shows 
that these three groups of young people - offenders, victims, and fearful - are 
not mutually exclusive. In addition, just as "school delinquents" and "com- 
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munity delinquents" are the same individuals, it may be the case that the 
"school vigti~ns/fearful" and "community victims/fearful" are the same 

individua_~, 
The size of the three groups in relation to each other and to the universe, as 

well as the extent of their overlap, pose intriguing questions for future 
research. Assuredly, these vary from one community to another. However, a 
study of  these relationships would have theoretical value and would also be 

fruitful in suggesting strategies of prevention. 
Research on crime, victimization, and fear of crime in schools is likely to 

continue. In the future the more fruitful approaches to the study of crime and 
fear of crime in schools will be those that use conceptual models that integrate 
data, rather than those that continue to collect data blindly. This paper has sug- 

gested two perspectives which may be of some use. 
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Freeze! How school 
employees react to 
student violence 

M. Chester Nolte 

Myres ,  a f irst-year teacher ,  broke up a fight in the school corridor. He was 
about to conduct one of  the students to the principal's office when he was con- 
fronted by a group of 12 to 15 male students who blocked his way. Believing 
that it was him or the students, the teacher remembered that he had a starter 
pistol in his back pocket. Pulling it out, he brandished it before the group and 
told them to freeze. Myres then took the offending student to the office. His 
principal investigated the event and recommended that even though Myres had 
acted commendably in stopping a fight, his use of the gun on campus was 
unacceptable and unnecessary. His conclusion was that Myres was guilty of  
poor judgment if not unprofessional conduct in the matter. The superintendent 
held a hearing after which he recommended that Myres be fired, a recommen- 
dation that the board carried out. Myres brought suit to recover his position, 
claiming lack of due process and support from the board of education. The 
court upheld his termination, with the pointed comment that one of the duties 
of the board is to determine "that some teachers are not well-suited for han- 
dling the pressures or responsibilities encountered by an educator today. ''1 

Schools were traditionally considered to be "safe places" where children 
could be protected from harm while under the supervision of  the states. Now 
however, according to one source, 2 risks of assault and robbery to urban 
youngsters aged 12 to 19 are greater in school than out. The old saw that 
teachers should receive "combat  pay" is no joke to the more than 1,000 
teachers assaulted each month and injured seriously enough to require medical 
attention. 3 And this number is only the tip of the iceberg: many assaults go 
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Denver, Denver, Colorado. 
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unreported or are settled in-house before they become statistics. 

Some shocking facts 
Secretary of Education T. H. Bell reported that violence in the schools has 
increased since 1978, when the National Institute of Education (NIE) found 
shocking indications of violence in schools, 4 reporting that each month in 
America's secondary schools: 
* 282,000 students are physically attacked 
e 2,400,000 students have their personal property stolen 
,, 125,000 teachers are threatened with physical harm 
• 1,000 teachers are assaulted seriously enough to require medical attention. 5 

Now an aroused public is demanding a return to safer times. 6 During 1983, 
no fewer than 26 major reports were released indicating what should be done 
to bring order and excellence back to the schools. Since on the average, a 
minimum of 157,000 cases of crime occur in American schools in a typical 
month, one of the points of  attack for school boards is the question of how to 
deal with disruption at the place where it occurs: in the corridors and class- 
rooms of  America's secondary schools. 

One problem appears to be that of  declining effectiveness of the punishments 
open to educators that are both legally acceptable and educationally sound. 
Myres '  reaction 7 is typical of  teachers who must respond when students 
challenge their control. Where the response is hesitant or ill-advised, leading to 

• litigation where teachers lose, their effectiveness as directors of learning suffers 
and discipline in the school is thereby undermined. 

Teachers on the firing line 
Do local boards have broad power to maintain discipline and provide security 
in the schools? This question was before a New York City court in 1982. A 
group of junior high school students told their assistant principal that "some 
boys are trying to take our jewelry."  On investigation, he was able to detain 
five truant male students from another school who were present on the 
grounds. Police arrived and arrested the truants, who then brought an action 
against the district for false arrest. In New York, the standard for judging false 
arrest involves the following elements, as outlined by the court: 

The action for false imprisonment is derived from the ancient common-law 
action of trespass and protects the personal interests of  freedom from 
restraint of movement. Whenever a person unlawfully obstructs or deprives 
another of  his freedom to choose his own location, that person will be liable 
for that interference. To establish this cause of action the plaintiff must show 
that: (I) the defendant intended to confine him, (2) the plaintiff was con- 
scious of  the confinement and (4) the confinement was not otherwise 
privileged, s 
The court refused to hold the assistant principal liable and dismissed the suit. 
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School boards, reasoned the court, have broad powers to control their baili- 
wicks. As an employee of  the board, the administrator shared in that authority, 
since he was acting under orders from the board. The court pointed out that as 
one standing in loco parentis to the students under his supervision, he had not 
only the right but the duty to act in their behalf. Since he could reasonably 
anticipate harm from the intruders, he was within his rights in detaining them 
until help arrived. 9 

The broad powers of  the board to protect those within its territory create an 
implied immunity for those who bear the burden of carrying out board policy. 
In Florida, for example, an appeals court ruled that a student " w h o  merely 
looked suspicious" could be detained in the principal's office for the purpose 
of a ',patting down. ''~° According to the court, the criminal law standard for a 
legal stop does not control a student's detention, even though the principal later 
in checking him out found a purse containing marijuana. Moreover,  school 
officials do not have to have a reasonable suspicion in order to detain a student 
and take him to be "checked out"  on the premises. ~ 

In the same vein, the broad powers of  boards to control students may protect 
board employees who under this rubric may get by with some  practices that 
would be declared unconstitutional in another setting. To combat drug sales 
in the lavatories, one school district installed two-way mirrors permitting the 
administrators to scrutinize student exchange of  drugs. The court upheld such 
a practice, balancing the interests of  the community against those of  the stu- 
dents. ~2 And where high school officials placed an undercover policewoman in 
two classes to investigate drug trafficking, the practice was upheld since it did 
not disrupt classes nor lead to arrest of  any of  the students, t3 

Similarly, school boards have been upheld in transferring a student to another 
school when marijuana was found in his locker, ~4 and in suspending and reas- 
signing a student who assaulted a teacher. ~5 

Despite these broad common-law powers of  local boards, a steady increase 
has occurred in the number of instances where teachers are called on to inter- 
vene in student use and possession of drugs, alcohol, pills, and weapons. A bill 
introduced in the 1984 session of  the Colorado General Assembly, if enacted, 
would provide legal assistance to any teacher or administrator sued in the line 
of  duty for disciplining a student in school. The bill has the support of  

• ~ o e~.,,,-r" . . . . . . . .  o-,,e. " I f  you -~^~'" ~" . . . .  a:.^:_l;_^ :_ .L.^ .^t.^^l. ,, KItKJII I. 11ClL¥$.¢ k J l ~ l ~ l l d l l l l  ~ 111 I111~ ~ k ,  l l l . . / U l b ,  

says sponsoring State Senator Bob Allshouse, "the only thing you have is 
anarchy." Many school board members would agreefl 6 

Threats, criminal extortion, and negligence 
Once principally civil in nature, school law has become increasingly more 
attuned to criminal law in recent months. The presence of  security guards in 
many schools and the ubiquitous "security program" in the larger districts 
attest to the changing climate in schools today. Crimes against persons (assault, 
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narcotics, robbery, sex offenses, trespass and weapons) and crimes against 
property (arson, bomb threats, burglary, larceny and vandalism) are now an 
accepted, if not welcome, subject to be addressed in managing the educational 
enterprise. What is emerging is an entirely different image of  the school as a 
safe place for children to study during their years of compulsory attendance. 
To say that this calls for new and imaginative approaches to school manage- 
ment is an understatement.17 

Principals are concluding that they must use their power or they will lose it 
as illustrated by the following case arising in California. Around 1:30 p.m. of 
a school day, the principal of  an elementary school saw a youth in the hall, 
and upon inquiry, determined that he had no business in the building. After 
several attempts to remove the intruder, the principal finally decided to 
expedite the youth's exit, whereupon the boy shouted an obscenity Is and 
resisted efforts to remove him. Finally, as he left, the youth shouted from the 
street, "I'11 go home and get a gun and come back and shoot you ."  Then as a 
parting shot, he turned and repeated the threat, "And  I'll get you, too!" 

California law provides that anyone who causes a public official to refrain 
from doing an act in the performance of his duties by means of a threat "is 
guilty of a public offense. ''19 A threat can be either a felony or a misde- 
meanor. At trial, the judge reduced the charge from a felony to a misde- 
meanor,  and the state appealed. 2° The appellate court nullified the conviction 
on the grounds that the trial judge failed to instruct the jury on the subject of  
specific intent ("Did he really mean what he said?"). In remanding the case 
for consideration, the appellate court noted that whether or not the boy in- 
tended to carry out his threat was a matter of  fact for the jury to determine on 
appropriate instruction from the court. 21 

The automatic knife 
Must school officials give due process consideration when assessing a penalty 
for violation of disciplinary regulations? There seems to be no question at this 
junction that due process consideration must be given to grade reductions and 
grade denials for disciplinary and truancy problems. 22 The question left un- 
answered is, "At  what point can the school levy an automatic penalty without 
first holding a hearing and going through lengthy procedures aimed at pro- 
tecting the rights of the student?" The question becomes more than academic 
where a student is in possession of a dangerous weapon on school property. 

It is no secret that many secondary school students go to school armed 
against attacks on themselves and/or their property. This reflects a tendency in 
the society at large: when a heinous crime occurs, some citizens run to the gun 
shops to arm themselves. School officials have contemplated this mind set and 
have included in their students handbooks lists of  proscribed weapons, posses- 
sion of which leads to automatic suspension or expulsion. Among these 
weapons is the knife. In at least a dozen cases, boards have been upheld in 
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levying automatic penalties for carrying a knife in school .  23 The power of  the 
board is seemingly broad enough to include automat ic  suspension and/or expul- 
sion of  students found in possession of knives, state actions that would not be 
legally defensive were it not that the school is a special environment where 
special limitations on freedom apply. 24 

Excluding students from school activities or from class has been likewise 
upheld under the board's broad powers to control the school environment. 
These punishments somehow lack the effect of  more direct action taken espe- 
cially where the punishment does not fit the seriousness of the student's 
crime. 25 

Some state statutes require truants to be turned over  to juvenile court, which 
in turn may sentence them back to school.2~ However, in the State of Washing- 
ton, the court held that a juvenile court had jurisdiction only over the parents 
and not over truants under the compulsory attendance statute. With this inter- 
pretation, the juvenile cour t  lacked jurisdiction to fine and order students back 
to school or to cite them for contempt for failure to obey orde r s .  27 

One question ye t  unsettled in student control is whether one's coming upon 
school property, especially one who is there for no stated purpose, constitutes 
a trespass. A South Carolina statute prohibits trespass "on the premises of  
another person," but makes no reference to trespass on public property. An- 
other statute provides that school trustees "shall be deemed to be the owners 
and possessors of  school property." The South Carolina Supreme Court read 
the statutes together in deciding that trespass on school property is trespass 
"on  the premises of another" and therefore proscribed. 2s 

Bus drivers and other employees 
Courts are divided on the question of whether bus drivers and other school 
employees have the right that teachers have to discipline students for miscon- 
duct going to and f rom school. In People  v. Davis ,  29 a bus driver was exon- 
erated for slapping some boys who were throwing candy but was found guilty 
of battery for slapping a girl who laughed at what was going on. And where a 
student called the bus driver a "bitch" and said that if the bus did n o t m o v e  
soon, she would tell her mother to "'get" the driver, and was slapped, the bus 
driver was convicted of criminal battery. 3° The appellate court found that bus 
drivers, -nlika t ~ n t ' h o r c ,  n rp  nr~t ,.,~iGed ,~,-~,~1 . . . . . . . .  ,4 ,ho,-o¢,~.o n~...~,, • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  v , v j  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  enjoy 
"the willful and wanton standard" teachers enjoy in the area of student 
discipline. 

Conceivably, some teachers would disagree with the court's conclusion that 
the standard under which teachers operate is so broad as to be "willful and 
wanton." While their status standing in loco parent i s  does permit teachers 
some latitude in disciplining students, teachers are at risk when administering 
corporal punishment to a student, 3x for many have been held liable for assault 
and battery. What is needed perhaps is a clearer legal definition of  the well- 
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directed kick that stays within the confines of  "reasonable" punishment. 32 
Finally, like the automatic knife, a3 the handgun seems legally unacceptable as 

a means of  quieting disruption among high school students. A recess duty 
teacher was working the boys' rest room area during a break. Suddenly, the 
teacher was confronted by a male student; an argument ensued and a scuffle 
occurred. The student was ordered to the principal's office but refused to go. 
Instead, he wrapped his belt around his fist and threatened the teacher. The 
teacher then ran to his car and returned with a pistol. He did not point the 
pistol, but only made it visible. The student saw the weapon and retreated (he 
was on the point of  attacking the teacher with a two-by-four). The police 
arrived and the teacher surrendered the gun. Ultimately, the Louisiana State 
Supreme Court found the teacher not guilty on all charges, and insisted that he 
had acted "in legal justification or self-defense. ''34 

Self-defense, as Marshall Dillon of "Gunsmoke"  fame would testify, is a 
United States Marshal's friend, but is it available to the teacher whose duty is 
to patrol the corridor. At the present time, the courts do not agree, leaving the 
teacher to speculate whether his responsibilities as a peacekeeper might not be 
far outdistanced by his lack of  control of  the situation. Since the law abhors a 
vacuum, the question of how a teacher's authority can be made coterminous 
with his responsibility awaits a satisfactory answer in most high schools today. 

Summary  
No longer can the public school be considered the "safe place" for study and 
reflection once postulated by the common law. When children act in a crim- 
inally disruptive manner in school, they can expect that their actions will spark 
an equally forceful reaction from their teachers. Not all these reactions will be 
approved by the courts. Teachers will learn, as John Milton pointed out in 
"Paradise Lost ,"  that "he who overcomes by force hath overcome but half his 

foe."  
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free from unwanted discipline); Rubertone v. Board ofEduc.,  N.J. Comm'r. of  
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31. However, a "mere touching does not constitute corporal punishment." In the 
Tenure Hearing ofFredJ.  Gaus, Ill, N.J. Comm'r.  of Educ. Decision, 1979. 

32. Although a 12-year-old student suffered embarrassment when he was struck by the 
teacher's foot while turned around in his seat talking, he suffered no physical harm 
and there was no battery. The court said that it was a reasonable kick, under the 
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Substantive due process 
in student discipline: 
The judicial role 

B. Glen Epley 

When 14-year-old David Evans was expelled from Astronaut High School in 
October 1983, he was chagrined. He had taken but one pill, substance then 
unknown, and he had no prior disciplinary problems. Yet the Brevard County, 
Florida, School Board expelled him, as it would ultimately expel over 110 
students during 1983-1984, for the remainder of the school year including sum- 
mer school. The mandatory penalty for first-time drug users was the same as 
for multiply convicted drug abusers and dealers. Surely, David thought, this 
unreflective punishment is an abuse of power, a contradiction of  substantive 
due process rights that the courts would remedy. 

Young Evans's complaint is a logical extension of the Supreme Court's 
maxim that students do not shed their constitutional rights at the school house 
gates, 1 including their right to both substantive and procedural due process. 2 
Following the Tinker decision in 1969, court dockets were flooded with cases 
focusing on procedural due process: the right to written notice of charges, a 
full and fair hearing before an impartial party, legal counsel, opportunity to 
present and cross-examine witnesses, and so forth. 3 In these matters, the 
judiciary did not hesitate to instruct schools as to their legal obligations in 
respecting constitutional rights of students. As the procedural guidelines became 
refined, students began to turn to substantive concerns. Here, the judiciary 
paused, reluctant to substitute its judgment for the school board's in 
disciplinary matters. An Illinois court noted that 

School discipline is an area which courts enter with great hesitation and 

reluctance - and  rightly so. School officials are trained and p a id  to deter- 

B. Glen Epley is an assistant professor of Educational Administratien, University 
of the Pacific, Stockton, California. 
Copyright © 1984 by Matthew Bender & Co., Inc., and reprinted with permis- 
sion from Education Law. 
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mine what form of punishment best addresses a particular student's trans- 
gressions. They are in a far better position than is a black-robed judge to 
decide what to do with a disobedient child at school. 4 
The courts have not been reluctant, however to intervene when a student has 

been abused. As early as 1853, the Indiana Supreme Court held a teacher lia- 
ble for striking a student with whips and kicking him in the face because he 
had misspelled a word and refused to try again. 5 But in determining the demar- 
cation between intrusive judicial interference and proper censure of unwar- 
ranted violations of fair play, the courts must walk a fine line. 

School authorities, too, must make difficult choices in securing a climate that 
is disciplined but not odious. The policing of drugs and alcohol, for example, 
presents a dilemma. Both are such execrable influences that many boards have 
taken strong measures to control their presence at school. On occasion, stu- 
dents believe that school boards go too far and ask the court to intervene. 

An Arkansas tenth grader sought judicial relief after he was expelled for 
leaving school without permission and returning to go on a band trip intox- 
icated. Both the federal district and appellate courts concluded that the board 
violated the student's substantive due process rights by construing its own 
regulations erroneously. ~ Specifically, the courts believed that the student was 
suspended .under the penumbra of section 11 of its rules, which called for 
mandatory expulsion of students under the influence of "narcotics or other 
hallucinogenics, drugs, or controlled substances classified as such by Act 590 
of 1971, as amended. ''7 Because Act 590 specifically exempted alcohol from 
its definition of narcotic, controlled substance, or other hallucinogen, the 
district court held that the board treated the student unfairly in using this 
section of  its rules to expel him. s 

A divided Eighth Circuit Court of  Appeals affirmed the district court's 
holding because "the express terms of  section 11 apply only to 'Drugs' and 
expressly exempt alcohol."9 The court of  appeals noted that although Wood v. 
Strickland specifically prevented the federal judiciary from relitigating "eviden- 
tiary questions arising in school disciplinary proceedings or the proper con- 
struction of school regulations, ''~° the case at bar differed because the board 
"construed its own regulations unreasonably. ' ' ~  

The United States Supreme Court disagreed. In a 6-3 per curiam decision, 
the court found that "[a] case may be hypothesized in which a school board's 
interpretation of its rule is so extreme as to be a violation of  due process, but 
this is surely not that case. ''12 Noting that " the court of  appeals was ill-advised 
to supplant the interpretation of the regulation of those officers who adopted it 
and are entrusted with its enforcement, ''~3 the Supreme Court concluded the 
"Board's interpretation of its regulations controls. ''14 The expulsion was upheld. 

McCluskey will not join Tinker, Goss, and Wood as landmark student rights 
decisions, and on its face the issue seems unimportant. It may harken a retreat 
from judicial emphasis on protecting student rights, but more likely the case 
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indicates the high court's renewed support for the discretion of local officials. 
In allowing the expulsion to stand, the court began to draw the opposite 
parameter for student rights, the line that students may not cross in disputing 
the responsibility of school boards to maintain an environment conducive to 
education. 

Judicial respect for school authority 
The desire to support school authorities is evident in a variety of jurisdictions. 
Some courts do not believe that children have constitutional protection for 
punishment in public schools; indeed, some courts suggest that not enough 
discipline is present. 15 The courts are reluctant to place themselves between 
school authorities and recalcitrant students. The United States Fifth Circuit has 
noted that school matters are best resolved within the school system. If  some 
believe the rules too harsh, the proper forum for petition to change the rules is 
the school board, not the courts. ~6 

Even mandatory punishments that treat all offenders, even those in whose 
cases mitigating circumstances are present, with the same severe sanctions have 
found a supportive judiciary. An Illinois school board expelled for the re- 
mainder of the 1982-83 school year a high school girl who was in possession 
of  a number of caffeine pills.17 The district superintendent testified that he con- 
sidered the girl's conduct to be "serious and destructive. ''~s He reported that 
when students are found possessing or using drugs, they are normally sus- 
pended immediately and then usually expelled. 19 The principal of  the school 
told the court that, because of  the seriousness of the violation, previous records 
of students are not taken into account when expelling them for possession of 
drugs. 2° 

The trial court could not abide by the school authorities' decision. Although 
it did not find the board's action to be arbitrary or capricious, the court 
believed that because the student had a good record and because caffeine pills 
are not a controlled substance, she deserved another chance. 21 The appellate 
court disagreed, observing that "the dissemination of drugs, whatever their 
legal status, to fellow students endangers the physical health of those students 
and need not be tolerated by the school board."22 Further, in light of  the 
serious consequences attending the possession and use of drugs, the court found 
the school board was justified in its draconian punishment. The expulsion was 
upheld. 

The United States Fifth Circuit Court of  Appeals heard a similar case. Here 
a student brandishing a knife threatened to kill another child. The mandatory 
penalty for possessing knives at school was automatic expulsion. According to 
the court, "[t]he legal issue...is whether, as a matter of substantive due proc- 
ess, a student is guaranteed some discretion by the [s]chool [b]oard in fixing 
the punishment for violation of a rule. The plaintiffs argue they have such a 
right; we disagree. ''23 The court reasoned that the school board has the power 
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to ignore its own rules; technically, then, no punishment is "mandatory"  in 
every case. The court considered that the key element was not the mandatory 
nature of the sanction but its nexus with the infraction and the purpose of the 
schools. In the case at bar, the court found that [b]ecause the rule and the 
punishment for violating the rule clearly ar e rationally related to the goal of 
providing a safe environment in which children can learn, it comports with 
substantive due process. ''24 

Even in alleged First Amendment rights violations, the courts tread lightly. 
Five students in Indiana distributed leaflets advocating a walk-out and were 
suspended pending a hearing, zs Nine calendar days later, a hearing officer 
recommended expulsion for the remainder of the semester. The school board 
reviewed the recommendation and upheld the expulsion. 

The students claimed that their First Amendment rights were violated in that 
the distribution of the literature was a protected free speech right. 26 The defen- 
dants maintained that a walk-out less than 24 hours before the leaflets were 
distributed had caused serious disruption of the education process, and that they 
could reasonably forecast a repeat disruption. 27 The court agreed, noting that, 
"once a reasonable forecast of material interference with the school's work is 
made, school officials should be accorded a wide degree of discretion in deter- 
mining the appropriate punishment to be imposed. ''2s 

The plaintiffs alleged that, even if a reasonable forecast could be made, the 
school board subsequently violated their substantive due process rights by not 
acting as an impartial fact finder but merely as a rubber stamp for the admin- 
istrator's action. 29 The court could find no evidence of partiality and con- 
cluded, "[i]t is a judgment call and...the [c]ourt will not substitute its judgment 
for that of  school officials. ''3° The court did note, however, that it would not 
fail to intervene if school officials become hardened to fundamental fair play 

and just ice)  ~ 
Defining fair play for school authorities poses another problem for the 

judiciary. School officials are presumed to be benevolent toward their students 
whereas policemen act as adversaries of criminal suspects; thus, the rules 
governing police action may not be appropriate for school persons)  2 The 
courts have refused to hold a lay board to the standard of applying common- 
law rules of evidence in a disciplinary hearing, 33 and have ruled that Miranda 
warnings are not necessary safeguards for student interrogations by adminis- 
trators. 34 Indeed, it appears that schools must stray very far indeed before the 
courts will call foul. The Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals has warned that cor- 
poral punishment may violate substantive due process, but only if the punish- 
ment was "so  severe, was so disproportionate, and was so inspired by malice 
or sadism...that it amounted to a brutal and inhuman abuse of official power 
literally shocking to the conscience. ''35 

In none of these decisions did the court dispute that students have substantive 
due process rights. However, the judicial tendency seemed to favor allowing 

.S 
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locally elected officials to run their schools with a minimum of judicial inter- 
vention. In an age of severe criticism of public education, judges may have 
come to believe it necessary to err on the side of the authorities if  such support 
will help improve the educational environment. 

Overstepping the bounds 

On a few occasions, the courts have decided that a board action exceeded the 
boundaries of fair play without being inspired by malice or sadism. When an 
eleventh grade Pennsylvania girl admitted to drinking a glass of  wine in a 
restaurant while on a field trip to New York City, she was suspended for five 
days, expelled from the cheerleading squad, and expelled from the National 
Honor Society. 36 In addition, her final grade in each of  her classes for the 
second marking period was reduced by ten points. 

The student challenged only the grade reduction penalty on the grounds that 
the offense for which she was being punished was unrelated to academics, and 
that her permanent academic record should not be altered substantially because 
she had one glass of wine. The court noted that "in absence of a gross abuse 
of discretion, courts will not second guess policies of the several board of  
directors."37 In the instant case, however, the court ruled it illegal to misrep- 
resent scholastic achievement for reasons irrelevant to the achievement being 
graded. 3s The board policy of reducing grades for misbehavior unassociated 
with academics was an "illegal application of the Board's discretion and...the 
grade reduction was improper. ''39 

In other recent cases where the courts have intervened, the gravamen turned 
more on semantics than on a claim of student mistreatment. A Washington 
appellate court reversed a 64-day suspension imposed on a girl who drank one 
glass of  champagne at home before attending a school-sponsored dance. 4° The 
court focused on two school board rules: one called for mandatory suspension 
of  any student who drank alcohol before attending a school dance; the other 
expressly limited long-term suspensions to cases in which alternative forms of  
punishment had either failed or could reasonably be predicted to fail. The 
school claimed that the first rule was directed at a specific activity and was 
needed to stop the significant problem of drunken students at school dances. 
The girl claimed that the second rule protected her from being made a sacri- 
f i • i n l  l n r n h  t n  stop t h P  ¢ i n ¢  o f  n t h ~ r e  T h ~  c o u r t  h ~ l r l  tl..t,at ~ , l n ~ e h m ~ r ~ t  ~rt a . . . . .  

of the board's own rules was a violation of substantive due process, even if the 
intent of  the punishment was justifiable. The second rule controlled, and the 
suspension was vacated, a~ 

The courts also were willing to intervene in Florida and Kentucky, although 
their rulings do more to obfuscate than to clarify the immunity that school 
boards might expect in establishing mandatory punishments. In Kentucky, three 
band members were expelled under a mandatory expulsion policy for drinking 
while on a band trip. 42 The trial court not only reinstated the band members on 
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the grounds that the school board had considered no factors other than the con- 
sumption of  alcohol, it also struck the mandatory expulsion rule. On appeal, 
the court sustained the reinstatement of  the aggrieved students, but it overruled 
the striking of the mandatory expulsion policy. The appellate court noted that 
the trial court had decided the board erred in not considering such factors as 
the past conduct record, academic standing, probability of repeat violations, 
or alternative punishments before voting for expulsion, and thus acted arbi- 
trarily. 43 Yet the appellate court found the school board fully within its power 
to create a rule that specifies mandatory expulsion on the first drug-related 
offense. Just how such a rule could be enforceable and at the same time not 
be arbitrary, the court did not say. 44 

Comparable logic controlled a Florida decision. Quite by accident, school 
authorities confiscated from a 13-year-old girl an inscribed, bonehandled knife 
bought by her father as a gift for her boyfriend. 45 The knife was in a pouch, 
packed in a gift box, and wrapped with paper. The school board's policies 
mandated expulsion for any student possessing, using, or transmitting any 
weapon and defined weapon to include knives. The girl was expelled for the 
1982 summer session and the 1982-83 academic year. 

The court ruled, " the mandatory policy that existed here is enforceable, ''4~ 
b u t  not in this case. The court would allow a strict policy only on the condition 
that the school board "toe the mark" and be punctilious in its language. 47 The 
court had "no  misgiving...of the [b]oard's position at oral argument that if a 
student with a knife asked a second student to take the knife to the principal's 
office and en route the second student was stopped by an official, the second 
student would be expelled. ''4s But in the case at bar, the board "did not dot all 
(its) ' i 's '  and cross all (its) ' t 's '  ,49 when it did not make its definition of 
weapons inclusive of commemorative knives. 5° 

If some courts' position on substantive due process is that mandatory expul- 
sion policies may exist if they are applied only in selected instances, then 
perhaps a wiser course was charted by a New York court when it allowed the 
educational bureaucracy to police its own substantive due process disputes. The 
Commissioner of Education in New York reinstated a student who was expelled 
after he allegedly assaulted a woman, who was neither an employee nor student 
of  the school district, at her home during a school vacation, s~ The commis- 
sioner decided that the board had acted ultra vires when it punished a student 
for actions unrelated with his school. The court upheld the commissioner's 
decision, asserting that the court may not substitute its judgment for that of  
the commissioner unless his decision lacks a rational basis or is arbitrary or 
capricious, s2 

Implications 
Taken even in the most favorable light for the students involved, the cases 
above illustrate a clear desire of the judiciary to protect the right of  school 
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officials to discipline students in the manner they deem appropriate. Perhaps 
this is best expressed by Federal District Court Judge Polozola when he 
observed: 

For the Court to inject itself into the manner in which school administrators 
wish to discipline school chiMren would constitute a significant intrusion by 
the Court into an area of primary educational responsibility. 53 

The result of  this judicial restraint is that school officials are afforded broad 
discretion in assigning punishment. With this discretion comes added respon- 
sibility: school authorities are in effect the tribunal of last resort. New teachers 
learn quickly that hasty, ill-advised, or intransigent punishments often hurt the 
innocent but do little to impede the trespasses that the punishment was designed 
to stop. Without judicial bridle to save them from their own folly, school 
officials will need to contemplate soberly the unintended results of  their 
policies. The courts have often stated that children have little need for onerous 
procedures to protect themselves from benevolent school officials; school 
officials have the opportunity, and the responsibility, to prove that students 
need little court protection of their substantive due process rights as well. 

And what of  young Evans, the lad who lately took one caffeine pill in 
Florida and was suspended for the entire year? His case was dismissed in 
April 1984 by Florida's Fifth District Court of Appeal - without comment. 
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Mitchell v. Board of  Trustees of  Oxford Municipal Separate School District, supra. 
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Ambach, 96 A.D.2d 637,465 N.Y.S.2d 77, 12 E.L.R. 483 (1983). 
52. /d., at 466, 465 N.Y.S.2d at 78, 12 E.L.R. at 484. 
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1982). See also Diggles v. Corsicana Independent School District, 529 F.Supp. 
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Though current  problems in many of our nation's schools are 
very serious, the situation is not hopeless. Various innovative 
ideas have been proposed and tried in the school setting. In the 
courts and in state legislatures, new twists on some old, estab- 
lished remedies have been explored. 

This section seeks to acquaint the reader with two such 
remedies - restitution and parental liability - which have been 
considered by some courts and state legislatures as possible 
solutions to the growing problem of vandalism of school property. 
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Restitution for damages to 
public sehO  property 

Jeri J. Goldman 

0 

School vandalism has reached epidemic proportions throughout the United 
States and continues to mount at an alarming rate. Aside from costs of addi- 
tional security measures and of  increased insurance rates, losses due to van- 
dalism in public schools alone rose from $200 million in 1971 to over $600 
million in 1977, with no deceleration in sight. ~ Vandalism may cost a school 
district as much as $24 per student annually. 2 According to the April, 1975, 
report of the Senate Subcommittee to Investigate Juvenile Delinquency, the 
yearly cost o f  vandalism to public schools equals the total amount spent on 
textbooks in every school in the country, and even the annual cost o£-replacing 
windows broken by vandals in an average city's schools is equal to the cost of  
a new school building in each city each year. 3 

Most of the perpetrators of school vandalism are children, adolescents, and 
young adults. According to the FBI, 77% of those arrested for vandalism are 
under 18 years of  age, with the largest number being from 12 to 14 years old, 
and other surveys place the modal age of school vandals at from 8 to 14 
years. 4 The high prevalence of vandalism among juveniles is also suggested by 
the fact that offenses against property accounted for 36% of  court referrals of  
juveniles in 1976, a close second only to status offenses (37%) - whereas drug 
offenses, an area of  such well-publicized concern, constituted only 7 % of such 
referralsfl Although school vandalism occurs most frequently among males and 
among students of either sex whose academic performance is poor, it cuts 
a . . . . .  o t h e r  n ~ m n ~ r r ~ h ; r ,  1 ;n~e o f  S O C l O e c o n o m l c  e t~ t , ,¢ ,  r ~  anA n l r h ~ n -  

suburban variables, constituting a problem of truly national scope. 6 

Jeri J. Goldman, Ph.D., is chief psychologist, The Woods Schools, Langhorne, 
Pennsylvania, and adjunct associate professor of School Psychology, Temple 
University, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 
This paper is reprinted with permission from Journal of Law and Education, 
Vol. 11, No. 2, Copyright @ 1984. 
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Damage to school property is doubtless a matter of proper concern to a 
school board, as the acquisition, maintenance, and preservation of school prop- 
erty are part of its legal duties. 7 In order to carry out its primary function of 
educating its students, the school must provide supplies and equipment and a 
safe, secure environment. These requirements are obviously becoming more 
and more difficult to meet as schools suffer from a variety of destructive acts, 
ranging from minor malicious mischief to major damage, burglary, arson, and 
bombings. 

Legal procedure has long provided for ways of seeking compensation for 
wrongs such as damages or losses incurred by one person because of the 
actions of another. Monetary or other satisfaction has been offered by the 
injuring party to the injured party under the direction of the law, and if the 
latter party accepted it, "revenge" was satisfied and the legal procedure 
completed, s With some qualifications, the common law has further always held 
that minors may be legally responsible for their own torts, including property 
damage. 9 

It might be assumed, therefore, that school districts have a clear, long- 
standing precedent to follow in taking legal action against apprehended vandals 
in order to seek restitution for damages to school property. As has been tersely 
pointed out, however, minors are "seldom worth suing, ''x° and even when 
action is taken and fault is established, it is difficult to execute a judgment. 

Alternatively, school districts presently have recourse in 46 states to so-called 
"parental liability" statutes, which, in derogation of common law, impose 
vicarious liability on parents for the torts of their unemancipated children. 
While two states (Louisiana, 1804; Hawaii, 1858) have long had such statutes, 
all the rest were enacted during the 1950's and 1960's as a response to the 
growing problem of vandalism. Despite the public pressure which forced the 
passage of such parental liability statutes, however, these laws have been little 
utilized or tested in the courts by schools. Possible reasons cited for the failure 
of school districts to take action under such statutes include voluntary restitu- 
tion made by some parents for damages inflicted by their children, lack of 
awareness on the part of attorneys that such laws exist, ~ and a hesitancy to 
hold one party liable for the acts of another, however justified under the law. 

Although schools are involved in only some of the statutes and court cases in 
this area of the law, there is a large body of applicable legal material available 
to determine the rights of a school district to recover damages from minors 
and/or their parents. The issues to be examined, then, are the conditions under 
which a student and/or his parents can be required to make restitution for 
damages by the student to public school property. 

In favor of the question 
As Mr. Justice Holmes has succinctly stated, our common law concept of 
private liability derives from the notions of intent and culpability, and hence 
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from "blameworthiness," in that liability arises out of conduct which would 
be blameworthy in " the average man, the man of ordinary intelligence and 
reasonable prudence. ''~2 Exceptions to that presumption that every man 
possesses the capacity to avoid such conduct have also historically been made 
where a distinct defect renders such a presumption impossible. One writer has 
noted that at one time this latter category was facetiously said to be composed 
of "married women, infants, idiots, and lunatics. ''~3 

Where "infants ,"  or minors, are concerned, the legal problem has been one 
of striking a just balance between holding the minor only to a standard of 
"blameworthiness" which he can reasonably be expected to fulfill and yet 
protecting the interests of  those whom his actions may have harmed. As far as 
these latter interests are concerned, of  course, the harmful act of a minor may 
produce damage just as real as that of  an adult, and one compromise solution 
to the dilemma is to take into full account the characteristics of  the minor in 
the context of  the act in question. ~4 Thus if the minor is adjudged to be 
incapable of forming a culpable intention or realizing the probable conse- 
quences of his actions, he is relieved from liability, but if, conversely, he is 
deemed to possess such capacities (or in issues where "faul t"  is not involved), 
he is as fully liable as a normal adult. ~5 

Since statutes defining "malicious mischief," "vandalism," and other similar 
forms of property damage typically refer to harm caused by "'willful," "wan- 
ton,"  "ruthless,"  or "malicious" actions which are "intended to damage or 
destroy" property, ~6 the questions of  the ability to form an intent and to 
predict the consequences of  an action are immediately relevant. Thus if a minor 
is to be held liable for damages he inflicts, he must be found to be capable of 
intentional harm to the property in question. 

Courts have typically resorted to chronological age as the basic yardstick by 
which to measure the capacity of a minor to form intent. Under the English 
common law, a minor below 8 years of  age has generally been exempt from 
responsibility. A minor between the ages of 8 and 14 has been presumed 
incapable of intent, but the opportunity to rebut such presumption by evidence 
to the contrary has been permitted. From the age of 15 to 21, although the 
minor has usually been free from liability for breach of contract, he would 
likely be held responsible for his t o r t s .  17 This principle of common law has 

~ll~d~ ~,, of  the ages been up,held in cases in American courts for many years. "1-:' -~- 
of  4 years ~s and 5 years ~9 have, for example, been held legally incapable of 
willful, intentional property damage or personal injury, while those up to the 
age of 14 have sometimes been held blameless 2° and at other times found 
responsible 2~ for their actions. A frequently cited decision involving a 9-year- 
old clearly delineates the factors to be considered in determining liability for 
damages on the part of  a minor: 

A child may be so young as to be manifestly incapable o f  exercising any o f  
those qualities of  attention, intelligence and judgment which are necessary to 
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enable him to perceive a risk and to realize its unreasonable character. On 
the other hand, it is obvious that a child who has not yet attained his major- 
ity may be as capable as an adult. The standard of  conduct o f  such a chiM is 
that which is reasonable to expect o f  children o f  like age, intelligence and 
experience. 22 
From the above considerations, it would certainly appear possible for a 

school district to bring a civil suit against any minor of 8 years of age or older 
- which is, as noted earlier, the typical age range for school vandalism - who 
is believed to be guilty of such property damage. If the minor's ability to form 
intent can be established, and the execution of the ~aarmful act proved, the 
school district would very likely be successful in its suit. 

However suable by a school district such a minor himself may be, n o  such 
cases have been brought into courts of record, probably because of the pre- 
sumed futility of recovering any damages assessed. Any judgment ordering a 
minor to make compensation for vandalism would be of real value only if the 
minor has funds from which any court award could be satisfied. "'In a great 
number of instances, suits, however meritorious, are not filed because the 
minor is without funds.  ' '23 

This practical consideration is in part responsible for the development of the 
"family purpose" doctrine, which evolved with the advent of the automobile 
and accidents .involving minor drivers, and, thereafter, the related "parental 
liability" vandalism statutes. The aim of these two sets of laws is a simple 
one: they represent "attempts to reach financially solvent defendants. ''24 

Under the common law, parents were traditionally not held liable solely on 
the basis of the parent-child relationship for damages inflicted by their minor 
children. Typically, courts absolved the parent from liability unless some direct 
connection existed between the parent's actions and those of the child (e.g., 
participation in the minor's tort; negligence in permitting or causing the tort to 
occur; consenting to, ratifying, or benefitting from the tort; standing in another 
relationship to the child at the time of the tort, such as principal-agent or 
master-servant). The philosophical basis for considering the parent blameless 
for the torts of his unemancipated child was the longstanding belief in the fun- 
damental fairness of the position that there should be no liability without fault. 

As noted, however, the modern-day problem of the minor driver of the 
family automobile altered this position in suits involving torts of minors arising 
from automobile usage. In addition, other complexities of an industrialized 
society had also caused changes in the fault-liability relationship, including the 
workrnen's compensation laws, bans on the sale of adulterated food, and 
statutes prohibiting the sale of liquor to minors. 

The needs o f  society, it was realized, required that there be some sacrifice by 
the individual of  his right to be liable only where he was guilty o f  some 
wrong. There developed numerous police regulations which were designed to 
promote the public .welfare and which did not require that there be any show- 
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ing o f  an act by the defendant or knowledge on his part which might be a 
basis for  inputing liability under ordinary negligence or criminal principles. 25 
In such a context, the "parental liability" statutes scarcely represent a novel 

idea, largely being enacted to combat public harm from a rising tide of juvenile 
delinquency and vandalism. Although written by various state legislatures, these 
statutes are generally rather similar in their stipulations. They usually place an 
absolute limit on parental liability, ranging from $250 to $5000, with a mean 
of about $750, although in 5 jurisdictions no upper limit is specified. Most 
apply to all unemancipated minors of  a stated age, usually 18, with only a very 
few setting a lowest applicable age limit (variously stipulated at 7, 10, or 11 
years of age). The statutes are about evenly divided as to whether they cover 
personal injury as well as property damage. 26 Parental liability under these 
statutes is generally dependent on the establishment of the child's intention to 
inflict harm and own liability for the damage. 27 

Courts have further ruled that unless the child has been not only legally 
removed from a parent's custody but also is not in his care at the time of the 
tort, the parent remains liable for any damages inflicted by his minor child. 
Even though the "chi ld"  may be married, living away from home, and/or is 
self-supporting, the parent is not relieved of such liability. 2s The fact that the  
minor has run away from home 29 or has been emancipated by his parent 3° 
similarly has been held to be irrelevant to parental liability. Even where a 
minor has briefly returned to the parental home from a court-committed 
juvenile facility, the parent remains liable, not the state. 31 

Since schools are so frequently the object of vandalism, 11 of the parental 
liability statutes specifically refer to vicarious liability for a minor's damage to 
school property, and 15 states hold a minor jointly liable with parents, as well 
as personally liable. 32 A few states also make it a crime to damage school 
property and impose fines (up to $100) which a parent must pay if his child 
damages school property, a3 In one state (Ohio), a court may also require that 
parents provide a recognizance bond up to $500 upon the adjudication of a 
child's first offense, with the bond forfeited to any person damaged as a result 
of  a second such act (or to the county treasury), unless the parent can prove 
that he did attempt - but failed - to inhibit his child's destructive tendencies. 
This statute "places the burden on the parent to try to change his child's delin- 
a n e n t  t ~ n d ~ n n i ~ c  ~t t h ~  r~clr  A f  f r ~ v f a l t ~ r a  ~f" t h ~  v ~ r - ~ c t n ~ n n ~  a t  c ~ m ~  .1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  and th~ 
time affords compensation to those injured by minors where it can truly be said 
such injury is partly the parent's fault. ''34 In another state without a so-called 
parental liability law (New Hampshire), a parent can nonetheless be required to 
pay any fine imposed against his child. 35 

A somewhat special case is presented by Louisiana (and to some extent, by 
Hawaii), where the earliest of  the parental liability laws holds the parent re- 
sponsible for acts of emancipated children under practically all circumstances. 
Derived in many respects from French and other continental legal systems 
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rather than the English common law, the Louisiana law reacts to a pater- 
familias concept and presumes direct or indirect control by the parents at all 
times. 36 Age of the minor at fault, for example, is irrelevant in this jurisdiction 
in establishing intent. Louisiana courts have ruled that "minority is not a 
tenable defense against liability for damages, ''37 that "even  when a child is not 
of  the age of discernment and therefore legally incapable of  fault, the parents 
of  the infant are strictly liable for any damages he causes, ''3s and that since an 
act of  a minor child "would have been negligence if he was of discernible age, 
his parents were liable for his actions. ''39 Further, lack of any malicious intent 
in teenage children is irrelevant, "inasmuch as the intention of  a party com- 
mitting vandalism does not affect the fight of  recovery...  [and] does not exon- 
erate the parent or guardian from liability for his torts. ''4° Louisiana law has 
even held a parent living out of  that state and separately from his child liable 
for that minor's damages: " the  father was responsible for the tortious conduct 
of  his minor son, even though the father resided in Mississippi and the son was 
living and working in Louisiana. ''4~ Further, since Louisiana is one of the 
states whose parental liability statute does not set a maximum amount of 
recovery, " the  courts have much discretion to assess damages consistent with 
all attendant facts and circumstances."42 The singular requirements of the 
Louisiana parental responsibility laws, which sometimes appear to conflict with 
other points of  law, have been the subject of  two recent thoughtful reviews, a3 

In Pennsylvania, a parental liability law was enacted in 1967, covering both 
personal injury and property loss or damage willfully caused by a child under 
the age of 18. It sets a limit of  $300 to be paid to any one person, and of 
$1000 to be paid for any one act or continuous series of  acts, regardless of the 
number of persons suffering damage. 44 The liability of the child must first be 
determined in an action against him, a5 and liability to the parent may not be 
separately applied in full to each parent. *s The statute is included in the 
Pennsylvania School Code, which further notes that accidental or unintentional 
breakage is not covered, inasmuch as the statute was aimed at "willful, 
malicious and wanton acts. ''aT 

Of further interest has been a series of parental liability cases involving the 
insurance coverage of the present. In a landmark case in California, Arenson v. 
National Automobile and Casualty Insurance Co. ,As the insurance company had 
refused to pay the judgment rendered against an insured parent whose minor 
son had been found guilty of arson of a Los Angeles school building, on the 
grounds that since the minor had committed intentional damage, his act came 
within an exclusion provision of the policy. The state supreme court decided 
otherwise, however, noting that the insured parent was not personally at fault 
and stating that, " the policy protects the named insured against liability for 
intentional injury committed by another insured, and accordingly, it will be 
unnecessary to consider whether the son's act was in fact intentional. ''a9 The 
Arenson decision has subsequently been followed in indemnifying insured 
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parents for acts of  their children in non-school cases in New Hampshire 5° and 
Pennsylvania, 5~ as well as in an Ohio school vandalism case. 52 It appears, 
therefore, that it is quite possible for a parent to insure himself against poten- 
tial judgments against him under parental liability statutes. 

The parental liability statutes have survived constitutional challenges in seven 
states. 53 Constitutional challenges have ordinarily been made on the grounds 
that these statutes deprive parents of property without due process and/or deny 
them equal protection of  the laws, both rights guaranteed by the fourteenth 
amendment. 54 In general, however, "while the courts have held consistently 
that such liability laws are in derogation of  the common law and should be 
strictly construed, they have likewise been upheld as constitutional, not 
unreasonable, arbitrary or discriminatory in nature, and in no way depriving 
parents of their property without due process of law."55 

The first such challenge came in Texas in 1961, when appellants attacked the 
constitutionality of  the state parental liability law, stating that it was 
"unreasonable, arbitrary, capricious and discriminatory and particularly 
discriminates against the defendant and others of  his class as to equal protection 
o f  the law and is violative of due process of law. ''56 The court remarked that 
the constitutionality of the parental liability laws had never before been under 
attack in any state, so that no precedental guidelines existed, but also noted that 
the civil codes of  many other countries contained parental liability laws. It 
ruled that the Texas statute was "not unreasonable and discriminatory and a 
denial of  equal protection and due process of law. ''57 

The second challenge to a parental liability statute came two years later in 
North Carolina and involved a case of school vandalism (arson) perpetrated by 
an 1 I-year-old. The parental liability statute was attacked as penal in nature, in 
derogation of the common law, and in violation of  the Fifth Amendment of the 
Federal Constitution. Noting the existence of the only other test case, from 
Texas, the court also decided in this case that the statute was "within the 
police power and not violative of state constitutional provision precluding 
deprivation of property except by consent or law or Fifth Amendment to 
Federal Constitution. 5s 

In 1967 the Wyoming parental liability statute came under constitutional 
attack. The court relied on the earlier Texas and North Carolina cases in arriv- 
,xa~; at its that "'-- " - "  : law U W ~ t ~ t U l l  UJ vv y U t t t L t t ~  l¥1Rft l~f lgJ ~. l ] U f l l g l  ~ f t t g l [ . l l l a g a  t l l ~  

was not unconstitutional on grounds that it deprived parents of  property without 
due process or equal protection of  law. The court also stated that it was bound 
"by  the  fundamental principle that courts will not declare a statute unconstitu- 
tional unless the unconstitutionality is clear. ''6° 

Three tests of  the constitutionality of the parental liability statutes reached the 
courts of  three different states during the 1970's, with all three courts relying 
on the above decisions in ruling that the statutes in question were constitu- 
tional. All three courts stated that such statutes were within the police power of 
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the state, since they struck a balance of the public interest and the individual 
interest and were a reasonable exercise of the state's concern for the general 
welfare without being arbitrary or oppressive. In the first of  these cases, a 
Maryland court ruled that parents were not deprived of due process by the 
exercise of police power over property rights. 61 In Connecticut the parental 
liability statute was attacked as unconstitutional in that it interfered with " a  
fundamental constitutional right...the fundamental right to bear and raise chil- 
dren, ''6z with which the court disagreed. In Ohio the parental liability statute 
was challenged as unconstitutional because it was claimed to be penal in nature 
and denied due process, but the court ruled that the statute was compensatory, 
not penal, in nature and noted that due process demands only that laws not be 
"unreasonable, arbitrary or capricious. "'63 The court also relied on the only 
other Ohio court ruling on this statute (testing whether separate liability arose 
from the actions of  each of several minor children of the same parent) in arriv- 
ing at its decision. 64 

The most recent test of the constitutionality of a state parental liability statute 
arose in New Jersey. The New Jersey parental liability laws have had a 
chequered history. Under the existing legislation which imposed unlimited 
liability specifically on parents of public school students, 65 a landmark case was 
successfully prosecuted in 1959 and has been quoted in the literature for years. 
In that case, Board of Education of Palmyra v. Hansen, 66 the parents of a high 
school student who entered his school at night to secure examination papers 
and then set fire to the school were held liable. The court ruled that the statute 
was not unconstitutional on any of the several grounds cited (deprivation of 
property without due process, unfair as imposing liability on parents who are 
free from fault, not expressing the objective of imposing liability as a law 
which was a revision and compilation). The court further held that the statute 
applied after school hours as well as during school hours, and it commented 
that those who did not wish to accept the statutory liability imposed in sending 
a child to public school could choose instead to send him to a private school. 

In 1978, however, the revised New Jersey parental liability s t a t u t e  67 w a s  

declared unconstitutional and void and the decision of the Palmyra case openly 
criticized. In Board of Education of Piscataway Township v. Caffiero, 6~ when 
the school board attempted to recover costs of  extensive damage done to a high 
school by adolescent students, the court ruled against it. The court stated that 
since not every parent can afford to send his child to a private school, and 
since school attendance is compulsory in New Jersey for children between the 
ages of 6 and 16 years, the law was unconstitutional because it discriminated 
against this class of parents. The court further stated that the unlimited liability 
of a parent could not withstand constitutional attack, since it deprived a parent 
of due process of law solely on the basis of  the parent-child relationship. 

In 1979, the New Jersey legislature formally amended the law within which 
this parental liability provision had been included, eliminating entirely the 
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section entitled, "Liability of parents of pupils for damage to property" of a 
public school. ~9 However, in January 1980, the state legislature also amended 
the statute dealing with the liability of parents of non-public school students, 
eliminating its previous limit (formerly, $250) and applying it to parents of all 
minors. 70 

In April 1980, a further appeal of the Pisca taway  case was heard, in a con- 
solidated ruling which included a case of arson by a student in a Roselle 
school. The court overturned the earlier Pisca taway  ruling, although it agreed 
with the argument that not every parent could afford to send his child to 
private school. The court stated that the statute in question was "clearly 
constitutional and we discern no sound reason for holding otherwise merely 
because it places no dollar amount on liability. ''7~ It further stated that the law 
did not deprive parents of  due process or equal protection of the law and that 
imposing vicarious liability on parents for the acts of minors resulting in 
damage to school property is an entirely reasonable means to achieve essential 
state purposes of compensating innocent victims (here, the taxpaying public) 
and of attempting to deter juvenile delinquency. The court alluded to the revi- 
sion of New Jersey law which now applies parental liability equally to public 
and non-public school students, so that the question of inequity in liability of 
two classes of parents is now presumably resolved. 

Against the question 
Courts have long been in agreement in holding that school boards may not 
require pupils or their parents to pay for injury to school property where the. 
injury grows out of  neglect or carelessness 72 or for property which is acci- 
dentally destroyed. 73 Three very early cases set a precedent which still stands. 
One hundred years ago, in the very first case which was brought to a court of  
record involving damage by a student to school property, a 12-year-old boy 
who broke a window accidentally while playing ball was excluded from school 
until he or his parents paid for the damage, which they refused to do. The 
Iowa court involved ruled that the school board had no authority to enforce 
such a rule for payment or suspension. TM In Indiana, the state supreme court 
stated that "a  rule requiring pupils to pay for school property which they may 
wantonly and carelessly break or destroy, is not a reasonable rule.. .[a].. . the 

• ,,,,~,,,l ,,,l,~ ,,,,l,~l,~oo ,~ko~iu,,~l,,*l, ,-~k., ,~liV~llt~ to l l V u ,  l h l ~  l l l ~ r l ~  i./tll~l.lLl 

n e s s .  ' ' T s  In Michigan, the case of  a 10-year-old boy who accidentally broke 
another school window reached that state's Supreme Court and was similarly 
dealt with: Since the window was broken "carelessly and negligently," rather 
than in a "malicious and willful" manner, the court ordered his suspension 
from school revoked, without requiring the $1 restitution involved. 76 From 
these earliest days, the courts have agreed that " a  rule of the board of educa- 
tion which requires pupils to pay for carelessly inflicted damages to  school 
property is unreasonable."77 
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The modem parental liability statutes have been rather similarly construed by 
the courts. As noted earlier, most of  these state statutes (with Louisiana the 
notable exception) apply only when the minor's intent to inflict damage can 
clearly be established, with the burden of proof on the plaintiff. Thus if lack of 
intent is deemed to be present, the parent is held free from liability. In Michi- 
gan, for example, no recovery under that state's parental liability law was 
possible in a case in which the court ruled that the 17-year-old girl involved 
had not engaged in "malicious damage. ''Ts In Connecticut, a similar ruling was 
made when  the acts of the adolescent boy in the case were deemed "not willful 
or malicious."79 In Colorado, the parent of  another adolescent boy was held 
free from liability by that state's Supreme Court, "absent  any indication that he 
intentionally damaged the property without just cause, or that he was motivated 
by a mischievous purpose, a design to injure, or any ill will."s° 

Ability of the parent to pay has sometimes been taken into account, even in 
Louisiana. There a court of  appeal noted that it was influenced by the trial 
judge's appraisal of the ability of the parent to respond to judgment, even 
though " the  facts warrant a much larger increase than we have decided to 
award."s~ In a Texas school case, parents were held liable for arson of a 
school building committed by their adolescent son, but as the school district 
had an acknowledged policy of taking a parent's inability to pay into account in 
deciding whether to require restitution for vandalism and yet had not done so 
for this very economically deprived family, the court upheld an injunction 
against school officials, in effect no longer requiring the parent to pay for their 
son's vandalism. 82 

As emphasized by one reviewer, "[i]n order to impose liability on the 
parents for their child's damage to property, the circumstances must bring the 
case within the terms of the statute imposing such liability, ''s3 which terms 
have often been construed quite literally by the courts. A frequently cited South 
Dakota case clearly illustrates such strict construction. Here a court ruled 
against the school district and held parents from liability for their 16-year-old 
son's school vandalism because of pecularities in the wording of that state's 
parental liability statute, s4 As noted by the court, the South Dakota law stipu- 
lated that parents or guardians of a pupil damaging school property are liable 
"on  the complaint of the teacher."g5 However, the vandalism was inflicted 
about midnight, when no teacher was in the building. While it commented on 
the rather archaic school situation referred to by the statute, the court decided 
not to extend its own construction of the act any further than the exact wording 
indicated, in the belief that the legislature may have intended that parental 
liability should exist only for damages inflicted by a child when under the 
direct supervision of the teacher. 

There are a variety of other circumstances in which parental liability cannot 
be enforced. Occasionally this had occurred because an incorrect party has 
been sued, in the mistaken belief that he/it is in actuality the "parent ."  A 
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stepfather, for example, was held immune from such suit. 86 A state agency to 
which a minor was committed was also not liable as a "'parent."87 Vandalism 
committed in Kansas by a 16-year-old girl who resided with her parents in 
Oklahoma was not subject to parental liability, s8 In Florida, parents of  an 
emancipated "chi ld ,"  a 20-year-old, were held not liable for his tort, as he 
was not otherwise alleged to be "dependent, insane, or mentally deficient."89 
In New York, a state without a specific parental liability statute, a school 
district lost its suit against parents to recover damages caused by their minor 
son. The state supreme court held that there was no parental liability because 
there was no evidence that parents had had prior knowledge of  the child's 
"propensity toward vicious conduct imperilling others. ''9° 

In one state, Georgia, a parental liability statute was found to be unconsti- 
tutional, and the law has had a troubled course both before and after that deci- 
sion. The original Georgia statute, passed in 1956, provided for parental lia- 
bility for the "willful and wanton acts of vandalism" of minor children under 
parents' custody and control. 91 The first constitutional challenge to the statute 
was not answered by the court, as it was raised in a personal injury suit 
involving a 13-year-old boy who was not accused of "vandalism," with the 
court stating its position that it would "not pass upon an attack on the consti- 
tutionality of a legislative act, made by parties whose rights it does not affect, 
and who therefore have no interest in defeating it. ''92 In 1966, the legislature 
then deleted the word "vandalism" from the statute and extended coverage to 
personal injuries and liability to persons in loco parentis. 93 The 1966 statute 
was subsequently ruled constitutional in a 1969 case of personal injury heard in 
a trial court but not appealed. 94 In 1971, however, a case of personal injury 
caused by a 12-year-old boy reached the Georgia Supreme Court in Corley v .  
Lewless. 95 Here the court ruled that the parental liability statute was unconstitu- 
tional, reasoning that the Georgia law was not penal but compensatory in 
nature and violated the due  process clauses of both the state constitution and 
the fourteenth amendment of the Federal Constitution because it "imposes 
vicarious tort liability solely on the basis of the parent-child relationship. ''96 
The court held that this compensatory feature of the Georgia law distinguished 
it from those of the other states in which a parental liability statute had been 
found to be constitutional. 97 

The court's reasoning and decision in Coriey have been the subject of  much 
controversy, especially as they contradict findings in all other states in which 
the constitutionality of the parental liability statutes has been tested. One out- 
spoken critic simply labeled the decision as incorrect, stating flatly that the 
statute "should have been held valid under the prevailing constitutional 
tests."98 Another critic has noted that "the Georgia courts have traditionally 
taken a strict view toward statutes imposing liability without fau l t ,  ' '99 pointing 
out that the Corley court "undiscerningly" relied on the precedent of  three 
earlier Georgia cases in which other absolute liability statutes had been held 
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unconstitutional, and opining that it is irrelevant to constitutionality whether a 
statute is "penal"  or "compensatory" in nature, since liability without fault is 
imposed in either case. 1°° Still another writer, in raising the same point, noted 
that the reasoning of the Georgia court would by implication impugn the con- 
stitutionality of the parental liability statutes of  states such as Louisiana and 
Hawaii, which are clearly meant to be compensatory in nature. 1°1 

In Pennsylvania, a rather peculiar situation has been created with regard to 
restitution for damages by minors, because of  the state's juvenile code, despite 
revisions over the years. In general throughout the United States, while minors 
may be held civilly liable for their torts, as discussed earlier a juvenile court 
has no authority to deal with the issue of parental liability, having at best 
rather limited authority over parents. "Juvenile courts cannot, without enabling 
legislation, render a civil judgment against parents for persons seeking damages 
for wrongs committed by minors. Juvenile courts may, however, order resti- 
tution to a victim, as a term of a minor's probation. ''~°2 In Pennsylvania, how- 
ever, courts have clearly held otherwise. 

Given the idea that the primary purpose of the juvenile court is to act parens 
patriae in what would otherwise be a criminal case, emphasis has been placed 
on rehabilitating the juvenile offender. In Pennsylvania, this interpretation of  
the juvenile court acts has resulted in " a  persistent refusal to permit juris- 
diction over suits concerning money damages. ''t°3 As eady as 1942, the 
Pennsylvania Superior Court ruled that a requirement of a lower court that a 
17-year-old boy make regular payments of  $10 per week in restitution for 
injuries he caused was "not  a function of the juvenile court and is entirely 
outside of  its jurisdiction. ''~°4 In 1954, the state superior court reaffirmed this 
position that the juvenile court may not, even at its own behest, involve itself 
in ordering monetary payments, when the parent of  a delinquent child had been 
ordered by a lower court to make restitution. ~°5 

However, a part of the Pennsylvania parental liability statute, passed in 1967, 
addresses itself to this issue: 

In any proceeding o f  a criminal nature against a child under the age of  
eighteen years and in any proceeding against a child in a juvenile court, the 
court shall ascertain the amount sufficient to fully reimburse any person who 
has suffered injury to the person, or theft, destruction or loss of  property 
because o f  the willful, tortious act o f  the child, and direct the parents to 
make payment in the amount not to exceed the limitations set forth in sec- 
tion 4 hereof. If  the parents fail to comply with the direction of  the court, the 
amount may be recovered in an action o f  assumpsit against the parents o f  
either o f  them. 1o6 
In some subsequent cases involving adjudication of delinquency and questions 

of  restitution, Pennsylvania courts have clearly been cognizant of both the 
juvenile court acts and the parental liability statute, ruling that the minor 
involved cannot be required by a juvenile court to pay for damages, fines, or 
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court costs, but referring to parental liability under that statute. 1°7 In still other 
cases at the same court level and of about the same vintage, the court has ruled 
only that a juvenile court may not require a delinquent to make any sort of  
payment and have not alluded to the complementary parental liability stat- 
utes. l°s The confusion resulting from the provisions of the juvenile code, per- 
mitting only several possible dispositions not including any sort of monetary 
payment, of  an adjudicated delinquent (treatment as a deprived child, proba- 
tion, committment to a public institution) with the inclusion in the parental 
liability act of  possible actions for restitution against parents in a juvenile court 
has been addressed in one court decision !°9 and one law review, which also 
considered the constitutional issues concerning the status of  parents in a 
juvenile court and its highly questionable authority over them. It° 

In two Pennsylvania cases involving extensive school vandalism, one of arson 
of a school building ~ t~ and one of breaking in and damaging school prop, 
erty,~. 2 the issue of  parent liability was not raised at all. Still, in In re Du l l  I~3 

other parents were held not liable for damage when their son committed a 
"willful and malicious tort" after escaping from an institution to which he had 
been committed as delinquent. 

To say the least, in Pennsylvania the issue of whether a minor of  the age of  
discretion may be held responsible for his own torts and/or whether his parents 
may be liable for damages he inflicts is a confused one. There exists, for 
example, the possibility that a child not adjudicated a delinquent may be held 
liable, while a proven delinquent may be held immune from such requirement 
for restitution. Similarly, the Pennsylvania parental liability statute may, strictly 
speaking, not be enforceable by a juvenile court, on constitutional grounds, 
although this question has yet to be directly considered by the courts. Thus the 
condition might arise that a parent whose child had been adjudicated delinquent 
(as indeed the case in Dull) 114 will not be liable, while a parent of a non- 
delinquent child, sued successfully in civil court, would be held liable. In addi- 
tion, it appears that the issue of parental responsibility, clearly provided for in 
the parental liability statute, has sometimes simply not been raised in cases of  
major school vandalism. 

In closing, it should of course be noted that in four of the 50 states there 
exist no parental liability statutes: Mississippi, New Hampshire, New York, 

by -,- ̂  - ̂  ~ncl llt~h Any court action a o~-' a;°,~; . . . . . .  h~. party in any of  u ,~c  . . . .  v ~ 1  • O ~ * - l l ~ . l , ~ b . J l  ~ l O t 1 1 1 ~ ¢ 1 ,  ~ , , ~ l  U U . [ F . . ~ J ,  

four states to recover damages caused by a minor's vandalism would neces- 
sarily be limited to a suit against the minor himself. As previously observed, 
however, such actions are typically of little value to the injured party, as 
minors ordinarily are without sufficient funds to pay any possible judgment 
rendered against them. 

The decision 
The question of whether a student and/or his parents can be required to make 
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restitution for damages by the student to public school property can broadly be 
answered in the affirmative. However, as evident from the preceding review of  
the issues involved, there are a number of qualifications to be placed on such 

affirmation. 
To begin with, aside from the necessity of first establishing the student's 

responsibility for the damage, the manner in which the damage has been 
incurred must be taken into account - viz., whether it was inflicted in an 
accidental or an intentional manner. With the exception of the state of 
Louisiana, in order for restitution to be ordered by the courts, from either the 
minor and/or his parents, it is necessary to establish that the damage to school 
property was inflicted in a willful, malicious manner. Again with the exception 
of Louisiana, the age of the student is an issue. If he is 7 years of age or 
younger, liability would probably not be found, on the basis of an inability to 
form an intent. If the age of the student falls between 8 and 14 years the plain- 
tiff school district would have the opportunity to present evidence that he was 
capable of performing intentionally harmful acts. From ages 15 to 18 years, if 
fault is found, the minor would probably be held liable. The establishment of  
fault would of course be necessary in any suit directed at the minor, but also 
would be required (except in Louisiana) in order to seek restitution under a 
given state's parental liability statute, as the minor's liability must first be 
established before vicarious liability can be imposed on the parent under these 

laws. 
Further, vicarious parental liability statutes exist in 46 states; no recovery 

would be possible in Mississippi, New Hampshire, New York, and Utah. In 
addition, in order to pursue a successful suit in any of the 46 states with such 
laws, it is obvious that a situation must exist which exactly fits the specific 
provisions of the statute. "When the child is the aggressor in a tortious situ- 
ation, the parent is not automatically deemed liable as an insurer of the child's 
behavior. The question becomes under what circumstances will the parent be 
judged liable for the child's act."~t5 

The question of exactly who is a "parent"  and under what circumstances the 
parent is held responsible for the control and/or custody of the child has been a 
muddled issue because of the language of some of the statutes. One state 
(Texas) attempted to resolve this issue by revising its parental liability statute to 
define a "parent"  broadly as being any "managing conservator" - i.e., any 
person having a duty of control and reasonable discipline over the child. ~6 

Even if a minor and/or parents are held liable, however, the "restitution" 
ordered may be more apparent than real, constituting the proverbial "drop in 
the bucket" toward actual restitution of loss. Frequently, acts of  school 
vandalism result in very expensive damage to schools, particularly in arson 
cases, where many thousands or even hundreds of  thousands of dollars may be 
involved.l~7 To recover damages which cover even a sizable portion of the 
losses in cases of extensive vandalism is scarcely practical from parent and/or 
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child. In Seattle, where a policy of vigorous prosecution of vandals and their 
parents has been actively pursued by the school district, a restitution rate of 
about 8% of vandalism losses was recently reported. ~s The recovery limits on 
individual acts of  vandalism, as noted earlier, average about $700 among the 
various state parental liability statutes which specify a " cap , "  but even in 
states where no statutory limit of  liability is imposed, it is unlikely that total 
damages actually can be recovered if extensive damage is involved. Further, 
the ability of the parent (or minor) to pay may be taken into account by the 
court, so that a lesser award (or even no award) may be set by the court. 

As a corollary, if the statutes with a relatively high dollar limit (or no limit) 
on parental liability are considered by the court to be punitive, the relative 
worth of  the defendant will be considered, which will not be the case if the 
court considers that compensatory damages are involved. ~'9 

The peculiar issue existing in Pennsylvania with contradictory provisions of  
the state's juvenile code and the parental liability statute has been mentioned. 
Clearly, if a school district wishes to  seek restitution directly from a minor, it 
should not claim that he is a "delinquent" but should institute a civil suit 
against him, since if a court sits as a juvenile court on the case, it cannot order 
him to make restitution. Going through a juvenile court proceeding in order to 
establish parental liability may also be a risky business for a school district, as 
serious issues of constitutionality might be raised by the parent in terms of the 
juvenile court's highly questionable jurisdiction over an adult. The inclusion of  
the "juvenile court" provision in the Pennsylvania parental liability statute has 
caused one reviewer to criticize the act openly as "a  bad statute...of dubious 
constitutionality." ~2° 

A clearly crucial issue as to whether a student and/or his parents can be 
required to make restitution for vandalism is the activity of the school district 
under the law. While a minor or his parents may make voluntary restitution, 
unless a school district sues, it cannot force restitution. Various modem pro- 
grams for vandalism control urge as a vital part of the "total push" needed in 
this area that school districts take quick and consistent legal action. TM Los 
Angeles' "Prevent School Vandalism Project" also involves making well 
known to the community the fact that parents of school vandals will be prose- 
cuted and the juvenile court there has announced that it will aid schools in 
ill; . . . . . .  r, ~,,;,o by .122 ...... ~ . . . . . . . . . . .  v proceed As has been ,c-...,.~..-..,., ~,,,., 
noted, the "pay-off"  in restitution cases is not only recovering at least partial 
damages but also prevention of  future ones, as "by dogging parents hard, you 
upset them enough to put pressure on their kids to behave in the future. ''~23 

However, this review of the literature suggests that school districts are 
largely not utilizing the legal remedies open to them in seeking restitution for 
vandalism. As noted by another earlier review, the parental liability laws are 
"going unused," and efforts to provide this corrective technique "have been 
wasted if the law is not actively applied. ''124 One authority on vandalism has 
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pointed out that with damages over $600 million annually, "vandalism is a 
crime and not a prank, ''~2s and urges that schools aggressively pursue parental 
liability, taking the initiative in suits and appeals, regaining the authority 
eroded by the courts in the current era of emphasis on individual rights by 
being an assertive, articulate plaintiff. 126 Local ordinances are also recom- 
mended as a weapon against vandalism. 

Local ordinances covering vandalism, theft, and disruptive intruders in the 
schools can be legislated very quickly and very successfully. And prosecution 
under these local ordinances can usually be conducted within one month. 
Most criminal justice experts agree swift prosecution and certainty o f  punish- 
ment is an effective deterrent. ~27 
A final point to be raised is the fact that the basic constitutional issue in 

imposing vicarious liability upon a parent has never been dealt with by the 
United States Supreme Court, and, in the opinions of a good many reviewers, 
has been addressed only fairly superficially by the various state courts in which 
it has been tested. The American Bar Association has pointed out that the 
hesitancy to apply these laws 12s and the ambivalence of state legislatures in 
writing statutes which are neither clearly punitive nor clearly compensatory in 
nature 129 are symptoms of confusion of purpose. 

One would think that the lawmakers would either retain the common law 
rules or provide truly effective remedies to replace them. But perhaps this is 
too easy an answer. It proceeds on the assumption that either there should be 
ful l  parental responsibility for  the torts of  a minor or there should be none. 
Neither the courts nor the legislatures in this country have been willing to 
accept either alternative completely. 130 
Some authorities argue that the parental liability laws are, as attacked by 

one critic, "contrary both to common law doctrines and constitutional prin- 
ciples. ''13~ However, while courts will ordinarily follow precedent as in the 
body of common law in the absence of a statute, where statutory law has been 
created, it supersedes common law practice. "Where  the legislature by statute 
moves in on territory occupied by precedent, the statute prevails. ' ' m  In such a 
context, the argument that the parental liability statutes are contrary to common 

law is meaningless. 
The question of whether the parental liability statutes could withstand a seri- 

ous attack on their constitutionality is a more vital issue. If, as stated by the 
Supreme Court, "[t]he fundamental requisite of  due process of  law is the 
opportunity to be heard, ''133 cases involving parental liability do meet this 
standard. The Supreme Court has also ruled that "liability without fault is not 
a novelty in the law . . . .  Statutes imposing liability without fault have been 
sustained. ''134 Parental liability statutes also seem to be within the Supreme 
Court 's requirement that due process "demands only that the law shall not be 
unreasonable, arbitrary or capricious, and that the means selected shall have a 
real and substantial relation to the object sought to be attained. ''!35 It appears, 
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then, that the parental liability statutes probably do meet the "rational basis 
test" for constitutionality under the due process clause of the fourteenth amend- 
ment, since these laws do have the rational purposes of reducing juvenile delin- 
quency and vandalism and of compensating victims, and since there is a 
reasonable relationship between these purposes and the group (i. e., parents 
of vandals) which they classify. 

Whether parental liability laws could pass the "strict scrutiny test ''136 of 
constitutionality under the due process clause is probably a more questionable 
issue. Here the decision as to whether a compelling state interest is served 
would no doubt be influenced by the prevailing social and legal climate of  the 
day. However, nowadays there is increasing state interest in minors; many 
changes are occurring in traditional family structure, and major alterations in 
the sophistication and behavior of minors are clearly observable. "Infants just 
are not infants any longer, ''~37 and juvenile crime, of which vandalism is a 
major aspect, may now well be regarded as a very compelling state interest 
indeed. 

Thus far, at least, the United States Supreme Court has yet to be presented 
with a petition for certiorari relating to the constitutionality of the parental 
liability laws. ~38 At present it appears that it is also not likely to be asked this 
question,139 at the cost of pursuing such an appeal probably would far exceed 
the amounts awarded in most parental liability suits, so that the various states 
may have to continue to deal with issues raised by such statutes without the 
benefit of Supreme Court guidelines. ~4° 

In any event, whether these statutes are entirely "fair" in imposing vicarious 
liability upon parents, it would certainly be less fair simply to impose "'liabil- 
ity" on innocent victims and/or on the taxpaying public. TM Basically, such 
statutes may be regarded as an expression of the conscience of society. "It  is 
believed that responsible parents normally feel a moral obligation to pay for 
damages caused by their children, and that what responsible people consider to 
be a moral obligation is generally a good guide for determining what our legal 
responsibilities should be. "'~42 

Since significant recovery from the minor vandal himself is not really pos- 
sible, vicarious liability for restitution necessarily is always imposed on some- 
one else. It certainly seems that his parent is a more reasonable surrogate than 
the victim or the public at large. 
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Toward a model parental 
liability act 

Dana E. Prescott and Cynthia L. Kundin 

Public dissatisfaction with the failure of the juvenile justice system to protect 
the public from harm to person and property has prompted legal scholars, 
judges, police, lawyers, and correctional officers to reexamine the system's 
goals and policies. 1 This reexamination should have resulted in an increased 
awareness of and focus on the emotional and financial harm suffered by victims 
of juvenile crime. Unfortunately, the contrary is true. Discussion and debate 
concerning the "physical, emotional and financial stresses "'2 unique to victims 
of juvenile crime are virtually nonexistent. 3 This is particularly puzzling since 
statistics, which "barely hint at the human misery caused by serious juvenile 
crime" reveal that the nation's crime problem is a juvenile problem. 4 

In contrast to the juvenile justice system, the criminal justice system has 
recognized that victims of crime are frequently victimized not only by the 
perpetrator of the violent act, but also by a criminal justice system unrespon- 
sive to the needs of victims. ~ Although the criminal justice system's interest in 
victims as "consumers of justice ''6 is recent, and perhaps temporary, there has 
been, nevertheless, a concentrated effort by the system to relieve the victim 
from his financial and emotional burden. Professionals within the criminal 
justice system have generally advocated a two-fold approach to this problem: 
first, to protect the victim against future harm by improving the efficacy of the 
system and, second, to make the victim as financially whole as possible. 7 Since 
"victims of criminal acts suffer the same injury regardless of the age of the 
perpetrators, ''8 these recommendations address issues of public policy and 
legislation common to victims of juvenile crime as well. 

The first recommendation, to improve the efficacy of the system, has a long 
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political and social history in the United States. 9 Although admirable in intent, 
it represents wishful thinking and no more. Despite the best creative efforts of  
juvenile justice professionals and millions of tax dollars spent by federal and 
state governments, ~° the rate of juvenile crime continues to rise. t~ There is, 
therefore, no reason to expect that future innovations and expenditures will 
lessen the number of crimes committed by juveniles in this country. 

The second recommendation encourages legislation aimed at making victims 
financially whole. Funded from the public coffers, these "cr ime victims com- 
pensation statutes" theoretically provide a "balm for the suffering of innocent 
victims of  crime."~2 Numerous states have enacted these statutes and Congress 
has proposed similar legislation. I3 Yet, augmenting the role of the criminal or 
juvenile justice system to include additional responsibility for victims is doomed 
by a myriad of problems "ranging from funding and financial considerations to 
eligibility requirements."~4 Furthermore, similar to many governmental 
programs: 

[V]ictim compensation is designed with the best o f  intentions, and appears to 
cost relatively little to achieve a desirable goal. In reality, victim compensa- 
tion threatens to emerge as another tentacle o f  leviathan, encompassing far  
more territory and dollars then ever envisioned. Numerous similar stories 
have unfolded in recent years, and victim compensation would seem likely to 
offer an additional instance of  bureaucratic growth. ~5 

Thus, the inevitable result is the creation of a new bureaucracy which will 
further overburden the already disgruntled taxpayer while failing to reduce 
crime or provide, in many cases, financial restitution. 

In contemporary America, victims of  juvenile crime and delinquency are in a 
position identical to that of  victims of adult crime. The purpose of  both the 
criminal justice and juvenile justice systems is the deterrence, rehabilitation, 
and punishment of criminals. ~6 Redress for the victim is not a feature in either 
system. The victim who wants to recover his losses and simultaneously exact a 
measure of vindication has but one solution: he must hire a lawyer and sue in a 
civil court, t7 

There are, of  course, limitations on the use of a civil remedy by victims. In 
many cases the adult criminal or tortfeasor will be judgment-proof, thus, the 
victim will not bother to litigate. Since it is especially true that even fewer 

d . . . . . . .  ,-o ,,,,, ,,,,v,,u,,, oa--a,.y,,, s a J UU~alCllt against UII~III, file oarrler to 
recovery is more insurmountable for the victim of  a juvenile crime. In effect, 
the victim of  juvenile crime has no remedy. 

Since the 1950's, state legislatures have attempted to overcome this obstacle 
to recovery by providing victims of juvenile crimes with a statutory means of 
financial redress. These civil statutes, generally entitled "parental responsibility 
acts" or "parental liability acts ''~s were enacted to serve two goals: (1) to 
compensate victims of juvenile crimes by imposing vicarious liability on 
parents of  children who intentionally or maliciously harm the person or 
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property of  another, and (2) to deter juvenile crime and delinquency by 
encouraging increase d parental supervision.19 

For thirty years, this legislative device has had the potential to serve the 
financial as well as emotional needs of many victims of juvenile delinquency. 
The use of vague and ambiguous terminology in the acts, however, has vitiated 
their effectiveness. 2° The Model Parental Liability Act, proposed in Part IV of  
this Article and discussed in the Commentary section of Part V, seeks to elimi- 
nate many of  the impediments to recovery, thereby encouraging victims to seek 
the financial compensation and emotional vindication promised them in the 

statutes. 
In order to understand the design and purpose of the Model Act, the histor- 

ical development and judicial interpretation of  the state acts must be examined. 
Part I, therefore, reviews the severity of  the common law restrictions on finan- 
cial recovery against a parent of a juvenile tortfeasor. Part II compares the 
common law with the civil law of Louisiana and Hawaii, both of which have 
long held parents liable for the torts of their children. Finally, Part III analyzes 
the cases which have determined the constitutionality of  state parental liability 

acts. 

I. The common law 
At common law, parents are not liable for damage caused by their children 
unless the damage can be attributed to some action or inaction of the parents. 2~ 
As a general rule, the parent is liable only if: (1) he directed the act, (2) he 
ratified the child's act by acceptance, (3) the child was acting as his agent or 
servant, (4) the child was entrusted with a dangerous instrumentality per se, 
such as a gun, or (5) the child was negligently entrusted with an automobile. 22 
The social policy underlying the severe limitations on recovery against parents 
for the intentional torts of their children is based on the belief that parents 
should not be burdened with liability due to a child's incorrigibility or "nasty 
disposition.' ,23 

This common law rule developed during the time of the leading cases of 
Brown v. Kendall  4 and Stanley v. Powell. 25 Both held there could be "no 
liability without fault. ''2~ Thus, "causation liability" was superceded by 
"culpa liability," and the standard required by the common law is now one 
of  reasonable conduct. 27 Proceeding on the theory of liability flowing from 
culpability, the primary attention of the modem law "was diverted from the 
fact and the extent of  the sufferer's damage and became fixed upon the 
wrongfulness of the actor's conduct. ''2s 

In practice, therefore, and to the detriment of the victim, a parent is liable 
only if the parent had notice of a specific type of harmful conduct on the part 
of  the child and an opportunity to interfere or warn others of the danger. 29 A 
thorough review of the case law yields few instances where an innocent victim 
was able to overcome this two-pronged standard and recover compensation. 3° It 
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is beneficial to compare the severity of the common law with the civil law 
approach which recognizes and better serves the needs of the victim. 

I I .  The civil law 

The civil law rule o f  parental liability presents a significant contrast to that of  
the common law. The civil codes of France, Quebec, Louisiana, and Hawaii 
have provided for parental liability whereas common law jurisdictions have not. 

Initially, it would be prudent to briefly examine the historical roots which 
may account for the development of  these differences. One authority suggests 
that: 

[H]ere in its unmodified form, we find an interesting and important difference 
between the common law and the civil law. The accent of  the former upon 
the notion of individual responsibility might be said to illustrate the general 
emphasis of the English common law upon the individual as seen through 
Renaissance and English Reformation thought. The civil law's preoccupation 
with the notion of  family solidarity, received from the Roman law, is a theme 
which runs throughout the codes. 31 
Fundamentally, and of immediate importance here, the distinction may be 

summed up as the difference between the common law doctrine of  "no  liability 
with fault" and the civil law concept that "where one of  two innocent persons 
must suffer a loss it shall fall on him who acted. ''32 

Hawaii and Louisiana both enacted parental responsibility acts long before 
the adoption of these laws by the common law states. Hawaii adopted the civil 
code rule in 1884, 33 yet the Hawaii Supreme Court has never directly inter- 
preted the statute. 34 Prior to 1916, the statute was examined in three cases. 
First, the federal district court held that the statute did not impose liability 
when the child, because of  young age, was not responsible for his acts. 35 A 
second court held that the father is liable in every case where the infant would 
be liable at common law. 36 Finally, the court held that the statute could not 
impose liability for breach of contract. 37 

Louisiana, unlike Hawaii, has an extensive history of litigation in this field. 
Article 2318 of the Louisiana Civil Code, 38 enacted in 1804 and modeled after 
the French statute, required parental negligence for liability. The parent was 
thus able to raise, as an affirmative defense, his inability to prevent the child 
from causing the damage, in that same year, and for reasons that remain a 
historical mystery, the Louisiana code was amended to repeal that provi- 
sion. 39 

Early Louisiana cases held the parent to be liable whether the parent "could 
or could not have prevented the damage and regardless of whether the child 
himself could be held liable to the injured party. ''4° However, in 1934 the 
Louisiana Supreme Court revised its interpretation of the statute and found that 
a parent could not be held liable if the child was legally incapable of  fau l t .  41 

Thus, only if the child was at fault and could be heid liable to the injured party 
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did liability automatically attach to the parent. 42 Absent fault and liability of the 
child, the parent must be personally negligent to incur liability. 

In a line of  cases ending in 1975, 43 the Louisiana Supreme Court overturned 
their earlier decision and its progeny and reinstated the rule that a parent is 
liable regardless of his ability to prevent the acts of the child. Moreover, the 
child's lack of  capacity to be at fault no longer constituted a defense against 
liability. ~ Therefore, under Article 2318 the only available defenses are a 
"showing of fault by a victim, fault by a third person, or a fortuitous 
event."45 The rule finally expressed by the Louisiana Supreme Court is conso- 
nant with the intent of the Louisiana statute and the policy underlying the civil 
law that the victim should not bear the loss between two " innocent"  parties. 

Fifty years ago, the Louisiana cases and the civil law in general were 
criticized for presuming that "liability is a natural corollary of the relation 
of parent and child and that its imposition might have a socially healthful 
result."4~ It was further argued that: 

[lit has been the general experience that a standard of reasonable conduct 
can adequately deal with the ordinary situation of our economic and social 
life. As applied today the common taw rule would seem satisfactorily to 
protect the third person from loss resulting from the acts of  irresponsible 
minors. 47 

Today, in hindsight, these thoughts appear both optimistic and incorrect. The 
rate of  mayhem and destruction has not been checked under the common law 
nor have the victims been "adequately" redressed. 

Moreover, the purpose of the civil law and parental responsibility acts is not 
confined to modification of the juvenile's behavior, although this is a legitimate 
legislative purpose. In fact, an honest appraisal would lead to the conclusion 
that these statutes will have an insignificant effect on delinquent behavior. 
Rather, the most important social and legal goal of these laws is to compensate 
the victim of juvenile offenses. In this respect, the civil law and parental 
liability acts serve the needs of the public and the victim. 

I I I .  Constitutionality 
Since 1961, few reported cases have examined the constitutionality of  state 
parental liability acts. The paucity of  decisions by higher state courts may 
reflect the fact that trial courts have had little trouble disposing of constitutional 
challenges to the acts. It may also indicate that many victims of  juvenile crime 
and their attorneys are simply unaware of the existence of these statutes. 
Regardless of the reason for the scarcity of reported decisions, judicial analysis 
of  the constitutional issues in those decisions available, with few exceptions, 
have rarely been sophisticated or clear. 

Generally, the constitutionality of these statutes are challenged under the 
fourteenth amendment: first, that the statutes deprive parents of property 
without due process of law by imposing liability without fault, 48 and, second, 
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that the statutes deny equal protection under the law. Excepting one Georgia 
case, 49 all reported decisions have upheld the constitutionality of these acts. 
The courts have concluded that the legislative purpose of the parental respon- 
sibility acts reflects either one or both of the two goals: the compensation of  
the victim, or the deterrence of juvenile crime. These purposes are a legitimate 
exercise of the state police power. 

Prior to 1970, the constitutionality of parental liability acts was challenged 
only three times. 5° A Texas appeals court, in 1961, upheld the constitutionality 
of  the Texas statute. The court, however, did not engage in a clear, well- 
reasoned analysis of the constitutional issues. The court found the statute 
"reasonable" and seemed to equate reasonableness with constitutionality. 5~ The 
court also appeared favorably impressed with the fact that other states had 
similar statutes, and that law review commentators viewed these statutes as 
serving a positive purpose. 52 In addition, the court focused on the compen- 
satory aspects of  the statute rather than its possible deterrent effects on juvenile 
delinquency, and concluded that parents, not the innocent victims, should bear 
the loss. s3 

Two years later, the North Carolina Supreme Court reviewed a challenge to 
the constitutionality of the North Carolina act. 54 tn contrast to the Texas court, 
the North Carolina Supreme Court emphasized the punitive nature of  the statute 
which limited parental liability to five hundred dollars. 55 Because this amount 
would be inadequate to compensate many victims, the court reasoned that the 
statute "fails to serve any of the general compensatory objectives of tort 
law. ' ,56 

Nevertheless, the North Carolina court held that the statute did not violate 
provisions of the state constitution nor the fifth amendment of the United States 
Constitution. According to the court, the state can legitimately enact punitive 
statutes aimed at curtailing juvenile crime as an exercise of its police power. 57 
The court also noted that the child's parents were given the opportunity for a 
full hearing and adjudication. 5s The decision was unclear regarding the appli- 
cability of the fifth amendment, or whether the statute complied with pro- 
cedural safeguards required by the fourteenth amendment. 59 Moreover, the 
court did not address the question of whether a statute with a high or unlimited 
amount of recovery would also be punitive and, hence, withstand a due process 
challenge. 6° 

The Wyoming Supreme Court relied on these two cases to uphold the con- 
stitutionality of  the Wyoming statute. 61 The court summarily stated that "courts  
will not declare a statute unconstitutional unless the unconstitutionality is 
clear. ''62 In this case, defendants also raised an equal protection argument. 
They challenged the statute's imposition of liability upon the "natural parents" 
only, claiming that the differential treatment between natural parents and other 
custodians violated the equal protection clause of the fourteenth amendment. 63 
The court rejected this argument on the ground that restricting liability to a 
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natural parent was reasonable and that all those within the class were treated 
equally .64 

In 1971, the parental responsibility act of  Georgia 65 was held unconstitutional 
in Corley v. Lewliss. 66 In Corley, the minor child, Bruce Brady, age 12, was 
involved in a fight which resulted in head injuries to the minor plaintiff, Clark 
Lewliss. Bruce Brady threw a brick or stone which struck the plaintiff in the 
forehead. The plaintiff brought suit against the minor's mother and uncle, with 
whom the defendant lived. 

The Georgia Supreme Court held the statute violated the due process clause 
of  the fourteenth amendment. 67 The Georgia court distinguished cases uphold- 
ing parental liability statutes on the ground that the Georgia statute permitted 
unlimited recovery, while the other state statutes imposed limitations on the 
amount recoverable. 68 The court reasoned that the limitations on recovery 
imposed in the Texas, North Carolina, and Wyoming acts indicated that the 
acts were penal in purpose rather than compensatory. 69 It should be noted, 
however, that the Texas court had focused solely on the compensatory, not the 
deterrent effect on the Texas statute. 7° 

The Georgia court concluded that since the statute permitted unlimited 
recovery, the act was not penal, but compensatory. 7t The court declared that 
the imposition of vicarious liability, based solely on the parent-child relation- 
ship, "would deprive the defendant of property without due process of  law, 
would authorize recovery without liability, and would compel payment without 
fault. '72 As such, the statute violated the due process clauses of the state and 
federal Constitutions. 

The Georgia court held that the statute violated due process under the state 
constitution as well as the fourteenth amendment of the federal Constitution. 
The court 's interpretation of due process, however, was in direct conflict with 
the United States Supreme Court's treatment of  substantive due process since 
1934. 73 The Supreme Court continues to apply substantive due process 
analysis, but only where the government seeks to affect civil liberties, or where 
the Court determines that a right is "fundamental. "'74 Rights which the Court 
has recognized as fundamental include: 

most of  the guarantees of  the Bill of  Rights, the right to fairness in the 
criminal process, the right to privacy, including some freedoms of choice in 
matters of  marriage, sexual relations and chiM bearing, the right to travel, 
the right to vote, the freedom of association and some aspects of  fairness in 
the adjudication of individual claims against the government procedural due 
process rights 75 

The Georgia court did not point to any fundamental right violated by the 
statute. It merely concluded that the liability attributed to the act of the child 
deprives a parent of  property without fault, and thus violates due process. 76 

If the court considered property to be a fundamental right, it failed to state a 
rationale supporting this conclusion. Moreover, the ownership of property per 
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se is not a fundamental right. It is, instead a procedural due process matter. 77 
Since the statute did not deny the defendants any of the elements of a full 
adjudication, the integrity of procedural due process was maintained. 

In the absence of a fundamental right, due process requires only that a law 
shall not be unreasonable, arbitrary or capricious, and that the means selected 
shall bear a rational relationship to the legislative objective sought. TM The 
Georgia court did not examine the statute to determine if the application of 
vicarious liability to compensate a victim was an irrational exercise of  the 
state's police power. Furthermore, the court did not consider the point at which 
the statutorily imposed limitation on recovery crosses the arbitrary line 
separating penal from compensatory acts. How much recovery, then, is too 
much recovery? 

In no other state have the courts declared their respective parental liability 
acts unconstitutional. In Hayward v. Ramick, ~9 the Georgia Supreme Court 
noted, eleven years after finding the parental liability act unconstitutional, that 
"Corley stands alone among a number of opinions dealing with the constitu- 
tionality of parental responsibility statutes . . . .  ,,80 The court then distinguished 
its earlier decision and upheld a revised Georgia statute, 8~ finding the five hun- 
dred dollar ceiling on liability manifested the punitive purpose of the statute. 82 
The court found that the state has a legitimate interest in controlling juveni le  
crime, and that " there  is a rational relationship between the means used of 
(imposing liability upon parents of  children who willfully or maliciously dam- 
age property) and this object. '83 Moreover, it is noteworthy that the Georgia 
Supreme Court may have been dissatisfied with its earlier decision. The court 
stated, "while  we do not reaffirm Corley, we do hold that the legislature has 
met the objections to Corley in the new statute with which we now deal. ''84 

Other courts have engaged in more traditional and thorough due process 
analyses following the finding of unconstitutionality by the Georgia court. These 
courts have consistently maintained that either or both, the deterrence of  juve- 
nile crime, and the compensation of  the victim, are legitimate legislative ends, 
and parental responsibility acts are a valid means of achieving these goals. 

The Maryland Court of  Appeals, after reviewing the cases previously dis- 
cussed, held that the Maryland statute reflected the state's legitimate interest in 
legislating a matter of  general welfare and was, therefore, constitutional. 85 The 
court reasoned that: 

The due process clause does not, anymore than the contract clause, inhibit a 
state f rom insisting that all contract and property rights are held subject to 
the fair exercise o f  the police p o w e r . . . .  The exercise o f  the power  is fair 
when the purpose is a proper public one and the means employed bear a 
real and substantial relation to the end sought and are not arbitrary or 
oppressive. 86 

The Connecticut Court  of Common Pleas upheld the constitutionality of the 
Connecticut parental responsibility act in 1977, 87 and acknowledged that the 
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statute had a dual purpose of  curtailing juvenile delinquency and compensating 
victims, ss The defendants raised two equal protection claims. They contended 
that the statute unconstitutionally differentiated between parents and all others 
who might be responsible for children. In response, the court held that the 
legislature could find a reasonable basis for such differentiation. Since parents 
are in the best position to exert the most control over their children, thus 
fulfilling the deterrence goal of  the statute. 8a They also argued that the statute 
interfered with their fundamental right to raise and bear children. The court 
concluded that parents' liability for the torts of their children does not interfere 
with this right, a° The court stated that with the "'right to bear and raise 
children comes the responsibility to see that one's children are properly raised 
so that the rights of  others are protected."at The court held that both purposes, 
deterrence and compensation, bear a rational relationship to the preservation 
and promotion of the public welfare, a2 

Similar issues were raised in an Ohio case, though the Ohio Court of  
Appeals more thoroughly addressed the due process claim, a3 As such, the court 
held compensation to property owners for damage caused by willful misconduct 
was a legitimate state goal and the imposition of a $2,000 judgment on the 
parents was reasonably related to that end .  a4 The court noted, however, that the 
limitation on recovery may constitute a civil penalty since some victims will 
not be fully compensated, thereby frustrating the statute's compensatory pur- 
pose. as Nevertheless, the court held that although the statute contained a limita- 
tion on recovery, the monetary amount was reasonable, practical, and usually 
sufficient to compensate the victim, as 

The defendants argued the Act could not, in fact, be shown to deter juvenile 
crime, and therefore was not rationally related to that goal. The court found it 
unnecessary to examine this argument since compensation was, by itself, a 
legitimate state end. a7 The court added that a low recovery limit could compel 
it to determine if the deterrence of juvenile delinquency was a worthwhile 
objective in itself - a conclusion which would force the court to analyze the 
statute's actual effect on juvenile delinquency, as 

In 1979, the Illinois Court of  Appeals held that the state's parental respon- 
sibility act was a constitutional exercise of  the state's police p o w e r .  9a T h e  

defendants raised a number of claims in support of  their constitutional 
challenge. They asserted that the law was unconstitutional, because it deprived 
a parent of  property without due process of law by imposing liability on a 
parent who did not commit the tort. too The defendants also ingeniously argued 
that in other liability without fault statutes, such as workmens' compensation, 
the party held liable reaps a benefit from the activities of the person for whom 
he is held legally responsible. Thus, in those situations it seems justifiable to 
impose some of the costs of  these activities on the party held liable. I°~ The 
defendants claimed, therefore, that the vicarious liability aspect of  the parental 
responsibility act is flawed because the person vicariously liable (the parent) is 
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not benefiting from the tortfeasor's activities (the child's offense). 1°2 The court 
did not directly respond to this argument but merely found that no violation of  
due process had occurred.~°3 

Another argument was asserted that holding only parents liable creates an 
unreasonable classification, thus violating the equal protection clause of the 
fourteenth amendment.~°4 The defendants argued that other societal groups have 
a strong influence on the conduct of children, thereby limiting the degree of 
parental control over their children. ~05 The court responded simply that the 
unequal treatment in the statute had a "reasonable basis in fact."~°6 

In their second equal protection argument, defendants claimed that the statute 
is an invalid exercise of  the state's police power. ]°7 The defendants contended 
that the statute is not rationally related to the punitive goals of  the statute, since 
parental control over juvenile behavior is vague and limited, t°s The court did 
not explore this issue but summarily concluded that the statute is a legitimate 
exercise of the state's police power, and is, therefore, proper. ~°9 The defen- 
dants also questioned the scope and coverage of the statute, asserting that torts 
committed by a juvenile outside the boundaries of the statute's definition of a 
minor go uncompensated.~° The court did not address this issue at all. 

In a recent decision concerning a New Jersey statute, ~]J the issues raised by 
the parties were somewhat different from those discussed in the previous cases. 
The New Jersey statute applied only to parents or guardians of  minor children 
in public schools who damage public school property. ~2The  New Jersey 
Supreme Court first considered the scope of the statute. It found that liability 
was not based solely on the parent-child relationship, but applied also to those 
who have custody and control of  the child, and are responsible for the child's 
conduct.~J3 Furthermore, although the statute contains no explicit reference to 
liability based on the willful or malicious conduct of minors, the court read 
these restrictions into the statute. ~4 The court justified this finding by con- 
cluding that this was consonant with one of the legislative purposes - deter- 
rence of vandalism. ~5 Thus, the legislature "was concerned not solely with 
compensating school boards for damage to property but also with deterring 
delinquent behavior. Permitting the school board to recover from the parents 
where a child has caused damage negligently or without fault would not further 
the purpose of deterrence in any way. ' '~6 

,n,~ *~'~- " ~  . . . .  "'~" the . . . . .  -,~,~:~_~1 - " by u~alL w~u~ issues ralsed I,.~Ui 1~ LI  1,1.1 ; , lk )  1 lOLl I d ~ , l  ~ 1  l l . lKl l  ! I , ~ .  l ' l l ~L ,  

defendants claimed that the statute violated due process, asserting that no 
rational relationship exists between the purpose of deterring delinquent behavior 
and the imposition of  liability on parents. ~ ~7 In response, the court discussed 
vicarious liability and its application in other contexts and the rationale behind 
it. The court noted that, " in most instances, strict or vicarious liability has its 
sources in a public policy decision that the person liable is in a position to 
spread the cost of  injury over a large portion of the public. ' '~s  The court 
found that the legislature could reasonably believe that holding parents liable 
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for the willful and malicious acts of  their children would induce parents to 
exercise more control, thereby deterring juvenile delinquency and minimizing 
the cost to the public. ~19 The court also upheld the statute's unlimited recovery, 
stating that a maximum ceiling would be contrary to the compensatory purpose 
of  the statute, z2° 

Defendants also suggested that their fundamental right to bear children is 
burdened by the parental responsibility act. The court dismissed this claim 
stating, " the  effect of the vicarious liability statute on the decisions of indi- 
viduals to bear and beget children is speculative at best." and that "[o]ther 
laws impose financial burdens on parents" as well. TM The court stated that the 
strict scrutiny standard was not triggered since no fundamental right or suspect 
classification was implicated. 122 Thus, in order to withstand an equal protection 
challenge, the statute need only rationally relate to a legitimate state purpose 
that does not constitute invidious discrimination. 123 Furthermore, the court held 
that the difference in treatment between parents of public school children and 
parents of other children was rationally related to a legitimate government 
objective. 124 

Florida and South Carolina courts have summarily upheld the constitutionality 
of  their respective state parental liability acts. The Florida District Court of 
Appeals concluded that the rational basis of the statute is legitimately related to 
the deterrence of juvenile crime. ~25 The court held that since " w e  feel the 
better view supports constitutionality, we reverse and remand upon the well- 
reasoned authority, which we adopt . . . .  ,,~26 

The South Carolina Supreme Court noted that although "our  statute has 
never been construed, North Carolina's similar statute was considered in 
General Insurance Company of America v. Faulkner, 259 N.C. 317, 130 
S.E.2d 645 (1963) and found to be constitutionally within the state's police 
power."127 The South Carolina court then restated the reasoning of Faulk- 
her, ~2s but did not expressly hold the South Carolina statute constitutional. 
Instead, the court proceeded to apply the act to the facts of  the case. 129 
Apparently, the court intended that the Faulkner rationale apply to the South 
Carolina act. 

The constitutionality of New Mexico's parental liability statute was recently 
upheld. 13° Defendants primary claim was that the 1977 New Mexico act, as it 
existed in 1979 when plaintiff was injured, was unconstitutional because parents 
were liable regardless of whether or not they had custody and control of  their 
child. TM The court agreed that the statute did not require parental control for 
liability to attach to parents, but that this only raises a question of the statute's 
"wisdom."  The court properly observed that the "widom of the statute, how- 
ever, is not our concern; doubt as to the statute's wisdom is not pertinent in 
determining whether the statute is unconstitutional. ''132 

Defendants contended that the statute deprived them of equal protection 
since liability is imposed "solely because of their status relationship to their 
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daughter."~aa The New Mexico court rejected this argument on the ground that 
defendants failed to prove either that the statute is applied unequally among all 
parents of  children who commit willful or malicious damage, or that such 
parents are an improper class.~34 

The court also rejected defendants general claim that the statute violated 
procedural due process by depriving them of property without due process of  
law. ~a5 Since the defendants failed to suggest that procedural due process was 
denied, the court recharacterized defendant's claim as a substantive due process 
issue. The court concluded that there "is no violation of substantive due 
process (by making the parents liable for the malicious or willful tort of  
Monika) if the statute imposing liability was within the scope of legislative 
authority (the police power), and if the statutory liability accords with the pur- 
pose of the statute."~36 

Defendants relied on a Georgia court decision to show that ~ e  New Mexico 
statute violated due process. The court distinguished the Georgia decision on 
the ground that the Georgia statute provided full compensation while "our  
statute limits damage compensation to a maximum of $2,500.00.  ''137 Adopting 
the reasoning of previous decisions upholding parental liability statutes, t38 the 
court held that the New Mexico statute did not violate substantive due process, 
since the legislature could properly determine that a "parental liability statute 
was reasonably necessary. ''~39 

The Federal District Court of Hawaii upheld the constitutionality of  the 
Hawaii parental responsibility statute in 1982. ~4° As discussed earlier in Part II, 
Hawaii was one of two American states that adopted the civil law rather than 
the common law approach to vicarious liability. TM The Hawaii statute differs 
from the laws in other states in two respects: (1) there is imposition of 
unlimited liability with regard to tortious acts, and (2) there is parental liability 
for negligent, as well as intentional torts of children. 

The primary issue raised by defendants was that the statute interferes with a 
parent's fundamental right to raise a family. They argued that the statute 
discourages persons from having children and interferes with the raising of  
children by placing a severe economic burden on the parents. ~42 The court 
engaged in a well reasoned analysis of  fundamental rights. It rejected defen- 
dants' attempt to bring the Hawaii statute within the purview of the United 
States S,-preme Court. decisions which hold that some personal choices affecting 
the family are important enough to be deemed "fundamental. ''~43 The court 
declared that, unlike the other interests held to be fundamental, the parental 
responsibility act is not one that implicates personal choice.~44 The court con- 
cluded that the presence of a threat of  potential tort liability places no real 
burden on the decision to have a child. ~45 The court stated, in fact, that a 
statute may interfere with the parents' interest in raising a family free from 
state imposed economic limitations. ~4~ "Although some families may undergo 
financial strain as a result of  the statute, this fact alone does not establish 
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encroachment on a fundamental interest."~47 
Since no fundamental right was involved, the court found that the statute 

need only be rationally related to a legitimate government interest. ~ 48 The 
statute not only provides compensation for tort victims ~49 but may also deter 
juvenile delinquency by encouraging parents to more carefully supervise their 
children. ~50 Defendants argued that the statute is not tailored to meet the latter 
objective since the statute imposes liability even where parents have exercised 
care in supervising their children. TM The court dismissed this argument, con- 
cerning liability for a child's negligent acts, by finding that a statute need not 
be perfect in order to have a rational basis. 152 

The court held the statute does not contain an unconstitutional irrebutable 
presumption that natural parents are responsible for the torts of  their children 
regardless of due care or custody. ~ 53 The court concluded that this was 
basically an equal protection argument since classification is the problematic 
issue. ~54 The court did state, however, that parents are not automatically liable 
for all damages caused by their children, and at trial, may use all the defenses 
available to their children. ~55 

The defendants alleged that the statute discriminates against natural parents 
by failing to impose liability on others who may be equally responsible. ~56 The 
court found that natural parents are not a suspect class, therefore singling out 
of  natural parents for liability need only have a rational basis. The court held 
that the statute indeed has a rational basis but indicated that the statute may be 
interpreted to require "a  nexus between natural parentage and a significant 
period of custody or control of  the child. ''~57 

Although the courts have uniformly upheld the constitutionality of  state 
parental liability acts, the statutes have provided little guidance for determining 
the scope and purpose of this legislation. The Model Parental Liability Act 
which follows is proposed to provide legislatures with a clear and simple 
means of achieving an important social goal: the financial compensation and 
personal vindication of victims of juvenile crime and delinquency. The Com- 
mentary following the Model Act briefly outlines the effect and intent of  the 
operative terms and phrases used in the proposed statute. The Commentary is 
not intended to be all inclusive, but merely to provide a framework for 
understanding both the Model Act, and the flaws which undermine the effec- 
tiveness of current state acts. 

IV. Proposed model parental liability act 

Section 1. Title. 
This Act shall be known as The Parental Liability Act. 

Section 2. Definitions. 
As used in this Act: 
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(a) "'Parent" means any person who has legal custody and control of  an 
unemancipated minor or places himself in the position of  discharging 
parental rights, responsibilities, and liabilities. 

(b) "Unemancipated minor"  means any individual who is not the age of  
majority and is under the custody and control of a parent. 

(c) "Person"  means any natural person, partnership, association, private 
and public corporation, religious organization, the United States and any 
governmental agency, and the State and any state agency or political 
subdivision. 

Section 3. Liability. 

A parent and unemancipated minor shall be jointly and severally liable for 
all actual damages to any person or property resulting from the intentional 
commission of  a tortious act by the minor. 

Section 4. Costs and Attorney's Fees. 
The court may award costs and reasonable attorney's fees to the prevailing 
party. 

V. Commentary 
/ 

A. Section 2. Definitions 
1. Section 2(a) - Parent. The Model Act's definition of "parent"  in Section 

2(a) incorporates Section 2(c) of  the Model Act which defines the term 
"person."  The definition of "parent ,"  therefore, includes any individual or 
entity who acquires the status of in loco parentis. 158 This is a departure from 
state parental liability acts which, with one exception, t59 fail to define the 
parties liable under the act: The state acts simply use the word "parent ,"  
either alone or in conjunction with the words "guardian" or "in loco paren- 
tis." Since the word "parent"  at common law is strictly construed, those state 
statutes which impose liability upon the "parent"  only, effectively limit lia- 
bility to the "natural father or mother. ''16° Although statutes limiting liability 
to natural parents are constitutional, 16~ it is unreasonable for natural parents to 
OlXVUlt.J.t..It 110gt.#lilLff ~ I X L £ ~  O t l~ l~r  ~.yK~l~,Ull3 w l ~ . l l  l U ~ | l L l ~ a l  d l l I . J  [ . , ' d l U l l L d l  I 1~111.5 

responsibilities are not held liable. 
Under the Model Act, state and federal governments as well as private and 

public agencies are potentially liable parties. The development of modern tort 
law has seen the erosion or abrogation of the common law rule of sovereign 
immunity, z62 Many states and the federal government have adopted this modern 
view.~63 

If the state has custody and control of an unemancipated minor and that 
minor commits a tort, the state should incur the same liability now placed on 
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other "parents ."  The purpose of the Model Act, and many acts, is to 
relieve the victim of financial hardship caused by the intentional harmful 
conduct of  a minor. The Model Act equitably applies this policy to all parties. 
Moreover, as a practical consideration, the government and public or private 
agencies are generally insured. Since the purpose of insurance is to compensate 
the injured party by spreading the cost among the public, 1~ there exists no 
overriding financial burden or public policy for denying recovery to the 
victim. ~6~ 

The Model Act treats all persons legally responsible for minors equally. This 
expanded definition of "parent"  must be considered in the context of  the grow- 
ing number o f  children who, due to divorce or changes in lifestyle, no longer 
live with one or both of their natural parents, t66 The victim's right to financial 
recovery against a "parent" under the Model Act, therefore, is predicated 
solely on a factual and legal determination of whether the "parent"  had 
"custody and control" of the unemancipated minor at the time of the tortious 
conduct. ~67 

2. Section 2(b) - Unemancipated Minor. The Model Act defines the term 
"unemancipated minor" to expressly include children under the age of 
majority. This is consistent with the rule that when a "minor  attains the age of 
majority, emancipation occurs automatically by operation of law. ''t68 Absent 
specific reference to age or state law, however, a parental liability act may 
extend liability to parents of adult children. For example, several state acts 
simply use the word "chi ld" in the statute. ~69 Although courts may incorporate 
into the act the condition that the child be a "minor"  at the time of the tort, ~7° 
statutory vagueness could result in liability to parents beyond legislative intent. 

As discussed previously in Section 2(a), parental liability under The Model 
Act is predicated upon a determination that the parents had "custody and con- 
trol" of the minor. TM Avoidance of parental liability will therefore depend on 
the parent's ability to prove as an affirmative defense that the minor was, as a 
matter of  fact or by operation of law, emancipated. ~Tz Such a determination has 
historically required judicial resolution of complex, and often confused, issues 
of law and fac t .  t73 Commentators have criticized this case-by-case method of 
determining emancipation as outmoded "in light of  modem, cultural, social, 
economic, and legal conditions, ''~74 and encouraged the enactment of com- 
prehensive emancipation statutes similar to those adopted in California 175 and 
Connecticut. ~ 76 

The Model Act, as a matter of  statutory construction, should be consistent 
with applicable state laws. Thus, current problems in determining the legal and 
factual criteria for emancipation will inevitably arise under the Model Act. This 
is unavoidable unless the Act includes a lengthy definition of "emancipation." 
Since this is impractical and would conflict with the judicial and statutory law 
in many jurisdictions, legislatures should consider enacting modern emancipa- 
tion statutes. Increased parental liability necessitates clear standards from which 
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parents can, with reasonable certainty, ascertain whether they are liable for the 
torts of  their children and protect themselves by purchasing insurance or seek- 
ing dissolution of their rights and responsibilities. 

3. Section 2(c) - Person. The term "person" is defined in a number of  state 
parental responsibility acts. The purpose of these definitions is to list the par- 
ties who may bring an action against the parents of juvenile tortfeasors. The 
Model Act definition also serves this function. In addition, the Model Act's 
definition of  "parent"  clearly defines the parties who are liable under the 
Act. ~ 77 

B. Section 3. Liability 
1. Joint and Several Liability. In Section 3 of the Model Act, the terms 

"parent"  and "unemancipated minor"  are followed by the phrase "shall be 
jointly and severally liable."~TS The purpose of the Model Act is not served if 
the parent alone is held liable for the acts of the juvenile. The juvenile should 
be liable to the extent of  his assets, if he possesses any. Thus, the Model Act 
encourages victims to treat the parent and child as joint tortfeasors for the 
purpose of satisfying a compensatory judgment. 179 Although the parent of  the 
juvenile tortfeasor will often be responsible for paying the judgment,  on those 
occasions where it is possible, the juvenile should contribute to the best of  her 
ability. 

2. Actual Damages. The Model Act permits recovery of actual damages in 
accordance with the compensatory purpose of the statute. ~° The Act, however, 
diverges from most of the states in that it has no ceiling on the amount which 
may be recovered from the parent of a child tortfeasor. Although limitation 
may bear a rational relationship to most injuries, many victims are left with the 
bulk of their medical and repair expenses. TM Unlimited recovery will not place 
an onerous burden on parents of  juvenile delinquents. The parent who is sub- 
ject to a substantial judgment would be accorded all the statutory, judicial and 
procedural safeguards available to any debtor. Furthermore, and as several 
courts have recently pointed out, insurance is available to parents for the pur- 
pose of providing coverage from this type of liability.Z82 In addition, current 
homeowner's insurance policies may protect parents under certain circum- 
stances. Is3 Statutory limitations on recovery operate exclusively to the detriment 
of the innocent victim particularly in the many cases where the parent is 
capable of satisfying the judgment. 

3. Person and Property. The Model Act and more than half the states permit 
recovery for personal injury. ~84 The remaining states limit liability to property 
damage. This limitation is untenable and frustrates the policies underlying this 
legislation. Juveniles are responsible for a large percentage of  personal injury 
inflicted on victims each year. ~85 Those states forbidding recovery for personal 
injury grant legislative immunity to those who intentionally harm others while 
undermining the legislative attempt to deter juvenile crime or provide aid to 
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victims. Since some of the most vicious and costly injuries to victims are 
physically inflicted by juveniles, the denial of  this remedy by the legislature is 
the most egregious defect in current parental responsibility acts.~86 

4. Intentional. state parental liability acts generally require that the minor 
commit the tortious act "intentionally" or "willfully" for the victim to recover 
against the parent. ~s7 Although many state acts also require that the tort be 
committed both intentionally and with a "mischevious purpose, a design to 
injure or any ill-will,"~ss several courts have held that malicious conduct is 
equivalent to intentional conduct. 189 The Model Act adopts the term "inten- 
tional" in Section 3, because it imports the clearest standard of conduct, and is 
fair and consistent with the compensatory purpose of the Act. The requirement 
that the minor's act be "intentional" provides the parent with the opportunity 
to refute the victim's contention that the minor acted with the "purpose of 
causing such injury or with knowledge that the injury is substantially likely to 
follow." 190 

The term "intentional" in The Model Act is contained in the phrase "liable 
for all actual damages to any person or property resulting from the commission 
of a tortious act by the minor."  Several courts have interpreted their state acts 
as limiting liability to the precipitory intentional act only and have forbidden 
recovery for injuries which resulted, or flowed, from the initial t o r t .  TM The 
language used in Section 3 of The Model Act specifically rejects this interpret- 
ation. Under The Model Act, the minor and his parents are liable for any harm 
"resulting" from the commission of the initial tOrt. 192 Section 3 of The Model 
Act, therefore, attaches liability to the parent if the victim can prove'that the 
minor committed an intentional act, resulting in injury to the victim. 

The Model Act does not hold parents liable for the negligent acts of their 
children. ~93 Although consistent with the purpose of the Act, to compensate the 
victim, such a Statute would probably not be socially or politically palatable at 
the present time. The increase in the availability of insurance may, however, 
eventually eliminate the need for this distinction. 

C. Section 4. Costs and Attorney's Fees 
In some cases, a victim's damages are too small to warrant litigation under 
ordinary circumstances. The Model Act encourages a victim to seek compen- 
sation by permitting the judge the discretion to award costs and attorney's fees 
if the victim prevails. ~94 A judge may award these expenses to assure the plain- 
tiff just compensation in cases involving small judgments. Moreover, the 
possibility that the plaintiff may recover these costs from the defendant might 
encourage reluctant defendants to settle out of court rather than risk the addi- 
tional expense of litigation. Alternatively, litigation which is aimed at harrass- 
ing a defendant is discouraged since the judge may assess these same expenses 
against the plaintiff. The judge, of course, may also elect to allow both parties 
to bear their own costs. 
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Conclusion 
Defendant parents have challenged parental liability acts largely on the grounds 
that these acts interfere with their fundamental right to bear and raise children, 
and violate due process and equal protection under the fourteenth amendment.  
The courts, with one exception, have rejected these arguments and upheld the 
constitutionality of  the statutes. In only a few cases, however, have the courts 
engaged in an in-depth analysis of  the issues raised. 

Several cases have specifically held that parental liability acts do not interfere 
with a "fundamental  right" to bear and raise children. The fact that a few 
parents may incur some financial cost is not a great enough economic burden 
to interfere with a parent's choice to have children. 

Several courts, antipathetical to vicarious liability doctrines, have concluded 
that the acts' only legitimate purpose is deterrence of juvenile crime. It has not 
been conclusively shown, however, that these acts encourage greater parental 
supervision of  children, thereby reducing the number of juvenile crimes. Thus, 
if the purpose of the statute is deterrence, the act may not be rationally related 
to that goal. The courts have sidestepped this problem by finding that the 
possibility that these statutes may effectuate the desired result satisfies the 
rationality requirement. 

Other courts have held that compensation of  victims is a legitimate state 
purpose in itself. I f  compensation is the legislative goal, however, imposition 
of too low a ceiling on recovery may not be rationally related that end. A 
victim's financial costs may often exceed the limited ceiling established by 
many state statutes. Nevertheless, the courts have consistently held that parental 
liability acts bear a rational relationship to either deterrence or compensation or 
both, and therefore reflect a legitimate legislative purpose. 

For thirty years, state legislatures have acknowledged the need to protect and 
compensate victims of  juvenile crime and delinquency. The courts have sup- 
ported the legislatures' prerogative to provide victims with an effective and 
equitable means of  financial redress. The Model Act is a positive step in that 
direction. Drafted in clear and simple language, it is hoped that the Model Act 
will encourage victims to use this civil remedy. Moreover, The Model Act's 
elimination of  ceilings on recovery substantially enhances the decisive role state 
legislatures have traditionally assigned tort law in fostering "increased con- 
sciousness of  social re~non~ibilitv of ~neial orloin~or~no ,,195 Tha l~/l'r~A,~l A,~t 
is a potentially successful means of  achieving these goals. 

Endnotes 
1. There is a vast disagreement among authorities as to precisely what "new" goals 

and policies, if any, should be implemented. See generally, Coates, Deinstitutional= 
ization and the Serious Juvenile Offender: Some Policy Considerations, 27 Crime 
& Delinq. 477 (1981); Gardner, Punishment and Juvenile Justice: A Conceptual 
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percent, more than double the comparable statistic for adults. See Kaufman, The 
ChiM in Trouble, supra note 1, at 746. See also Comptroller General of the 
United States, U.S. Dept. of Justice, How Federal Efforts to Coordinate Programs 
to Mitigate Juvenile Delinquency Proved Ineffective 1 (1975); cf. U.S. Dept. of 
Justice, Analysis of National Crime Victimization Survey Data to Study Serious 
Delinquent Behavior, Juvenile Criminal Behavior in the United States. It's Trends 
and Patterns, Monograph One 71-72 (1981) (Although juvenile crime is substantial 
it has not increased in five years and is identifiably less severe then youthful 
offenders (18 to 20 years old) or adult offenders). See generally, "Task Force on 
Violent Crime," supra note 2, at 81; U.S. Dept. of Justice, Sourcebook of 
Criminal Justice Standards 334-40 (1980); Federal Bureau of Investigation, U.S. 
Dept. of Justice, Uniform Crime Reports for the United States 188, 194-95 (1978). 

The crime statistics indicate that perpetration of major crimes by juveniles peaks 
in mid-to-late adolescence. See "Twentieth Century Fund Task Force on Sentenc- 
ing Policy Toward Young Offenders, Confronting Youth Crime" 35-43 (1978). 

5. See "Task Force on Violent Crime," supra note 2, at 22. In the 19th century, the 
juvenile justice system became a separate and distinct entity from the adult 
criminal justice system. The development of this separate judicial system for 
juveniles was founded on the belief that children would be better served by 
"protection and treaunent" than by "punishment." The juvenile justice process 
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today, therefore, still possesses the characteristics and atmosphere of a civil, non- 
adversarial proceeding, rather than that of a criminal adjudication. See generally, 
A. Platt, The Child Savers (2d ed. 1977); Fox, Juvenile Justice Reform: An 
Historical Perspective, 22 Stan. L. Rev. 1187 (1970); Note, The Representation 
of Juveniles Before the Court: A Look Into the Past and the Future, 31 Case 
W.L. Rev. 580 (1981). 

6. Hagan, Victims Before the Law: A Study of Victim Involvement in the Criminal 
Justice System, 73 Crim. L. & Criminology 317 (1982). 

7. See "Task Force on Violent Crime," supra note 2, at 87. 
8. Feld, Juvenile Court Legislature Reform and the Serious Young Offender: 

Dismantling the "Rehabilitative Ideal," 65 Minn. L. Rev. 167, 169 (1980). 
9. See generally, supra notes 1 and 5. 

10. Total expenditures by the states in 1977 was estimated at $707,732,000 for public 
juvenile custody facilities and $384,327,000 for private juvenile custody facilities. 
See U.S. Dept. of Justice, Sourcebook of  Criminal Justice Standards 129 (1980); 
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, U.S. Dept. of Justice, Children in 
Custody: Advance Report on the Juvenile Detention and Correctional Facility 
Census of 1974 5-6 (1977). In 1975, federal expenditures on delinquency and 
related problems were estimated at between $92 million and $20 billion. See Law 
Enforcement Assistance Administration, U.S. Dept. of Justice, First Comprehen- 
sive Plan for Federal Juvenile Delinquency Programs 3 (1976). 

11. See supra note 4. 
12. Meiners, Public Compensation of the Victim of Crime: How Much Would It Cost? 

in Assessing the Criminal: Restitution, Retribution and the Legal Process 328 
(1977) [hereinafter cited as Meiners, Public Compensation of the Victim.] 

13. See generally, Jones, The Costs of Compensation in The Costs of Crime 121 (C. 
Grey, ed. 1979); Hoelzel, A Survey of 27 Victim Compensation Programs, 63 
Judicature 485 (1980); U.S. Dept. of Justice, Compensating Victims of Violent 
Crime: Potential Costs and Coverage of a National Program (1977). 

14. Task Force on Violent Crime, supra note 2, at 91. 
15. Meiners, Public Compensation of the Victim, supra note 12, at 329. 
16. See McDonald, "The Role of the Victim in America," in Assessing the Criminal: 

Restitution, Retribution and the Legal Process, 296 (1977). 
17. Id. at 295-96. The author incisively and critically traces the treatment of victims 

by the American criminal justice system from "central to peripheral actor in the 
system, from a prime beneficiary to an also-ran." /d. at 306. 

18. Citations to the state statutes are set forth inAppendix I, infra. Appendix I updates 
similar complications which appear in Note, New Jersey Public School Parental 
Liability Act Held Constitutional: Board of Education v. Caffiero, 34 Rut. L. Rev. 
220, 224-26 (1981); Note, The Iowa Parental Liability Act, 55 Iowa L. Rev. 
1037, 1037-38 (1970) [hereinafter cited as Note, The Iowa Act]. 

111"11 C ~ _ _  " l t ' r  _ .  _ 

.>.  oee l'~ote, lne iowa Act, supra note i8, at i037. in a philosophical examination of 
the dispute between deontological and utilitarian moral theories, Professor George 
P. Fletcher poses the purpose of tort law in these terms: "[D]o we require tort- 
feasors to compensate their victims because the victims deserve a monetary sur- 
rogate for their injuries or, alternatively, because we wish to stimulate changes in 
the behavior that generates accidents?" Fletcher, Punishment and Compensation, 
14 Creighton L. Rev. 691, 692 (1981). 

20. See Note, The lowa Act, supra note 18, at 1038. 
21. /d. at 1038-39. 
22. See W. Prosser, Law of Torts § 123, at 871-73 (4th ed. 1971) [hereinafter cited 

as W. Prosser]. See generally, Comment, Parental Liability for a Child's Tortious 
Acts, 81 Dick. L. Rev. 755 (1977). 
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23. W. Prosser, supra note 22, at 873. 
24. 60 Mass. (6 Cush.) 292 (1850). 
25. 1 Q.B. 86 (1891). 
26. Note, Torts: Parents and Child: Liability of Parent for the Torts of Minor Child, 

19 Cornell L.Q. 643, 646 (1933-34) [hereinafter cited as Note, Torts: Parent and 

Child1. 
27. Id. 
28. Id. The notions of "culpability" and "intent" derive from what Justice Holmes 

described as "blameworthiness," that is liability arising out of conduct which 
would be blameworthy in "the average man, the man of ordinary intelligence 
and reasonable prudence." O. Holmes, "The Common Law" 4 (1923). See e,g., 
Goldman, Restitution for Damages to Public School Property, 11 J. Law & Educ. 
147, 149 (1982). 

29. See W. Prosser, supra note 22, at 873. 
30. There are many tragic examples of the severity and unfairness the common law 

rule has on victims of juvenile crime and delinquency. Two recent, and especially 
egregious examples, occurred in Parsons v. Smithey, 504 P.2d 1272 (Ariz. 1973) 
(victim suffered lacerated ear, multi-contusions and fractures when attacked by 
14-year-old with a lengthy history of violent conduct) and Moore v. Crumpton, 
295 S.E.2d 436 (N.C. 1982) (victim raped at knifepoint by 17-year-old who had 
long history of mental illness and drug problems). In both cases, the children were 
released from detention facilities and returned home. The courts held that the 
parents could not have "anticipated" the conduct of their child. 

31. Stone, Liability for Damage Caused by Minors: A Comparative Study, 5 Ala. L. 
Rev. 1, 6 (1952). 

32. Note, Torts: Parent and Child, supra note 26, at 646. For a fascinating and 
scholarly discussion of the development and history of the common and civil laws 
throughout the world, see Takayanagi, Liability Without Fault in the Civil and 
Common Law, 16 Nw. U. L. Rev. 163, 268 (1921-22) & 17 Nw. U. L. Rev. 
187,416 (1923-24). 

33. See Hawaii Rev. Stat. § 577-3 (1976). The Hawaii statute is unique because it 
permits victims to recover for all torts "regardless of whether based upon 
negligence or intentional acts." Letter from Steven J. Trecker, Esq., to lead 
authors (November 3 ,  1982) (Trecker was plaintiff's counsel in Bryan v. 
Kitamura, discussed infra notes 138-55 and accompanying text) [hereinafter cited 
as Letter from Steven J. Trecker]. 

34. Since Hawaii did not formally become a state until 1958, the three cases discussed 
infra notes 35-37 and accompanying text were decided by the United States 
District Court for the District of Hawaii. 

The constitutionality of the Hawaii statute has been upheld on at least two 
occasions by the state trial courts. See Bryan v. Kitamura, 529 F.Supp. 394, 396 
n. 5 (D. Hawaii 1982). 

35. Day v. Day, 8 Hawaii 715 (1891). 
36. Victoria v. Palama, 15 Hawaii 127 (1903). 
37. Rathburn v. Kaio, 23 Hawaii 541 (1916). 
38. The Louisiana Parental Responsibility Act holds the father solely liable while he is 

alive, unless custody of the minor has vested in the mother at his death or by 
operation of law. See e.g., Semien v. State Farm Mutual Aut. Ins. Co., Inc., 398 
So.2d 161, 164 (La. Ct. App. 1981); Guidry v. State Farm Mutual Auto. Ins. Co., 
Inc., 201 So.2d 534-36 (La. Ct. App. 1967), appeal denied, 203 So.2d 557 (La. 
1967). 

39. See Note, Torts: Parent and Child, supra note 26, at 644-45. 
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40. Comment, Civil Responsibility of  Parents, supra note 3, at 532 (footnote omitted). 
41. Johnson v. Butterworth, 180 La. 586, 157 So. 121 (1934). 
42.1d. 
43. Turner v. Bucher, 308 So.2d 270 (La. 1975). (Six-year-old boy struck pedestrian 

with his bicycle injuring her. Father strictly liable whether or not he could have 
prevented the act.) 

44. Id. at 277. 
45. Ryle v. Potter, 413 So.2d 649, 651 (La. Ct. App. 1982). (Ten-year-old boy shot 

another boy with air rifle and strict liability imposed on boy's parents.) 
46. Note, Torts: Parent and ChiM, supra note 26, at 647. In contrast, one commen- 

tator, in an article favoring parental liability under the so-called "automobile 
doctine," argued that: 

[W]e are perfectly aware that this is a period in which parents do very little for- 
bidding. We are aware also that the pernicious philosophy of education now 
dominant, which apothesizes self-expression, is interpreted to permit the child to 
make an unrestrained fool of himself in as many ways as his immature impulses 
may dictate. But that philosophy does not excuse parents for letting the child 
make a nuisance of himself to others . . . .  [W]e offer the suggestion that inas- 
much as parents, in our legal system, have hitherto had all the right and none of 
the responsibilities that other legal systems attribute to them, it is not excessive 
nor unfair to burden them with this particular responsibility - harmonious as it 
is with the exceptional principle above described, viz., responsibility for chil- 
dren's harmful acts which could have been prevented by watchful exercise of  the 
parental power. 

Wigmore, Torts: Parent's Liability for Child's Torts, 19 Nw. U. L. Rev. 202, 205 
(1924-25). 

47. Note, Torts: Parents and Child, supra note 26, at 647. The author also argued 
that the civil law rule "seems quite as likely to foster birth control." Id. Subse- 
quent study of the population growth in the civil law states may verify this 
conclusion. 

48. Dean Prosser defined vicarious liability, as follows: 
A is negligent, B is not. "Imputed negligence" means that, by reason of  some 
relation existing between A and B, the negligence of A is to be charged against 
B, although B has played no part in it, has done nothing whatever to aid or 
encourage it, or indeed has done all that he possibly can to prevent it. W. 
Prosser, supra note 22, at 458. 

49. Corley v. Lewliss, 227 Ga. 745, 182 S.E.2d 766 (1971). See infra notes 65-78 and 
accompanying text. (Twelve-year-old boy riding a bike hit another boy in the 
forehead with a brick or stone). 

50. General Ins. Co. v. Faulkner, 259 N.C. 317, 130 S.E.2d 645 (1963); Kelly v. 
Williams, 346 S.W.2d 434 (Tex~ Civ. App. 1961); Mahaney v. Hunter Enter., 
inc., 426 P.2d 442 (Wyo. 1967). 

51. Kelly v. Williams, 346 S.W.2d 434,437 (Tex. Civ. App. 1961). (Fifteen-year-old 
boy stole car and drove it at 110 miles per hour during a police chase, damaging 
the car). The Texas Court of Civil Appeals recently refused to reverse Kelly and 
held that the Texas statute does not deny "equal protection under the law or due 
process of law." Buie v. Longspaugh, 598 S.W.2d 673, 676 (Tex. Civ. App. 
1980). (Two minor girls vandalized three houses, court held $5,000 limit of 
recovery would be applied to each act.) 

52. Kelly, 346 S.W.2d at 437. 
53. M. at 438. 
54. General Ins. Co. v. Faulkner, 259 N.C. 317, 130 S.E.2d 645 (1963) (the statute 

is N.C. Gen. Stat. § 1-538.1 (1961)). 
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55. In 1981, the statutory limit to recovery was raised to $1,000. See Appendix, infra. 
56. General Ins. Co., 259 N.C. at 323, 130 S.E.2d at 650. (Eight-year-old boy set 

fire to the drapes in the school). 
57. Id. 
58. Id. 
59. See Note, The Iowa Act, supra note 18, at 1042. 
60. Id. 
61. Mahaney v. Hunter Enter., Inc., 426 P.2d 442 (Wyo. 1967). (Thirteen and 

sixteen-year-old boys broke a plate glass window in a store.) See generally, Note, 
Parental Tort Liability, 1 Land & Water L. Rev. 299 (1966). 

62. Mahaney, 426 P.2d at 444. 
63. Id. 
64. Id. 
65. Ga. Code Ann. § 105-13 (1968), repealed by Ga. Code Ann. § 51-52-53 (Supp. 

1983). 
66. 227 Ga. 745, 182 S.E.2d 766 (Ga. 1971). 
67. Id., at 751, 182 S.E.2d at 770. 
68. The current version of the Georgia statute limits parental liability to $5,000.00. 

Ga, Code Ann. § 50-2-3 (Supp. 1983). 
69. Corley, 227 Ga. at 749, 182 S.E.2d at 769. 
70. See supra notes 51-53 and accompanying text. 
71. Corley, 227 Ga. at 750, 182 S.E.2d at 770. 
72. ld. at 750-51, 182 S.E.2d at 770, (quodngLloyd Adams, Inc. v. Liberty Mut. Ins. 

Co., 190 Ga. 633,641,  10 S.E.2d 46, 51 (1940)). The court relied on three prior 
decisions: Frankel v. Cone, 214 Ga. 733, 107 S.E.2d 819 (1959); Buchanan v. 
Heath, 210 Ga. 410, 80 S.E.2d 393 1954; and Lloyd Adams, Inc. v. Liberty Mut. 
Ins. Co., 190 Ga. 633, 10 S.E.2d 46 (1940) in holding that liability created solely 
by nature of the statute without any fault by the plaintiff was unconstitutional. 

73. See Nebbia v. New York, 291 U.S. 502 (1934). 
74. See J. Nowak, R. Rotunda, & J. Young, Constitutional Law 409 (1978) 

[hereinafter cited as Nowak, Constitutional Law]. See generally, L. Tribe, 
American Constitutional Law § 11-2 (1978). 

75. See Nowak, Constitutional Law, supra note 74, at 409. 
76. Corley, 227 Ga. at 750-51, 182 S.E.2d at 770. 
77. See Nowak, Constitutional Law, supra note 74, at 490-91. 
78. See Nebbia, 291 U.S. 502, 525 (1934). 
79. 248 Ga. 841,285 S.E.2d 697 (1982). 
80. /d. at 843, 285 S.E.2d at 698. 
81. 1976 Ga. Laws 511, § 2, amended by Ga. Code Ann. § 51-52-53 (1982), 

amended by Ga. Code Ann. § 51-52-53 (Supp. 1983). The 1976 version of the 
Act reduced the liability to a maximum of $500.00. 

82. Hayward, 248 Ga. at 843,285 S.E.2d at 699. Five years after Corley, the 
Georgia Assembly amended the Georgia code sections 105-13 to limit recovery to 
five hundred dollars. Following the court's decision in Hayward, the Georgia 
Assembly again amended the revised statute, sections 51-52-53, and raised the 
limitation on recovery to five thousand dollars. Ga. Code Ann. § 51-52-53 (Supp. 
1983). It remains to be seen whether the court will hold that a $5,000 limitation 
manifests the punitive purpose of the statute. In the alternative, the court could 
overturn or narrow Corley by declaring that a compensatory purpose, with any 
ceiling on recovery, is a constitutional exercise of the state's police power. 

83. Hayward, 248 Ga. at 843, 285 S.E.2d at 699. 
84. ld. (emphasis added). In the eleven years between Corley and Hayward, the com- 

position of the Georgia Supreme Court changed completely, such that not one 
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justice from Corley participated in the Hayward decision. 
85. In re Sorrell, 20 Md. App. 179, 315 A.2d 110 (Ct. Spec. App. 1974). (Two 

brothers assaulted a man by striking him with their fists.) 
86. ld. at 188, 315 A.2d at 115 (quoting Allied Am. Co. v. Comm'r, 219 Md. 607, 

616 150 A.2d 421,427 (1959) (citations omitted). The court also questioned the 
soundness of the Georgia court's reasoning by Corley. The court remarked, "even 
acceptance of the inference suggested in Corley, that limitation upon the amount of 
vicarious parental liability would affect the constitutionality of a legislative right to 
impose it, the appellants here are not aided." ld. at 187, 315 A.2d at 115 (em- 
phasis added). 

87. Watson v. Gradznik, 34 Conn. Supp. 7, 373 A.2d 191 (C.P. 1977). (Suit against 
parents of a minor for wrongful conversion of property). 

88. Id. at 10, 373 A.2d at 193. 
89. Id. at 8, 373 A.2d at 192. 
90. Id. 
91. ld. 
92. Id. at 10-11,373 A.2d at 193. 
93. Rudnay v. Corbett, 7 Ohio Op.3d 416, 374 N.E.2d 171, (Ct. App. 1977). (Action 

against custodial person for willful damage of  a car by two minors.) 
94. ld. at 419, 374 N.E.2d at 175. 
95. ld. at 419 n.5, 374 N.E.2d at 175 n.5. 
96. ld. at 419, 374 N.E.2d at 175. 
97. /d. at 420, 374 N.E.2d at 175. 
98. Id. 
99. Vanthournout v. Burge, 69 Ill.App.3d 193, 195, 387 N.E.2d 341, 343-44 (App. 

Ct. 1979). (Eleven-year-old boy drove a car off the road causing damage to the 
car). The Vanthournout decision is analyzed in Fish, Constitutional Law~Parental 
Responsibility, 68 Ill. Bar. J. 474 (March 1980). 

100. Vanthournout, 68 Ill. App. at 194, 387 N.E.2d at 342. 
101. ld. Other examples given of no-fault liability accompanied by a benefit on the part 

of the liable party are: the liability of an operator of a dram shop, the liability of a 
seller of food which may become adulterated, and the vicarious liability imposed 
under the "Family Purpose Doctrine." Id. 

102. Id. 
103. ld. at 196, 387 N.E.2d at 343-44. Defendant's argument was flawed in several 

respects. Vicarious liability has been justified on other grounds, including 
deliberate allocation of risk, distribution of cost through pricing, and liability 
insurance. See generally, W. Prosser, supra note 22, at 969. 

104. Vanthournout, 68 I11. App. at I95, 387 N.E.2d at 343. 
105. Id. 
106. Id. at 196, 387 N.E.2d at 343 (quotin~ Anderson v. Wagner, 61 Ill.App.3d 822, 

378 N.E.2d 805, 809 (App. Ct.-1978)). 
107. Id. at 195, 387 N.E.2d at 343. 
108. Id. 
I09. Id. at 196, 387 N.E.2d at 343-44. 
110. /d. at 343. 
111. Piscataway Bd. ofEduc, v. Caffiero, 86 N.J. 308,431 A.2d 799 (1981), appeal 

dismissed, 102 S.Ct. 560 (1981). (Parents of  three public school pupils held 
vicariously liable for damage to school.) 

112. N.J. Stat. Ann. § 18A:37-3 (West Supp. 1981). The New Jersey Parental Liability 
Act is embodied in sections 2A:53A-15 of the New Jersey code and imposes lia- 
bility upon parents for willful or malicious injury by a child to real or personal 
property. N.J. Stat. Ann. §§ 2A:53A-15 (West Supp. 1982-83). Both section 
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18A:37-3 and section 2A:53A-15 contain no limitation on recovery against the 
parent. 

113. Caffiero, 86 N.J. at 316, 431 A.2d at 803. 
114. Id. at 316-17, 431 A.2d at 803. 
115. ld. at 317, 431 A.2d at 803. 
116. Id. 
117. ld. at 318, 431 A.2d at 804. 
118. ld. at 319, 431 A.2d at 804. 
119. Id. at 319-20, 431 A.2d at 804-05. The court suggested that the resolution of 

juvenile crime must begin with the belief that: 
[P]arents should take responsibility for their children's activities. This respon- 
sibility comes with one's status as a parent and reaches legal and moral dimen- 
sions in our society. The laws of this State, if not the higher principles, may 
properly provide incentives for parents to fulfill their role in the lives of their 

children. 
Id. at 327, 431 A.2d at 807. 

120. Id. at 321,431 A.2d at 805. 
121. ld. at 323,431 A.2d at 806. Defendants also asserted that free education is a fun- 

damental right and that the New Jersey act unduly interferes with that right. Rely- 
ing on San Antonio Ind. School Dist. v. Rodriguez, 411 U.S. 1, 17 (1973), the 
New Jersey Supreme Court held that no such federal right to a free education 
exists. Caffiero, 86 N.J. at 323,431 A.2d at 806. 

The court noted that the New Jersey constitution does protect, as a fundamental 
right, the right to a free education. Id. The court concluded that the statute does 
not burden this fundamental right since the "remote potential for vicarious liability 
of  parents does not pose a sufficient threat to this right of  their children." /d. at 
323,431 A.2d at 806-07. 

122. Caffiero, 86 N.J. at 324, 431 A.2d at 807. 
123. M. 
124. /d. at 324-25,431 A.2d at 807. 
125. Stang v. Waller, 415 So.2d 123 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1982). (Upheld constitu- 

tionality of vicarious liability of parents whose children willfully destroy or steal 
property). 

126. /d. at 124-25, citing Piscataway Bd. ofEduc, v. Caffiero, 86 N.J. 308, 431 A.2d 
799 (1981); Kelly v. WillMms, 346 S.W.2d 434 (Tex. Civ. App. 1961); Hayward 
v. Remick, 285 S.E.2d 697 (1982). 

127. Standard v. Shine, 278 S.C. 337, 295 S.E.2d 786, 787 (1982). (Six-year-old boy 
set fire to an apartment. Parents held liable for children's torts-court can cite 
minor.) 

128. See supra notes 54-60 and accompanying text. 
129. Standard, 295 S.E.2d at 788. 
130. Alber v. Nolle, 98 N.M. 100, 645 P.2d 456 (Ct. App. 1982). 
131. Id. at 103, 645 P.2d at 459. In 1981, the New Mexico legislature restored the 

"custody and control" requirement to the statute. Id. See N.M. Stat. Ann. § 
31-46 (1981). 

132. Alber, at 104, 645 P.2d at 460. 
133. M. 
134. /d. 
135. /d. 
136. Id. at 105, 645 P.2d at 461 (citation omitted). 
137. Id. 
138. See supra notes 51-64 and accompanying text. 
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139. Alber, at 106, 645 P.2d at 462 (citation omitted). 
140. Bryan v. Kitamura, 529 F.Supp. 394 (D. Hawaii 1982). The opinion of Judge 

Pence is a thoughtful and well reasoned analysis of the constitutional issues 
underlying parental liability acts. The threshold issue before the court in Bryan 
concerned the precedental authority of Piscataway, discussed supra notes 109-22 
and accompanying text, which the United States Supreme Court dismissed for want 
of a substantial federal question. Judge Pence concluded that this "disposition is 
the equivalent to an affu'mance on the merits . . . .  This court is therefore bound 
by the result in Piscataway to the extent that the two cases may involve the same 
legal issues." 529 F.Supp. at 397 (citations omitted). 

Judge Pence, however, concurred with defendants claim that the Hawaii statute, 
and the facts, differed significantly from Piscataway, thus requiring "detailed con- 
sideration of its [Hawaii Rev. Stat. § 577-3] alleged constitutional defects." ld. 

141. See supra notes 33-37 and accompanying text. 
142. Bryan, 529 F. Supp. at 398. 
143. ld. at 398-99. 
144. Id. at 399. 
145. Id. 
146. ld. 
147. Id. 
148. ld. 
149. ld. at 400. The court recognized that the imposition of vicarious liability is 

justified by a public policy which holds that the person liable is in a position to 
"spread the cost of the injury to the public at large through the purchase of 
liability insurance." ld. (footnote omitted). The court found that this policy applies 
to parents, who can purchase liability insurance and protect victims from bearing 
"the entire cost of the injury suffered." Id. Moreover, the court noted that this 
"conclusion is buttressed by the fact that almost all of the defendants in the 
present action are so insured." ld. at 400 n.23. 

In fact, the defendants in Bryan eventually settled for a total of  $712,000.00, 
which came from the "homeowners policies of the defendant parents." Letter 
from Steven J. Trecker, supra note 33. 

150. Bryan, 529 F. Supp. at 400. 
151. Id. 
152. ld. 
153. ld. at 401. 
154. Id. 
155. ld. 
156. ld. at 402. 
157. Id. (footnote omitted). Compare Alber v. Nolle, 98 N.M. 100, 645 P.2d 456 (Ct. 

App. 1982), discussed supra notes 128-30 and accompan¥in~ text, which held a 
New Mexico statute that did not require parental "custody and control" 
constitutional. 

158. "In loco parentis" has been defined as a person or entity "standing in the place 
of, or instead of, a parent; one charged fictitiously with a parent's rights, duties 
and responsibilities." Leverly v. United States, 162 F.2d 79, 85 (10th Cir. 1947). 

159. Pa. Stat. Ann. tit. 11, § 2001(2) (Purdon Supp. 1982)defines "parent"  to include 
"natural or adoptive parent." 

160. See generally, 67A C.J.S. Parent (1978). 
161. See supra notes 63-64, 155-56 and accompanying text. 
162. Van Alstyne, Governmental Tort Liability: A Decade of Change, 1966 U. Ill. L. 

F. 919, 920-24. 
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163. Sellers, State Tort Liability for Negligent Fire Inspection, 13 Colum. J. L. & Soc. 
Prob. 303,310-22 (1977); Kramer, The Governmental Tort Immunity Doctrine in 
the United States 1790-1955, 1966 U. Ill. L.F. 795, 796-810. 

164. W. Prosser, supra note 22, at § 83. Bryan provides an excellent example of the 
availability of insurance to protect against juvenile acts. See supra note 147. 

165. Dean Prosser characterized the trend of the law as follows: 
There is "a  strong and growing tendency, where there is blame on neither side, 
to ask, in view of the exigencies of social justice, who can best bear the 
loss and hence shift the loss by creating liability where there has been no 
fault" . . . .  The problem is dealt with as one of allocating a more or less inevi- 
table loss to be charged against a complex and dangerous civilization, and 
liability is imposed upon the party best able to shoulder it. 

W. Prosser, supra note 22, § 75 at 494-95. Cf. Note, Holding Governments 
Strictly Liable for the Release of Dangerous Parolees, 55 N.Y.U.L. Rev. 907, 908 
(1980) "Not only would victims be treated more equally under such a system of 
tort liability, but holding the government strictly liable would best reconcile the 
competing sociat policies on which the institution of parole is based." See 
generally, "Task Force on Violent Crime," supra note 2, at 90-91. 

166. See e.g. Blumberg, Cohabitation Without Marriage: A Different Perspective, 
28 U.C.L .A.L .  Rev. 1125 (1981); Glick, Children of Divorced Parents in 
Demographic Perspective, 35 J. Soc. Issues 170 (1975); Weitzman, The 
Economics of Divorce: Social and Economic Consequences of Property, Alimony 
and Child Support Awards, 28 U.C.L .A.L .  Rev. 1181 (1981), Zaharoff, Access 
to Children: Towards a Model Statute for Third Parties, 15 Fam. L.Q. 165 
(1981). 

167. State courts have determined parental "custody and control" on the basis of many 
factors, including actual physical custody of the minor or by operation of state 
law. See, e.g., Flannigan v. Valliant, 400 So.2d 225 (La. Ct. App. 1981) (liability 
of father superceded by custody award to wife following divorce); Moore v. 
Crumpton, 306 N.C. 618,295 S.E.2d 436 (1982) (parents separated, mother not 
liable since child under the exclusive physical care of father); Poston v. U.S. 
Fidelity & Guarantee Co., 107 Wis.2d 215, 320 N.W.2d 9 (Ct. App. 1982) 
(liability did not attach to divorced father not granted custody of minor). 

168. Cady, Emancipation of Minors, 12 Conn. L. Rev. 62, 67 (1979) [hereinafter cited 
as Cady]. 

169. See Appendix I, infra. 
170. See e.g. Alber v. Nolle, 68 N.M. 100, 103,645 P.2d 456, 459 (Ct. App. 1982): 
171. See supra note 165 and accompanying text. 
172. "Emancipation may not be presumed but must be expressly or impliedly proven. 

Therefore, the burden was on the defendants to allege and prove, as an affirmative 
matter, that Douglas was in fact emancipated." Conrad v. Dickerson, 3 I, 
Ill.App.3d 1011, 1012, 325 N.E.2d 67-68 (App. Ct. 1975). 

173. See generally, Katz, Schroeder & Sidman, Emancipating Our Children - Coming 
of Legal Age in America, 7 Fam. L.Q. 211,214-32 (1973). Among the most 
frequently considered factors are: 

whether the child is living at home, whether the child is paying room and board 
if living at home, whether the parents are exercising disciplinary control over 
the minor, whether the child is independently employed, whether the child has 
been given the right to retain wages and spend them without parental restraints, 
whether the child is responsible for debts incurred and the extent of the parents' 
contributions toward the payment of outstanding bills, whether the child owns a 
major commodity such as a car, and whether the parent has listed the child as a 
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dependent for tax purposes. Age, of course, is also a critical element. 
Id. at 218 (footnotes omitted). Only marriage and enlistment in the Army have 
been deemed sufficient in themselves to constitute emancipation. /d. at 217. 

But see Albert v. Ellis, 7 Ohio Op.3d 115, 359 N.E.2d 1033 (C.P. 1077) in 
which the parents of a sixteen-year-old, married, self-supporting son were held 
liable under the Ohio Parental Responsibility Act. The court held that unless the 
"actual physical custody and control" of the minor was taken from the parents by 
the state, the legislature intended to impose liability on all parents of  children 
under eighteen regardless of the factual relationship of parent and child. Id. at 
118, 359 N.E.2d at 1036. 

174. Cady, supra note 166, at 62. 
175. Cal. Civ. Code §§ 60-68 (West Supp. 1982). See generally, Cady, supra note 

166, at 74-78. 
176. Conn. Gen. Stat. Ann. §§ 46b-150 (a-e) (West Supp. 1982). See generally, Cady, 

supra note 166, at 78-80° 
177. See supra notes 156-65. 
178. For a general discussion of the legal principles and problems underlying the lia- 

bility of joint tortfeasors, see W. Prosser, supra note 22, at §§ 46-52. 
179. See e.g., In re Appeal No. 321, 24 Md.App. 82, 84-85, 329 A.2d 113, 114 (Ct. 

Spec. App. 1974) (mother ordered to make restitution for her son's mischief in a 
grocery store); Liberty Mutual Ins. Co. v. Davis, 52 Ohio Misc. 26, 368 N.E.2d 
336, 338 (Akron Mun. Ct., 1977). (Parents held jointly and severely liable where 
children are involved in a common effort of destruction.) 

180. "Compensatory damages and actual damages mean the same thing; that is, that the 
damage~ shall be the result of the injury alleged and proved . . . .  " Birdsall v. 
Coolidge, 93 U.S. 64 (1876). It is also well-settled that: 

[O]ne who sustains bodily injury may recover damages for past and future 
physical pain and serious mental suffering accompanying such injury or 
produced thereby. This includes fright and shock at the time of the injury, pain 
during treatment, fear of future incapacity, and, in some states, the humiliation 
produced by mutilation or disfigurement . . . .  

C. McCormick, Damages 315 (1935). Thus, a "claim for bodily pain lets in 
mental suffering. Damages for mental suffering if reasonable, are recoverable as 
compensation to which the claimant is entitled as a matter of right." Id. at 315-16. 
See Alber v. Nolle, 98 N.M. 100, 107, 645 P.2d 456, 463 (Ct. App. 1982), where 
the court held: "Pain and suffering is an actual damage recoverable under the 
parental liability statute." 

181. See e.g., Parsons v. Smithey, 109 Ariz. 49, 504 P.2d 1272 (1973). (Fourteen- 
year-old boy attacked mother and daughter with a knife, hammer, and belt 
buckle.) 

182. See Bryan v. Kitamura, 529 F.Supp. 394, 400 & nn. 22-23 (D. Hawaii 1982); 
Piscataway Bd. o fEduc ,  v. Caj~ero, 86 N.J. 308, 32i n.8, 43i A.2d 799, 804-05 
n.8 (1981). 

183. See supra note 142. In Liberty Mut. Ins. Co. v. Davis, 52 Ohio Misc. 26, 368 
N.E.2d 336, (Akron Mun. Ct., 1977), the court concluded that "while standard 
homeowners policies usually provide for an exclusion from such coverage for 
intentional acts, a judgment against a minor's parents is not based on the parent's 
intentional act and therefore is not "excluded." Id. at 29, 368 N.E.2d 339. 

Another court adopted the following paradigm: 
Assuming A, B & C are each insured unddr the policy, and A and B are 
independently liable in suits against them arising out of C's act there is no 
provision of the contract which should be construed to deny them coverage 
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simply because C's coverage would be excluded if an action were brought 
against him. 

Shelby Mut. Ins. Co. v. United States Fire Ins. Co. 12 Mich.App. 145, 150, 162 
N.W.2d 676, 678 (Ct. APP" 1968). (The insured's minor son stole an automobile 
and damaged it through reckless operation). 

184. See Appendix I, infra. 
185. See generally supra note 4. 
186. See, e.g., Moore v. Crumpton, 306 N.C. 618, 295 S.E.2d 436 (N.C. 1982). 
187. Since the statutes require "intent" by the minor to commit the tort, the courts 

have imputed the common law rule that "a  minor's conduct should be judged by 
the standard of behavior to be expected of a child of like age, intelligence, and 
experience under the circumstances" into the terms of the statute. See, e.g., 
Walker v. Kelly, 6 Conn. Cir. Ct. 715, 314 A.2d 785 (Cir. Ct. 1973) (five-year- 
old); Luneman v. Martin, 20 Conn. Supp. 371, 135 A.2d 600 (C.P. 1957) (nine- 
year-old); Connors v. Pantano, 165 Neb. 515, 86 N.E.2d 367 (1957) (four-year- 
old). See generally Restatement (Second) of Torts § 283A (1965). But see 
Standard v. Shine, 278 S.C. 337,295 S.E.2d 786, 788 (1982) in which the court 
interpreted the South Carolina Act to mean "no presumptions shall be indulged; 
minors of any age can commit intentional and malicious torts." 

188. Crum v. Groce, 192 Colo. 185, 187, 556 P.2d 1223, 1224 (1976). 
189. See Potomac Ins. Co. v. Torres, 75 N.M. 129,401 P.2d 308 (1965). See also 

Sutherland v. Roth, 407 So.2d 139 (Ala. Civ. App. 1981); C/ty ofMedford v. 
Swarbrick, 24 Conn. Supp. 320, 190 A.2d 493 (Super. Ct. 1973); Town of  Groton 
v. Medbery, 6 Conn. Cir. Ct. 671,301 A.2d 270 (Cir. Ct. 1972); Ortega v. 
Montoya, 97 N.M. 159, 637 P.2d 841 (1981). 

190. Crum v. Groce, 192 Colo. 185, 187, 556 P.2d 1223, 1224 (1976). 
191. See e.g., Farm Bureau Mut. lnsur. Co. o f  Arkansas v. Henley, 275 Ark. 122, 628 

S.W.2d 301 (1982); Crum v. Groce, 192 Colo. 185, 556 P.2d 1223 (1976); 
Peterson v. Sloan, 56 Ohio St.2d 255,383 N.E.2d 886 (1978); Motorists Mut. 
Insur. Co. v. Bill, 56 Ohio St.2d 258, 383 N.E.2d 880 (1978). 

192. See e.g., Potomac Insur. Co. v. Torris, 75 N.M. 129, 401 P.2d 308 (1965); 
Schirmer v. Losacker, 24 Ohio Op.3d 171,434 N.E.2d 1388 (Ct. App. 1980); 
Francis v. Farnham, 58 Or. App. 469, 648 P.2d 1349 (Ct. App. 1982). 

193. See Appendix I, infra. 
194. Cf. Albert v. Nolle, 98 N.M. 100, 108, 645 P.2d 456, 464 (Ct. App. 1982). See 

generally C. McCormick, Damages § 65 (1935). 
195. Bischoff, The Dynamics of  Tort Law: Court or Legislature, 4 Vt. L. Rev. 35, 43 

(1979). 
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The right to safe schools 

Kimberly A. Sawyer 

In June, 1982, fifty-six percent of California voters approved Proposition 8, 
known as "The  Victims' Bill o f  Rights. ''~ The purpose of Proposition 8, in the 
words of the initiative's coauthor, Paul Gann, is to "restore victims' rights and 
help bring violent crime under control. '2 The people of  California perceived a 
need for an initiative designed to fight crime because for the past twenty years 
the public had seen the courts expand the rights of  criminal defendants while 
the crime rate was escalating) The rising crime rate was attributed to the 
courts,'* and judges acquired the reputation of being soft on crime. 5 Proposition 
8 was designed in par t to  eliminate legal rules that favored defendants so that 
police and prosecutors would be better able to secure convictions of  criminals. 6 
A concurrent purpose of Proposition 8 was to improve the rights of  victims of  
crime. 7 

Proposition 8 amended the California Constitution to include a recognition of  
constitutional rights for victims of crime. 8 The initiative added to article I o f  
the California Constitution sections 28(a) through (g).9 This comment will focus 
on California Constitution, article I, section 28(c), (hereinafter referred to as 
the safe schools provision), which guarantees the right to safe schools. ~°~ 

The safe schools provision states: "Right to Safe Schools. All students and 
staff of  primary, elementary, junior high and senior high schools have the 
inalienable right to attend campuses which are safe, secure and peaceful."t l  
Some school administrators believe the safe schools provision is merely a state- 
ment of  policy and claim procedures to promote safety on school campuses are 
currently in effect. ~2 This comment will prove that this "inalienable" right to 
~^~^ ^^t.^^l^ • t,nai igh ~a,~ ~.l,~,~,,~ is much more ,L^_ a statement of policy.- 1.._ The r t to safe - - ' - - - ' -  ~ C I I t ) U I 5  

is a viable, enforceable right. Through rules of constitutional construction, the 
right to safe schools may be interpreted to give students and staff members of  

Kimberly A. Sawyer is a staff attorney for the State Court of Appeal in Fresno, 
California. 
This article is reprinted from The Pacific Law Journal, Volume 14, Number 4, 
July 1983. Copyright @1983 by the University of the Pacific, McGeorge School 
of Law. 
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public schools the right to school campuses free of crime and violence. This 
comment will demonstrate that the courts should enforce the safe schools pro- 
vision by imposing on school districts an affirmative duty to make their schools 
safe. A court, by giving the safe schools provision a common sense interpreta- 
tion, should find that the school districts have a duty to make their schools 
safe. Additionally, a court will impose the duty by relying on federal and 
California cases which subscribe to the principle that public entities may not 
withhold protection of constitutional rights if that withholding actually deprives 
people of a constitutional right. Lastly, in imposing an affirmative duty, a court 
will rely on the school desegregation cases which hold that school districts are 
obligated to alleviate segregation in the schools to protect minority students' 
constitutional rights. After establishing that the right to safe schools is fully 
enforceable by the courts, this comment will suggest two possible damages 
remedies, one based on tort law and one based on the Constitution. Before a 
discussion of  the enforceability of the safe schools provision, the provision 
itself must be interpreted. 

Interpreting the new provision 
The safe schools provision states: "All  students and staff of  public, primary, 
elementary, junior high and senior high schools have the inalienable right to 
attend campuses which are safe, secure and peaceful. ''t3 The safe schools 
provision is a constitutional provision, ~4 and the interpretation of a constitu- 
tional provision is guided by certain general rules of construction. 15 The first 
step in interpreting a constitutional provision is to examine the language on the 
face of the provision) 6 Each word, phrase and sentence must be given its plain 
meaning, and only if the meaning is doubtful or ambiguous may other sources 
be used for interpretation. ~7 This section interprets the safe schools provision 
by applying the above analysis. 

A. "Inalienable right" 
The safe schools provision provides that students and staff of  public schools, 
elementary through senior high school, have an "inalienable right" to safe 
campuses. ~g Black's Law Dictionary defines "inalienable" as incapable of 
being surrendered or transferred. 19 Accordingly, inalienable rights are not 
given by the government nor may they be taken away or impaired by the 
government. 2° Inalienable rights • are those important and basic rights which 
stem from the fundamental principles of the American system of government. 21 
In California these highly regarded rights are embodied in article I of the 
California Constitution, the Declaration of Rights. 22 Inalienable rights, 
however, exist independent of the Constitution and are inherent in every 
person. 23 The inalienable right to safe schools, then, is inherent in each student 
and staff member of a public school and is so fundamental to each that the 
government may not terminate the right. 24 Therefore, because the right to safe, 
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secure and peaceful campuses is recognized as inalienable, the right should be 
seriously considered by courts, in interpreting the right, and by school offi- 
cials, in applying the right, as a viable right rather than a mere policy state- 
ment. 25 

B. "Safe, Secure and Peaceful" 
The meaning of each word, safe, secure and peaceful, is not particularly 
ambiguous. Webster's Dictionary defines safe as "secure from threat of  danger, 
harm, or loss. ''26 Danger, harm or loss, however, may come from many 
sources such as fire, earthquake, or crime, but the dictionary does not indicate 
any specific source. 27 This same problem arises when defining secure and 
peaceful. The definition of secure is "free from danger" or "free from risk of  
loss. ''2s Peaceful is defined as "untroubled by conflict, agitation, or commo- 
tion. ''29 Again, neither of the definitions indicates the source of the danger or 
the agitation. 

Extrinsic aids must be referred to in determining what is a safe, secure and 
peaceful campus because of the ambiguities involved in the definitions of  safe, 
secure and peaceful. The extrinsic aids available for interpreting the safe 
schools provision include a committee analysis of the safe schools provision, 
evidence of  the intent of  the voters who approved Proposition 8, and the Cali- 
fornia Supreme Court's recent ruling on the constitutionality of  Proposition 8. 30 
Other extrinsic aids such as official reports of the California Constitution 
Revision Commission and records of debates are not available because Proposi- 
tion 8 was not proposed by the legislature, but was passed under the initiative 
process by the people of  California. 3~ 

The first extrinsic aid is an analysis of the safe schools provision by the 
Assembly Committee on Criminal Justice. 32 The report discussed the possibility 
of deploying municipal police to school campuses to enforce the safe schools 
provision. 33 Common sense dictates that police would not be necessary to 
protect students and staff from ordinary accidents; more likely the police will 
be deployed on school campuses to protect students and staff from crime 
because repressing crime is a typical law enforcement function. 34 A logical 
conclusion is that a safe, secure and peaceful campus is one that is free from 
crime. 35 

An important extrinsic aid for interpretation is evidence of  the intent and 
objective of the drafters of the safe schools provision and the people by whose 
vote the provision was adopted. This intent and objective may be ascertained 
from written arguments in voter pamphlets. 36 The written arguments in the 
June, 1982, voter pamphlet do not specifically address the safe schools provi- 
sion; 37 however, the objectives of Proposition 8 as a whole are discussed. 3s 
The overall objectives of  Proposition 8 may be applied to the individual provi- 
sions of the initiative. 39 All three arguments in favor of Proposition 8 discuss 
the problem of high crime rates and violence: 4° "It  is time for the people to 
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take decisive action against violent crime, ''ax "Crime has increased to an 
absolutely intolerable level, ''42 "Your 'Yes' vote on Proposition 8 will restore 
victims' rights and help bring violent crime under control."43 These statements 
indicate that the intent of the voters in passing Proposition 8 was to fight back 
against crime. This overall intent may be applied to the safe schools provision 
thus leading to the conclusion that the voters desired school campuses to be 
free from crime and violence. 

The above interpretation is amply supported by the California Supreme 
Court's recent ruling in Brosnahan v. Brown. 44 The Brosnahan court ruled that 
Proposition 8 did not violate the single subject rule of the California Constitu- 
tion. 45 The court also declared that article I, section 28, subdivision (c), the 
safe schools provision, was intended to encompass safety only from criminal 
behavior. 46 The new constitutional right tosa fe  schools is designed to protect 
students and staff from crime and violence while attending public schoolsY 
The next section is a discussion of how this right will be enforced. 

Enforceability of the safe schools provision 
Some school officials view the safe schools provision simply as a policy state- 
ment. A policy statement itself does nothing active toward fighting crime on 
school campuses, and this interpretation is contrary to the intent of  the voters, 
as postulated in the previous section, that schools be free from crime and 
violence. This section will show the safe schools provision mandates that 
school districts have an affirmative duty to make their schools safe. 

A. An affirmative duty to make schools safe 
Courts will play a very important role in enforcing the inalienable right to safe 
schools since the function of a court is to interpret the Constitution and define 
the constitutional rights of citizens of this state: 48 Additionally, courts must 
vigorously protect the rights embodied in the safe schools provision as the duty 
of the courts is to guard those rights created by the people through their 
reserved powers of  initiative and referendum. 49 To protect the constitutional 
right of students and staff of  public schools to attend safe, secure and peaceful 
campuses, the courts must find that school districts have an affirmative duty to 
make their schools safe. 5° 

A major obstacle to imposing an affirmative duty on school districts is the 
provisions of the California Constitution generally placing restrictions upon the 
powers of the state. 5~ In the context of  inalienable rights, this principle may be 
understood to mean that inalienable rights, embodied in the Constitution, are 
merely guaranteed against state impairment. 52 Accordingly, the inalienable right 
to safe, secure and peaceful campuses would not be violated until the state 
acted to deprive students and staff of  their right to safe, secure and peaceful 
campuses. 53 

This interpretation, however, would not adequately guarantee the right to be 
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free from violence and crime on school campuses since inaction has been 
recognized as a significant cause in the increase of crime on school cam- 
puses. 54 In 1980, a task force of  the Association of  California School Admin- 
istrators (hereinafter referred to as ACSA) made a study of student discipline 
problems, including violence and vandalism, and discovered that school 
districts actually contributed to the problem because of  their inaction. 55 While 
most school boards are genuinely outraged at poor student behavior and violent 
acts, they do not consider themselves responsible for eliminating the problem. 56 

Asa Reeves, 1981 urban services executive at ACSA, is opposed to the view 
that school boards have no responsibility to make their schools safe: 

Our inaction contributed to the lack of  discipline and allowed violent acts to 
become a part o f  the school environment . . . .  [We] cannot wait for  the 
attorney general, the probation department, the courts or the Legislature to 
solve the problem but instead must take matters into our own hands. 57 

This point of  view is embodied in the safe schools provision as ascertained 
through rules of  interpretation. 5s 

1. An affirmative duty by interpretation 
Imposing an affirmative duty on school districts to make their schools safe may 
be based on rules of  constitutional construction. One long recognized rule is 
that new provisions must be considered in reference to the prior state of the 
law and the mischief intended to be remedied by the new provisions. 59 Another 
established rule of  construction is that constitutional enactments must be given 
a practical, common sense construction which will meet changed conditions and 
the growing needs of  the public, s° 

An examination of  the law prior to the enactment of Proposition 8 reveals 
that school officials do have some responsibility to protect the safety of  stu- 
dents and staff members of  public schools. ~1 School officials have a duty to 
maintain an orderly campus so the education, teaching and training of  students 
may be accomplished in an atmosphere of law and order. 62 Pursuant to this 
duty, the school official may suspend, expel, or exclude from school students 
who have displayed behavior inimical to the welfare of  other students. 63 The 
behavior that merits suspension, expulsion or exclusion must be criminal or 
violent in nature. 64 Although the. authority to rid schools of students who 
commit criminal or violent acts appears to work directly on removing crime 
and violence from school campuses, the provisions which govern the suspen- 
sion, expulsion and exclusion of  students from school are only grants of  
authority to school officials to rid their schools of students who have already 
committed violent or criminal acts or who have already displayed vicious 
characters. 65 

Some provisions do place a duty on school officials to guard against student 
misconduct. For example, the school official has a duty to prescribe rules for 
governing the discipline of students. 6~ The Code providing for this duty was 
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amended in 1977 to place a duty on the principal o f  a high school to make sure 
that students are informed of the disciplinary rules at the beginning of each 
school year. 67 Creating and communicating a clear, concise policy on student 
misconduct is instrumental to the control of violence and vandalism on school 
campuses, n8 The 1980 ACSA task force discovered most school districts either 
had no policies on student misconduct or had not communicated existing 
policies to the people most affected. 69 

The state of  the law prior to the enactment of  the safe schools provision 
includes no active program to rid schools of crime and violence. 7° The suspen- 
sion, expulsion and exclusion laws which deal specifically with criminal and 
violent acts are merely grants of authority to suspend, expel or exclude 
students afier the act has o c c u r r e d .  7t This passive method of  dealing with 
violence and crime may not be adequate today when theft, arson, rape, murder 
and drug dealing are common events on school campuses. 72 Indeed, juvenile 
arrests doubled between 1964 and 1974 and continued to increase throughout 
the 1970's. 73 From 1974 to 1978 the number of  juvenile deaths due to 
homicide alone increased 107 percent. TM 

The evils sought to be remedied by the safe schools provision are crime and 
violence. 75 A construction of the safe schools provision allowing school 
districts to do no more than they are doing now will not further the intent o f  
the voters who approved this provision. 76 While the suspension and expulsion 
laws are designed to rid the schools of  students who have violent or criminal 
natures, 77 those laws are not effective until after the criminal or violent act has 
o c c u r r e d .  7s Also, even though school officials already have a duty to create and 
communicate clear disciplinary policies for students, 79 this duty does not appear 
to be strictly implemented. 8° A logical conclusion is that the voters desired a 
strong affirmative duty to be placed on school officials to prevent crime and 
violence on school campuses. 

This construction is a practical and common sense interpretation of the safe 
schools provision and will meet the changed conditions and the growing needs 
of  the public. As one commentator suggested, school district inaction actually 
promotes violence and vandalism on school campuses, sl If the mandate of  the 
safe schools provision is to prevent crime and violence, a common sense inter- 
pretation would require the school district to act. s2 The safe schools provision 
should be interpreted to mandate that an affirmative duty be placed on school 
districts to make their schools safe. Federal and California case law supports 
this interpretation, s3 Federal case law intimates that a public entity may be 
obligated to act in order to protect constitutional rights, sa The next section 
discusses the applicability of this principle to California school districts. 

2. An affirmative duty by analogy to federal case law 
The idea that a public entity has an affirmative duty to protect constitutional 
rights is not new to the courts. In a dissenting opinion of  a 1951 United States 
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Supreme Court case, Justice Black argued that policemen had a duty to protect 
a speaker from a hostile audience in order to allow the speaker to exercise his 
first amendment rights, s5 This, of course, is contrary to the principle that con- 
stitutional rights are merely guaranteed against government interference. 86 
Federal courts, however, have subscribed to the idea that the public entity must 
affirmatively act to protect constitutional rights when nonaction causes a 
deprivation of  those rights, s7 

This principle was applied by the United States Supreme Court in Terry v. 
Adams. s s  In Texas, a private association called the Jaybird Party excluded all 
black voters of  the county from being members, s9 Each election year, the 
Jaybird Party elected people who were to enter the Democratic primaries for 
nomination to run for county offices in the county elections. 9° The people who 
were elected by the Jaybird Party to run in the Democratic primaries were 
invariably nominated to run for county o f f i c e s .  91 The Court held the state was 
responsible for the actions of  the Jaybird Party in discriminating against blacks 
even though the association was not controlled by the state. 92 The Court then 
held the state was obligated to protect the constitutional rights of  black voters 
although the Jaybird association, rather than the state, was actually responsible 
for the infringement of the voter's rights. 93 

Other federal cases have held that state protection of constitutional rights may 
not be withheld. In Lynch v. United States ,  94 a state sheriff surrendered a 
prisoner to a mob of Ku Klux Klansmen who proceeded to beat the prisoner. 95 
The court of appeals held that the prisoner's right to equal protection included 
the right of  protection by the arresting officer against injury by third persons. 9~ 
Although in Lynch, under the cause of  action used, the sheriff had to have 
intended to deprive the prisoner of his rights, 97 the court recognized that denial 
of  constitutional rights could be brought about by official inaction, as In this 
case, where the sheriff's action was necessary to protect the prisoner, the 
sheriff was not allowed to deny protection willfully. 99 In a similar factual set- 
ting, the circuit court in Catlette v. United States ~°° held that a sheriff, who 
had detained Jehovah's Witnesses, after they had requested protection while 
carrying on their work, could not deny protection to the Jehovah's Witnesses 
from a town mob. ~°~ In failing to protect the Jehovah's Witnesses from group 
violence, the sheriff denied them equal protection of the law. ~°2 

A school district certainly may argue that these federal cases are inapplicable 
to the school district because it has not intended to deny to students and staff 
members of public schools any constitutional right as did the sheriffs in 
Catlette and Lynch. A crucial fact in those cases, however, was that the 
sheriffs did have the power to afford protection to their detainees, yet in both 
cases protection was not attempted. A school district has the authority to pro- 
tect its students' health and welfare just as the sheriffs had the authority to 
protect their detainees. ~°3 If  a school district may, by simple action, success- 
fully protect students against violence, ~°4 then the district should not be allowed 
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to refuse to protect students and staff members. Inaction by the school district 
violates the constitutional right of students and staff to be safe from crime and 
violence while attending school. This conclusion is consistent with the holdings 
of Catlette and Lynch that the sheriffs' inaction was a deprivation of their 
detainees' constitutional rights. 

The United States Supreme Court and the federal circuit courts have evi- 
denced the position that when government action could prevent a deprivation of 
federal constitutional rights, action should not be denied. ~°5 California courts 
have also subscribed to this position. The California Supreme Court has 
ordered the California Legislature to reapportion itself to protect voters' 
rights ~°6 and certain California school districts to desegregate to protect 
students' rights. ~°7 

3. An affirmative duty by analogy to California case law 
The California Supreme Court proscribed government inaction in Legislature v. 
Reinecke, ~°s (hereinafter referred to as Reinecke I). The court found the legis- 
lative apportionment in 1972 violated the constitutional principle of one man, 
one vote. ~°9 The Legislature was required to enact valid reapportionment 
statutes in time for the 1972 elections. ~° The California Supreme Court re- 
tained jurisdiction over the subject matter to draft reapportionment plans itself 
in the event that the Legislature failed to adopt plans for the 1974 through 
1980 elections. ~1~ The Supreme Court later adopted apportionment plans pur- 
suant to its retained jurisdiction in a second Legislature v. Reinecke ~2 
(hereinafter referred to as Reinecke II). Although the Legislature is required by 
the California Constitution to reapportion itself after a ten year census, the 
Reinecke cases stand for the idea that when citizens' constitutional rights are in 
jeopardy, the court will not tolerate inaction.~ t3 

In Reinecke L the court recognized that reapportionment was solely a job for 
the Legislature and only after the court recognized that reapportionment might 
not occur in time for the 1972 elections did the court itself provide the action 
to protect the voters' equal protection rights. ~t4 If the court is willing to get 
involved in a job left to the Legislature, the court must feel strongly about 
protecting constitutional rights and will not hesitate to order government 
action.~5 A logical conclusion is that the court will also not tolerate inaction 
on the part of  school districts, especially when protection of students is in the 
province of the school district, and will not hesitate to order the school districts 
to make schools safe. 

Other public officials besides legislators have a duty to prevent violations of 
California citizens' constitutional rights. A current body of constitutional law 
holds that a criminal defendant is denied equal protection and due process of 
the law at his indictment when there has been an intentional exclusion from the 
grand jury of a particular class of persons in the community. ~6 Public officials 
who compile jury lists are constitutionally restrained from excluding whole 
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classes of people in the community from the lists. 117 These official compilers, 
however, must do more than merely avoid purposeful discrimination. They 
have an affirmative duty to insure the procedures used to select potential jurors 
actively work toward achieving a well balanced cross-section of  the commu- 
nity.lls The affirmative duty to remedy discrimination is not limited to public 
officials compiling jury lists. The school official also has a duty to remedy 
discrimination. 
The strongest support for imposing a duty of school districts to make their 
schools safe is found in school desegregation cases. 119 In 1954, the United 
States Supreme Court ruled that segregated school systems violated the Equal 
Protection Clause of the United States Constitution) 2° In a series of cases the 
Court began to order school districts to implement plans designed to rid the 
school systems of segregation. TM The Court finally decided in Green v. County 
School Board t22 that school boards have the duty to devise a plan to 
desegregate their schools without delay. ~23 The California Supreme Court has 
similarly ruled that segregated school systems in this state violate the Equal 
Protection Clause of the Constitution. 124 

Pursuant to a finding that segregation violates the equal protection clause, the 
California Supreme Court in Crawford v. Board of Education ~25 held that 
school districts are obligated to undertake reasonable steps toward alleviating 
school segregation. ~2~ The court also held that the school district did not have 
to be the cause of the segregation. 127 The rationale of this decision is two-fold. 
First, segregated schools have traditionally had a detrimental effect on minority 
children, ~2s and second, in the state of California education is a fundamental 
right which should not be impaired.129 

If the courts may order a school district to take steps to alleviate segregation 
in the school system, the courts should also order the school district to take 
steps to alleviate crime and violence on school campuses. Crime and violence 
certainly have a harmful effect on the education process as does segregation.'3° 
Segregation impairs the learning process by impeding academic achievement of 
the minority student. TM Crime and violence, because of the fear they create in 
students, impede the academic achievement of all students. 132 Another aspect of 
the Crawford court's decision to impose an affirmative duty to desegregate was 
that the school district had plenary authority over the governance of its schools 
and could adopt nondiscriminatory policies. :33 The school district today also 
has the authority to govern the safety of students TM and, therefore, can adopt 
plans to make schools safe. 

One major complaint of  school districts may be that school districts do not 
cause crime and violence on school campuses. 135 This complaint is valid 
because the cause of juvenile violence and vandalism is generally unknown, 
and none of the typically named causes of violence is the school district 
itself. 136 The school districts in the segregation cases also complained that they 
were not the cause of  segregation. 137 The courts, nevertheless, held that the 
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cause of the segregation was immaterial, ~3s and the school district was not 
relieved of its duty when the cause of segregation was, for example, a racially 
imbalanced neighborhhod. ~39 Pursuant to this reasoning, the courts will be 
justified in imposing an affirmative duty on school districts to make their 
schools safe regardless of the cause of the crime and violence. 

By placing an affirmative duty on school boards to make their schools safe, 
the courts would be interpreting the safe schools provision in a practical, 
common sense manner. This would certainly further the intent of  the voters 
who approved the safe schools provision. '4° In addition, an affirmative duty on 
school boards comports with the principle espoused in federal and state cases 
that public entities should take action to protect constitutional rights if inaction 
by the entity deprives people of a constitutional right. ~4~ 

Damages as a remedy for deprivation of the right to safe schools 
The Safe schools provision does not specify a particular remedy for a violation 
of  its terms. 142 This, of course, does not mean that a remedy is not available. 
[f a constitutional provision is self-executing, for example, injunctive relief is 
available without legislation providing a remedy. ~43 Since the safe schools 
provision is self-executing, at least injunctive relief is available against the 
school district when it violates the constitutional rights of  students and staff. An 
injunction may be prohibitory, when the school district would be ordered to 
refrain from violating the right, or mandatory, when the school district would 
be ordered to take affirmative action to cure the violationf144 A mandatory 
injunction imposed on the school districts to protect students and staff against 
crime and violence is an appropriate remedy. 

Courts have already manifested an intent to order school districts to protect 
the constitutional rights of  students in the school desegregation cases. In 
Crawford v. Board of  Education '45 the California Supreme Court stated the 
school district had an obligation to undertake reasonably feasible steps to 
alleviate school segregation. '46 The court also stated when the school board 
could not demonstrate an immediate commitment to instituting such steps, the 
court would intervene to protect the constitutional rights being violated. ~47 The 
intervention would be formulating a plan to alleviate segregation which the 
school district would be ordered to adopt. 14s 

If the courts are willing to grant a mandatory injunction ordering the school 
district to desegregate, then they also ought to grant a mandatory injunction 
ordering the school district to make its schools safe. This remedy is certainly 
consistent with the mandate of the safe schools provision that school districts 
must make their schools safe. '49 The effect of  such a mandatory injunction, 
then, is that the school district must undertake reasonably feasible steps to 
alleviate crime and violence on school campuses. ~5° If the school district fails 
to implement any steps, the courts will intervene and impose their own plan for 
alleviating crime and violence on school campuses. 
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This remedy of  injunctive relief and judicial intervention is not the only 
method for vindicating a violation of the constitutional right to safe schools. 
There is no guarantee that a school district will implement even a court ordered 
plan, or if the district does implement a plan, that the district will adequately 
carry out the plan's measures. Another remedy available to the student and 
staff member of a public school, then, is damages. Damages may be afforded 
under two theories, a tort and a constitutional theory. 

A. The tort claims act 

As previously discussed, the tort liability of a governmental entity, either at the 
state level or local level, is governed by the Tort Claims Act. ~52 Section 815(a) 
of  the Tort Claims Act states that a public entity is not liable for the negligence 
of the public entity or a public employee unless a statute so provides. 153 Thus, 
for the school district to be liable for damages, a specific statute needs to be 
found that sets forth the liability. ~54 

In the school safety situation, the school district may be liable for damages 
under the Tort Claims Act, section 815.6. t55 This section provides that when 
the public entity has a mandatory duty imposed by an enactment to protect 
against a particular kind of injury, the public entity is liable for any injury that 
proximately occurs by its failure to carry out the duty unless the entity has 
used reasonable diligence to carry out the duty. zS~ The California Law Revision 
Commission interpreted this section to mean that when a statutory or regulatory 
standard is not adhered to, negligence occurs unless there has been reasonable 
diligence to comply with the standards. ~57 

The safe schools provision is not a statute or a regulation; nevertheless, 
section 815.6 may apply. The first requirement of section 815.6 is that a 
mandatory duty be imposed on a public entity by an enactment.~ss A school 
district is certainly a public entity as contemplated by the Tort Claims Act. 159 
The question remains whether the safe schools provision is an enactment which 
imposes a mandatory duty. 

Section 810.6 of  the Tort Claims Act defines enactment as a "constitutional 
provision, statute, charter provision, ordinance or regulation. ''~6° The safe 
schools provision is a constitutional provision and is, therefore, an enactment 
as contemplated by the Tort Claims Act. "Mandatory,"  as defined by this 
section, refers to duties which the public entity must perfo__rm_ and not to those 
powers which the public entity may or may not choose to exercise. TM The safe 
schools provision as a constitutional provision is mandatory by definition. 162 If 
the courts impose an affirmative duty on school districts to make their schools 
safe, the first requirement of section 815.6 will be met. The school district has 
a mandatory duty to make schools safe imposed by an enactment, the safe 
schools provision. 

The second requirement is that the enactment be designed to protect against a 
particular kind of  injury.~63 The most obvious type of injury the safe schools 

® 
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provision is designed to prevent is injury to students and staff members of  
public schools due to crime or violence. ~64 The injury would not be limited to 
injuries due to attacks upon the physical person of  students and staff 
members. ~ 65 The injury could also be damage to or loss of property due to 
crime and violence. 166 

The last requirement of section 815.6 is that the contemplated injury did 
occur and the injury was proximately caused by failure of  the public entity to 
discharge its duty. a67 The school district, then, could be liable for injuries to 
students and staff members caused by crime and violence if the school district 
failed to carry out its duty to make schools safe. ~6s The school district, as 
provided in section 815.6, may avoid this liability for injuries due to crime and 
violence only if the district establishes that it exercised reasonable diligence to 
make schools safe. ~69 

A student or staff member of a public school may recover damages from the 
school district if he proves the school district failed to discharge its duty to 
make schools safe or failed to use reasonable diligence to discharge its duty 
and if he proves he is injured as a proximate result of  the school district's 
failure. The damages recoverable under this theory are compensatory only, as 
section 818 exempts a public entity from punitive damages. ~7° A student or 
staff member, however, need not resort to a theory of negligence to recover 
damages for a violation of  his constitutional right to safe schools. 

B. Constitutional remedy 
To recover damages against the state under a negligence cause of  action, a 
specific statute must allow the action. TM In California, however, enabling 
legislation is not necessary to recover damages for constitutional depriva- 
t ions) 72 The principle that a cause of  action for damages arises from a Viola- 
tion of California constitutional rights was subscribed to by the appellate court 
in Melvin v. Reid. 173 The court determined that the appellant's fundamental 
right to pursue and obtain happiness was directly invaded and the invasions 
must not be tolerated. ~4 Appellant's action, which included a count for 
damages, was allowed to proceed despite the trial court's judgment of  
dismissal. ~v5 

The appellate court, in Porten v. University of  San Francisco, 176 reaffirmed 
the principle that constitutional provisions afford a cause of action for damages. 
Porten's complaint, which included a request for damages, ~77 was dismissed 
without leave to amend for failure to state a cause of action for the tort of 
invasion of  privacy. : s  The California Constitution, however, declares the right 
to pursue privacy is an inalienable right. ~79 The court held the right to privacy 
was self-executing and, therefore, conferred a "judicial right of action on all 
Californians. ''~8° Porten's complaint was construed as having stated a cause of 
action under the constitutional right, and the court overruled the dismissal. TM 

While the court in Porten did not specifically state that damages were an 
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appropriate remedy, the court in Laguna Publishing Co. v. Golden Rain 
Foundation ~82 left no doubt that a right to sue for damages is appropriate where 
a constitutional right is violated. 183 In this case the constitutional right in 
question was California Constitution, article I, section 2, the free speech 
clause. ~84 The court of  appeal held that the right to free speech and press 
deserved as much special consideration as the inalienable rights and stated that 
an action for damages was appropriate without enabling legislation. ~85 

The safe schools provision should also afford a cause of action for damages 
without enabling legislation. The right to safe, secure and peaceful campuses is 
an inalienable right Is6 as are the right to privacy 187 in Porten and the right to 
pursue and obtain happiness ~ss in Melvin. The determination that the safe 
schools provision affords a cause of  action for damages means only that the 
person whose right is violated may present evidence at trial of  damages sus- 
tained as a result of the violation of  the right to safe schools, is9 As stated in 
Laguna, the damages suffered would have to be actual, demonstrable, and 
compensatory.~90 

The student or staff member of a public school need not rely on an enabling 
statute, like section 815.6 of  the Tort Claims Act, to recover damages for a 
violation of  his right to a safe, secure and peaceful campus. 19~ A cause of  
action for damages arises from the constitutional provision for safe schools 
itself. 192 In order to recover under the constitutional cause of  action, the 
student or staff member must be able to demonstrate that actual and compen- 
satory damages resulted from the violation of  his constitutional right, t93 This 
right to present evidence of  damages may not be denied by the courts on the 
grounds that no statute specifically allows a remedy of damages. TM 

Conclusion 
In June 1982, California voters manifested a desire to fight crime and violence 
on school campuses by amending the California Constitution to include the 
inalienable right to safe schools. 195 To enforce this right, California courts will 
impose an affirmative duty on school districts to implement plans designed to 
alleviate crime and violence on school campuses. ~96 By deferring to the school 
district's judgment, the courts will assure that the most appropriate and effec- 

t i v e  methods in ridding school campuses of crime and violence will be used.  ~97 
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violence on school campuses. ~gs Some of these methods are very costly; 
however, lack of finances will not be allowed by the courts as a defense to 
implementing measures to fight crime and violence. When inadequate funds do 
become a problem, the school official should consider less costly measures as a 
restructuring of school policies on discipline. A clear, concise and strictly 
enforced policy of  student discipline has been found to have a positive effect on 
reducing school violence and vandalism. ~99 Many programs of  national acclaim 
have been designed to reduce crime and violence on school campuses, and 
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through similar methods California school districts may successfully discharge 
their duty to make schools safe. 2°° 

Through the combined efforts of the school district and the courts, the safe 
schools provision will certainly be more than a mere policy statement. A policy 
of  desiring campuses to be free of crime and violence is, of  course, valid, but 
that policy must be enforced by action. This is why the courts must impose an 
affirmative duty on school districts to make their schools safe. TM The right to 
safe, secure and peaceful campuses is a viable, enforceable right designed to 
rid California schools of crime and violence so a secure and orderly educa- 
tional environment may be restored to teachers and students. 
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School safety and the legal community 
George Nicholson 

As the problems of our schools have become more complex and 
more blatantly criminal in nature, it seems inevitable that attor- 
neys would be called upon more frequently to offer advice and 
counsel to embattled school officials, parents and students. 

What exactly should the attorney's role be? In practical terms, 
what has it become? Should attorneys become involved in school 
policy-making decisions, or should they be called upon as a last 
resort, only when absolutely necessary? What impact does the 
expanded role of attorneys and, through them, the courts, have on 
educational policy? The articles in this section examine some 
answers to these questions. 

® 
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Ed:cation, law and 
attorney 

James A. Rapp 

Education, in the most basic sense, is a necessity of life by which persons 
learn from their own experiences and those of others to survive and continue 
society. American society recognizes a further special importance of  education 
to our democratic society. It is required in the performance of our most basic 
public responsibilities. It is the very foundation of good citizenship. Thus, 
education is considered the most important function of  state and local govern- 
ments, 1 and integral to American society. 2 

The education law explosion 
The law mirrors the attitudes and temperaments of society. Accordingly, it is 
not merely coincidental that the importance of education law has magnified 
dramatically since the 1950's as greater attention was directed toward 
America 's  educational institutions and systems due to: the post-World War II 
baby boom; a national mood of  educational consumerism prompted by veterans 
returning to school; an efficient mass communication media; and the inability 
or unwillingness of legislatures to address many of the problems facing 
education. 

Seeds of the education law explosion were planted with the 1954 decision of  
the United States Supreme Court in Brown v. Board of  Education 3 which 
declared that segregated public education was inherently unequal and therefore 
unconstitutional. 4 Since Brown, court rulings, flanked by an abundance of 
legislation, have enforced a national policy which prohibits discrh-nination u ,  
the basis of race, color, national origin, sex or handicap. 5 Further catalyzing 
the development of  the education law explosion was the willingness of the 
courts to extend due process and other constitutional protections to students in 

James A. Rapp, author and lecturer, is a partner in Hunter, Hutmacher & Rapp, 
P.C., Quincy, Illinois and editor-in-chief and author of Education Law. 
Copyright © 1984 by Matthew Bender & Co., Inc., and reprinted with permission 
from Education Law. 
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their dealings with educational institutions and, in general, to take greater 
cognizance of  disputes arising out of  the student-educational institution rela- 

tionship. 6 

Education law practice 
The attorney's role in education 

In general 
Proper legal representation is essential to the operation of a modem educational 
institution. Those who are affected by the decision of an educational institution 
have an increasing proclivity to resort to the courts, and courts are more 
inclined than ever to listen. Also, the array of  laws, rules and regulations 
which affect an educational institution are staggering. Where the actions and 
operations of an educational institution have vast legal implications, legal 
representation is required to deal with them. 

While the need for legal representation is obvious, the attorney's role in 
education is less precise. This role will vary from institution to institution. 
Thus, some educational institutions treat the attorney as if he were another 
board member,  while others call upon an attorney only as a last resort "when 
we are in trouble." Neither extreme is an appropriate or effective use of  an 
attorney. While an attorney is not a board member and should not consider 
himself one, an attorney should be involved as decisions are being made to 
advise an educational institution of the legal implications of those decisions and 
to assist in shaping them in the most favorable way possible from a legal 

perspective. 
When providing legal representation, an attorney must be an advocate for 

autonomy and flexibility in the administration and operation of an educational 
institution 7 and avoid unnecessarily extending legalistic factors into its affairs, s 
It is always easier and safer for an attorney to advise an institution not to do 
something for legal reasons. 9 Proper legal representation requires, however, 
that an attorney more positively advise and assist an educational institution to 
accomplish its endeavors and goals within legal parameters. 

If an attorney is to properly and effectively participate in the decision-making 
process, an institution's board and administrators must be candid in seeking his 
assistance and advice. Questions should not be phrased or situations obfuscated 
so that the "r ight"  answers are obtained. Similarly, the most competent advice 
available should be sought, rather than going from attorney to attorney for 

particular answers. ~° 
Irrespective of the role of an attorney at a particular educational institution, it 

is essential for both the educational institution and attorney to recognize that 
the assistance and advice provided is just that - assistance and advice. Along 
with other factors, this assistance and advice should be considered in making 
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decisions. Occasionally, the attorney's opinions may be of preeminent impor- 
tance and at other times of little or no importance. What is important is that 
education law be taken into account when making decisions which affect the 
administration and operation of an educational institution. 

Checklist of services provided by attorneys 
While it would be impossible to itemize each and every activity which may be 
a part of the attorney's role in representing an educational institution, typical 
services performed include those set forth in this checklist. 
[] Furnish specific legal opinions on request. 
[] Update the educational institution on current education law issues, decisions 

and laws, as well as their implications for the institution. 
[] Prepare or review an educational institution's policies and procedures. 
[] Document and supervise elections. 
[] Attend meetings of the educational institution's hoard, committees, staff or 

students as required. 
[] Effecting the acquisition, disposition or lease of real estate. 
[] Drafting and review of contracts. 
[] Assure compliance with applicable competitive bidding and other contract 

requirements. 
[] Review of insurance policies and coverages. 
[] Review and assure compliance of requirements applicable to the collection 

and expenditure of funds and monies generated by students and local, state 
and federal sources. 
Review grant proposals and programs for legal implications and compliance. 
Prepare or review the educational institution's budget and assure compliance 
with applicable budget procedures. 
Documenting and assuring compliance with requirements to borrow funds or 
issuance of bonds. 
Responding to inquiries of auditors regarding an educational institution's 
litigation and contingent liabilities. 
Analyze the income, employment and other tax requirements of the educa- 
tional institution and any support organizations or foundations. 
Bring actions to collect student financial obligations owed to the educational 
institution. 
Review the legality of the educational institution's employment practices. 
Provide advice and counsel regarding the dismissal of faculty and staff 
members. 
Review, negotiate or interpret collectively bargained agreements and par- 
ticipate in related grievance procedures. 
Provide advice and counsel regarding student rights and responsibilities. 
Provide advice and counsel regarding the suspension of students and the 

[] 
[] 

[] 

[] 

[] 
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[] 
[] 

[] 

[] 
[] 
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expulsion of students. 
[] Review an educational institution's activities as they relate to possible tort 

liability. 
[] Prosecute and defend litigation brought by or against the educational 

institution. 
[] Provide assistance and advice regarding the maintenance and inspection of 

education records. 
[] Determine the relative rights of the education institution, faculty, staff or 

third parties to copyrights, patents or trademarks, and assure they are pro- 

tected or honored, as appropriate. 
[] Conduct in-service seminars or programs for board members, faculty, staff 

and students. 

Patterns of legal representation 
A variety of patterns of legal representation are available to educational insti- 
tutions.l~ A traditional arrangement has been the use of  an outside attorney or 
law firm. Larger educational institutions may retain in-house counsel who 
would either serve full-time as a legal counsel or only part-time, devoting other 
time to teaching or other unrelated duties for the institution. State law 
sometimes prescribes that an educational institution is to be represented by the 
attorney general or some other publicly elected or appointed attorney. Occa- 
sionally, a board member is selected because he is an attorney and in connec- 
tion with his membership is expected to serve as an educational institution's 

legal counsel. 
The most common pattern of  legal representation is the use of an outside 

attorney. Outside counsel is often most economical because an attorney is then 
retained only when and as needed. This arrangement also allows an educational 
institution the flexibility to retain separate counsel for specialized matters as 
they arise, such as civil rights litigation, rather than relying on a single general 
counsel to be expert in all of the institution's legal matters. 

In-house counsel offers the advantages of  availability, close supervision of 
the services performed and, if legal matters warrant, a potential economic 
savings. An in-house counsel will often, although not always, be more 
specialized in education law matters than other counsel. ~2 A major problem 
with in-house counsel is a lack of objectivity of judgment. Since the attorney 
has one client, he tends to interpret situations in the light most favorable to the 
administration which employs him and may be too close to a problem and the 
persons involved to give objective legal advice. 13 

Because an attorney general handles the full spectrum of a state's legal prob- 
lems, the use of the attorney general as counsel to an educational institution is 
usually considered an undesirable arrangement. The loyalties of the attorney 
general's staff are always first to the attorney general and only secondarily to 
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the educational institution. ~4 Moreover, education law matters are typically 
given a low priority by an attorney general and thus his staff typically has little 
experience or interest in the legal affairs of  an educational institution. 

The education law explosion has rendered the attorney-board member 
arrangement entirely unsatisfactory. When legal matters were few and seldom 
adversarial, this was a viable arrangement. However, as areas of decision 
making have become more sensitive and complex, no person can objectively 
and effectively serve in both capacities. 

Attorneys' fees and billings 
To avoid misunderstandings between an attorney and an educational institution, 
attorneys' fees and billings should be discussed and the arrangement reached 
reflected in a retainer agreement or letter before services are performed. ~5 The 
most commonly used method of compensating an attorney for education law 
services is on a prescribed hourly basis, although some specialized services, 
such as bond issues, are handled on a lump-sum or percentage basis. 
Statements are then sent monthly, quarterly or at other intervals. 

Some attorneys require and educational institutions are accustomed to paying 
an initial and annual "retainer"  to an attorney. The contract by which a client 
engages an attorney is called the retainer or retainer agreement. ~6 A fee, or 
retainer, may be paid in connection with that agreement. Unfortunately, many 
educational institutions treat the retainer as legal insurance and assume it covers 
all legal services for the period to which it applies.17 Instead, in most in- 
stances, the retainer means pre-paid compensation for services to be performed 
and against which the attorney bills until exhausted, zs If a retainer is received, 
the retainer agreement or letter should clearly state what is intended by the 
retainer and under what circumstances, if any, it is refundable. ~9 

Attorney-client relationship 
In representing educational institutions, an attorney is bound by the Code of 
Professional Responsibility drafted by the American Bar Association and 
adopted by the Bar of  most states. 2° An attorney owes the same level of  pro- 
fessional responsibility when representing other clients. Thus, in all profes- 
sional functions an attorney must be competent, 2~ prompt and diligent. 22 The 
a~omey should maintain communication with the educational institution con- 
cerning its representation 23 and maintain its confidences. 24 

An ethical issue arising in education law practice is the identity of the client 
owed allegiance. An attorney has a normal and natural tendency to feel close to 
those in administrative positions with whom he works, and administrators 
correspondingly feel that the attorney is their own. z5 Nevertheless, the Rules 
clarify that an attorney employed or retained by an organization represents that 
organization, 2~ even where a government entity is involved, z7 and not its con- 
stituents. 28 In dealing with an organization's directors, officers, employees, 
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members, shareholders or other constituents, an attorney must explain the iden- 
tity of the client when it is apparent that the organization's interests are adverse 
to those of the constituents with whom the attorney is dealing. 29 

Because of the obligation which an attorney has to the organization, he is 
required to proceed as is reasonably necessary in the best interests of  the 
organization if an officer, employee or other person associated with the 
organization is engaged in action, intends to act or refuses to act in a matter 
related to its representation that is a violation of  a legal obligation to the 
organization, or a violation of law which reasonably might be imputed to the 
organization. 3° Some commentators have also suggested that an attorney's 
responsibility requires that he make known his "sense of  conscience" when he 
considers actions morally wrong although perhaps legally justifiable. 31 

An attorney representing an organization is often requested to also represent 
its constituents. An attorney representing an organization may also represent 
any of its directors, officers, employees, members, shareholders or other con- 
stituents, subject to the applicable rules governing conflicts of interest, n 
However, if the organization's consent to dual representation is required, the 
consent must be given by an appropriate official or the organization other than 

the individual who is to be represented. 33 
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to give an opinion that something should not be done for preventive legal reasons 
merely to impose his personal views on the educational wisdom of the action to be 
taken. 
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11. See generally, McCarty & Thompson, The Role of Counsel in American Colleges 
and Universities, 14 Am. Bus. L.J. 287 (1977). Being a contractual arrangement, 
the employment of an attorney is subject to the requirements of other contracts 
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16. Speiser, Attorneys' Fees § 1.1 (1973). 
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educational institutions. 
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available to handle it, and refusing other possible employment. Speiser, Attorneys' 
Fees § 1.1 (1973). Retainer is seldom used in this sense in providing education law 
services. 
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tion on August 2, 1983, and replaced its Model Code of Professional Responsi- 
bility. The Rules consist of  two separate but interrelated parts: Rules and Com- 
ments. The Rules are authoritative and generally define conduct for purposes of 
professional discipline, although some are permissive and define areas under the 
Rules in which the lawyer has professional discretion. A Comment accompanies 
each Rule which explains and illustrates the meaning and purpose of  the Rule. See 
Model Rules of  Professional Conduct, Preamble: A Lawyer's Responsibilities. 

21. Model Rules of Professional Conduct, Rule 1.1 
22. Model Rules of Professional Conduct, Rule 1.3. 
23. Model Rules of Professional Conduct, Rule 1.4. 
24. Model Rules of Professional Conduct, Rule 1.6. 
25. Williams, The Code of Professional Responsibility and the College and University 

Lawyer, 2 J. of  Coll. & U.L. 250 (1975). 
26. Model Rules of Professional Conduct, Rule 1.13(a). 
27. Model Rules of Professional Conduct, Rule 1.13, Comment. 
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its duly authorized constituents. Model Rules of Professional Conduct, Rule 1.13, 
Comment. 

29. Model Rules of Professional Conduct, Rule 1.13(d), 
30. Model Rules of Professional Conduct, Rule 1.13(b). 

This Rule also provides: 
In determining how to proceed, the lawyer shall give due consideration to the 
seriousness of the violation and its consequences, the scope and nature of the 
lawyer's representation, the responsibility in the organization and the apparent 
motivation of the person involved, the policies of the organization concerning 
such matters and any other relevant considerations. Any measures taken shall be 
designed to minimize disruption of the organization and the risk of revealing 
information relating to the representation to persons outside the organization. 
Such measures may include among others: 

O 
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(1) asking reconsideration of the matter; 
(2) advising that a separate legal opinion on the matter be sought for presentation 

to appropriate authority in the organization; and 
(3) referring the matter to higher authority in the organization, including, if 

warranted by the seriousness of the matter, referral to the highest authority 
that can act in behalf of the organization as determined by applicable law. 

If, despite these efforts, the highest authority that can act on behalf of the organi- 
zation insists upon an action, or a refusal to act, that.is clearly in violation of law 
and is likely to result in substantial injury to the organization, the lawyer may 
resign in accordance with the Rules. Model Rules of Professional Conduct, Rule 
1.13(c). 

31. Williams, The Code of Professional Responsibility and the College and University 
Lawyer, 2 J. of Coll. & U.L. 248, 251 (1975). 

32. Model Rules of Professional Conduct, Rule 1.13(e). 
The general rule regarding conflicts of interest is as follows: 
(a) A lawyer shall not represent a client if the client will be directly adverse to 

another client, unless: 
(1) the lawyer reasonably believes the representation will not adversely affect 

the relationship with the other client; and 
(2) each client consents after consultation. 

(b) A lawyer shall not represent a client if the representation of that client may be 
materially limited by the lawyer's responsibilities to another client or to a third 
person, or by the lawyer's own interests, unless: 
(1) the lawyer reasonably believes the representation will not be adversely 

affected; and 
(2) the client consents after consultation. When representation of multiple clients 

in a single matter is undertaken, the consultation shall include explanation of 
the implications of the common representation and the advantages and risks 
involved. Model Rules of Professional Conduct, Rule 1.7. 

33. Model Rules of Professional Conduct, Rule 1.13(e). 
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School safety and the 
legal community 

George Nicholson 

When Massachusetts created America 's  first state board of  education in 
1837, that board selected lawyer Horace Mann to serve as the nation's first 
state superintendent of  schools, a post he held with distinction for 12 years. 
Many outstanding lawyers, judges, and their respective professional associa- 
tions, have been helping education ever since. Today, when our schools need 
us more than ever, we should not disappoint them. 

This is especially true now that our nation has entered an era of unprece- 
dented litigation. The law has become the vehicle for attempting to settle 
countless conflicts which formerly would have been resolved by other means. 

America's schools, and the people in them, have not been immune from this 
litigation explosion. Cases involving virtually every aspect of  education have 
been or are currently in court somewhere. 

Without debating the merits of injecting courtrooms into classrooms, it i s  
safe to say most educators lack a grasp of the magnitude, import or specifics 
of this amorphous, and often ad hoc phenomenon. Parents and students are 
similarly situated. This frequently breeds more conflict and litigation. 

It serves no purpose to criticize the courts or lawyers for what they have 
done. It also serves no purpose to criticize educators, parents and students for 
their inability to stay abreast of the courts. Our schools, and the people in 
them, must deal with the legal here and now. How can the legal community 
help them to do that? 

Those in the legal community can best help by becoming more involved in 
education. Rather than increasing litigation, however, our country's 625,000 
lawyers, 24,000 judges, and their respective professional associations, can be 

George Nicholson is director and chief counsel of the National School Safety 
Center, Sacramento, California. Other NSSC staff who contributed to the writing 
and editing of this article include deputy chief counsel George Bond, assistant 
counsel Nanci Worcester and Diane Mahoney, and communications specialist 
Vicky Leavitt. 
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most helpful by energetically promoting and participating in preventive legal 

programs. 

The problem and the challenge 
"The problems of American education can be both understood and corrected if 
the people and their public officials care enough and are courageous enough to 
do what is required." So declared David Pierpont Gardner, Chairman, National 
Commission on Excellence in Education in the Final Report, A Nation at Risk: 
The Imperative for Educational Reform, which was submitted to Secretary of 
Education Terrell H. Bell on April 26, 1983. 

A crucial element of quality education is the existence of safe, secure and 
peaceful school climates. Unfortunately, problems of crime, violence, drug 
trafficking, truancy, vandalism and discipline often disrupt the safe and orderly 
processes of learning. 

Albert Shanker, president of the American Federation of Teachers, while 
testifying before the Subcommittee on Juvenile Justice of the U.S. Senate 
Judiciary Committee in January 1984, declared: "We know there is continuing 
school violence. Most national studies documenting this are based on statistics 
gathered in the late '70's, but we know from reports of individual school 
systems and our own research that the incidents continue at an unacceptable 
rate." The problems of school safety have become serious enough to gain the 
personal attention of the President, the Attorney General and the Secretary of 
Education. 

President Reagan put the problem in perspective while speaking to secondary 
school principals in early 1984: "As long as one teacher is assaulted, one 
classroom disrupted, or one student is attacked, then I must and will speak out 
to give you the support you need to enforce discipline in our schools. I can't 
say it too forcefully, to get learning back into our schools, we must get crime 

and violence out." 

The nation responds 
It will take substantive programs, as well as presidential emphasis, to meet the 
challenges faced by our schools today. The U.S. Departments of Education and 
Justice are cooperating in the completion of three pilot projects in Rockford, 
Illinois; Jacksonville, Florida; and Anaheim, California, to find better ways for 
school districts to use their resources to prevent school crime and violence.l 

In addition, both departments are cooperating with Pepperdine University to 
help operate the National School Safety Center (NSSC), a project funded by a 
two-year grant from the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention. 
Headquartered in Sacramento, the Center promotes a continued exchange of 
information related to school safety and delinquency prevention among school 
boards, educators, judges, lawyers, law enforcers and other public and private 
officials, agencies and organizations. The Center pursues a comprehensive 
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approach to school safety with emphasis on the overriding theme of interagency 
and multidisciplinary cooperation and partnership. 

NSSC was patterned after the California School Safety Center which was 
formed in the California Department of Justice in 1980 by Governor George 
Deukmejian who was then the state's attorney general. 2 The California Center 
promoted a partnership effort between schools and law enforcement to address 
issues of school safety, crime prevention and improving school climate. 3 

Deukmejian's successor, Attorney General John Van de Kamp, has actively 
continued the school safety program and, indeed, formalized the education/law 
enforcement partnership concept through cooperative program efforts with 
California's Superintendent of Public Instruction Bill Honig and the State 
Department of Education. 4 

Over the last five years, California and many other states have pursued 
a number of approaches - including legislation - to address the school safety 
issue. Bills have been passed ranging from broad education reform including 
improved disciplinary programs to specific crime-related actions including the 
curtailment of drug trafficking in and about schools, and increased penalties for 
campus-related crime. For example, in 1984, a bipartisan coalition of 
legislators passed and the governor signed, a package of bills called "Califor- 
nia Safe Schools Program." The program will (1) increase penalties for 
campus crimes; (2) require courts to notify school administrators, teachers 
and counselors of students who have committed violent crimes; (3) require the 
attorney general to prepare a concise criminal and civil law summary pertinent 
to campus crime, violence and discipline, and delineate differences between 
campus crimes and mere disruptive behavior; (4) require standardized reporting 
of school crime and evaluation of crime prevention programs; and (5) dis- 
courage disruptive school campus "outsiders." 

With the triad of school safety leadership which has been forged by the 
President at the national level, and with analogous partnerships of school 
safety leadership now in place or forming in many of the nation's states, the 
format has been established to provide positive, cooperative and effective steps 
to diminish crime, violence, vandalism, disruption and drug abuse in all our 
nation's schools. 

As government officials and legislators throughout the nation pursue more 
effective school safety laws, school officials continue to act within t~e 
restraints of existing law and resources. Individually, however, their 
effectiveness may be limited. Problems on school campuses usually reflect 
problems in the community. Therefore, safe, secure and peaceful schools 
require more than new legislation; they also need the commitment and active 
cooperation of the entire community: school boards and superintendents, 
educators, law enforcers, parents, students, business leaders and community 
members, and the legal community including judges, prosecutors and other 
attorneys. 
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Legal community involvement 
The legal community, including private attorneys, public prosecutors, de- 
fenders, county counsel and judges, as well as their professional associations, 
are in a unique and potent position to help address school safety issues. 

Right to safe schools 
There are many evolving legal issues which bear on school safety. In 1980, the 
California Department of Justice took the unprecedented step of filing a lawsuit 
against all relevant governmental officials and agencies in Los Angeles County 
to compel them to enforce safety in the schools. 5 

The theory of the lawsuit was novel. It alleged (1) children in California are 
compelled by law to attend school; (2) in this respect, their position is 
analogous to prisoners and mental patients who are involuntarily detained by 
the state; (3) hence, school children are protected, by the Eighth Amendment 
of the United States Constitution, against state actions that constitute cruel and 
unusual punishment; and (4) forcing children to attend crime-infested schools 
constitutes cruel and unusual punishment. 6 

This lawsuit was dismissed by the trial court and was on appeal when it was, 
in effect, rendered moot by the 1982 passage of Proposition 8, the Victims' 
Bill of Rights. 7 To the extent crime and violence invade our campuses, school 
children are twice-victimized: (1) when they become actual victims of school- 
related crime, violence, disruption, or fear; and (2) when they are thereby 
denied their rights to a quality education in a tranquil learning environment. By 
the sustained presence or potential of campus crime, that essential tranquil 
learning environment is transformed into an onerous and threatening atmos- 
phere of fear and reality of criminal harm. 

The California Constitution, as amended by Proposition 8, now provides in 
one simple, mandatory and self-executing provision: "Right to Safe Schools. 
All students and staff of primary, elementary, junior  high and senior high 
schools have the inalienable right to attend campuses which are safe, secure 
and peaceful. ' 's 

Other pertinent legal issues include: (1) the continuing dilemma of how to 
both fairly and effectively conduct disciplinary proceedings; 9 (2) possible 
vicarious liability by school districts for harm done to students or staff by third 
parties or done to third parties by students or staff; I° and (3) how and when 
searches and seizures can be conducted in and about schools. 1~ Lawyers and 
prosecutors need to learn much more about relevant legal issues facing edu- 
cators and law enforcers and then begin to provide help in resolving those 

issues. 

Lawyers' role 
Lawyers can provide in-service training for school administrators and other 
educators on law-related school safety issues and trends. For example, just as 
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they often conduct or coordinate systematic and comprehensive legal training 
for themselves and other law enforcers in their jurisdictions, public attorneys 
(prosecutors, public defenders, county counsel) can provide similar legal train- 
ing for school personnel. In addition, information about relevant education law 
developments and trends can be integrated into existing law enforcement train- 
ing. lz 

Legal professional associations can become active in a variety of other ways: 
Many of these organizations have legislative committees to identify possible 
legislation to sponsor, and to evaluate pending legislation sponsored by others. 
Perhaps a small number of educators could be invited to attend or actually join 
these committees. Similarly, legal and law enforcement associations can seek 
membership on the legislative committees of educators' associations. 

It would be useful to lawyers, law enforcers and educators to formally 
establish such ties. Likewise, it would be useful for legal, law enforcement and 
education associations' legislative committees to confer often with education 
committees of legislatures. 

Legal and law enforcement associations often have active amicus curiae 
(friend of the court) committees. These groups could pursue formal liaisons 
with similar committees in associations of educators. It could be of great 
benefit and promote school safety issues if carefully selected, mutually impor- 
tant cases were identified for co-amici curiae briefs. Such briefs could then 
easily be jointly prepared and filed by lawyers from several associations of 
lawyers, law enforcers and educators. The legal staff of the National School 
Safety Center has formed a Legal Advisory Council to aid in this effort. 

Conferences which are sponsored by professional associations of lawyers, 
law enforcers, school administrators and other educators can readily be made 
into opportunities for joint presentations on relevant professional concerns. A 
notable example is Los Angeles County Superintendent of Schools Stuart 
Gothold's Annual In-Service Workshop on School-Related Crime, Violence and 
Vandalism. The program is annually co-sponsored by a long list of education, 
legal and law enforcement leaders.iS 

In 1984, Gothold's Eighth Annual Workshop was attended by more than 650 
educators and law enforcers from throughout the state. At this conference, a 
panel discussion, TM "Law in the School: A New Era," explored the significant 
~ v t o v a t  tt~ u t h l t ~ h  l~'u,, h a ¢  in,tT~rla.t'! t ~ n r  c t ' . hn t~ le  ~nt'] t h o  r o ~ t  , ' t i f ~ o ~ d t y  x, z l th  Ix~h ieh  

schools seem to be dealing with that invasion.Z5 
One thousand educators, lawyers, and law enforcers attended the Ninth 

Annual Workshop in 1985. Another related panel discussion, ~6 "Who Runs the 
Schools: Lawyers, Judges or Educators?" was conducted. Active participation 
by several legal and bar associations occurred for the first time. 

Lawyers and their professional associations can also participate in adopt-a- 
school-type programs which unite an individual school with a law firm or bar 
association. Lawyers can visit classrooms and interact with students, intro- 
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ducing them to practical aspects of the law such as civil and criminal law, 
rights and responsibilities. 

Lawyers can also assist in setting up or participating in "experiential learn- 
ing" situations, where students learn through field trips to the courthouse, the 
city council or the legislature, while actual proceedings are in progress. After- 
ward, a question and answer period follows where judges, prosecutors, defense 
counsel, city council members or legislators answers students' questions. Such 
law-related education programs promote responsibility, accountability and good 
citizenship as students gain a clearer understanding of, and more respect for, 
legal professionals, government and the justice system.~7 

Judges can also play a vital role in establishing and maintaining interagency 
cooperative efforts in their communities by serving as convenors and 
facilitators of such groups. As professionals who are trained to be neutral and 
impartial, judges have the advantage of not being tied directly to any one of 
the participating agencies and therefore can largely avoid "turf"  issues. In 
addition, judges have sufficient status to gain the attendance and participation 
of the necessary youth service agencies in their communities. They can con- 
vincingly argue the benefits to all cooperating agencies of sharing information 
and resources, which help reduce costs and avoid duplicated efforts. 

Beyond the services mentioned, public prosecutors, as an integral part of the 
juvenile justice system, can also play leadership roles in helping to shape and 
implement priorities and commitments. 

Through active, persistent involvement in interagency task forces and other 
collaborative efforts, prosecutors' offices can help promote faster, more flexible 
and imaginative handling of juvenile justice problems and cases through inter- 
departmental coordination and cooperation. 

Perhaps the most constructive way to demonstrate the potential for leadership 
within the legal community is to describe the successful efforts of several 
actively involved agencies and associations. 

Effective programs 

Florida 
In Florida, Governor Robert Graham has launched numerous innovative inter- 
agency programs and argued persuasively in favor of a primary prevention 
approach for the reduction of crime, stating: "The more children we can help 
to grow up physically healthy, intellectually curious and free from crime, the 
fewer we will have to arrest, prosecute, adjudicate and incarcerate." 

Among Governor Graham's actions has been the creation of the Governor's 
Constituency for Children. Stressing collaboration between the public and 
private sectors, this program is a preventive effort to steer children away from 
formal involvement with the juvenile justice system. The constituency is guided 
by a State Council which includes among its membership the Commissioner of 
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Education and the Attorney General. From this collaboration have come a 
variety of local prevention programs. 

Florida has also shown considerable initiative in developing law-related 
education curricula. Circuit Court Judge Clifton Kelly, a former prosecuting 
attorney, initiated and supported, in cooperation with the Florida Bar Associa- 
tion, the passage of a 1978 permissive law education program (Fla. Edu. Code, 
§ 233.0615). The statute urged schools to begin teaching students the conse- 
quences of breaking the law. Not content to simply sponsor this legislation, 
Judge Kelly co-authored the program's curriculum. The lesson plans cover a 
wide spectrum of juvenile crime and place considerable emphasis on the legal 
consequences of campus drug use and trafficking. To date, more than 70 per- 
cent of Florida's school districts have adopted this law-related education 
program. 

Florida's Dade County State's Attorney's Office provided leadership in the 
formation of an Interagency Consortium dedicated to developing primary 
prevention programs. The consortium is comprised of representatives from the 
city government of Miami, the Metro-Dade Police Department, the Department 
of Human Resources, the Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services and 
other community-based agencies. 

Recognizing patterns of delinquent behavior often begin in late elementary 
and junior high grades, the consortium initiated an early intervention program 
for children in kindergarten through fourth grade who exhibit behavioral and 
emotional problems or are academic underachievers. The consortium has 
targeted a number of elementary schools in a high poverty section of Miami to 
receive the program's services. Considerable emphasis is placed on both an 
after-school remedial education component and a treatment component which 
focuses on emotional and behavioral problems. A local mental health agency 
conducts individual and group counseling sessions with these children. Reflect- 
ing Dade County's concern for reducing epidemic-level drug use, the treatment 
component of this program, as one of its objectives, makes a concerted effort 
to treat the problems and educate these predelinquent youngsters about the 
dangers of drug abuse. 

Ventura County, California 
Ventura County, ~amornxa," . . . . . . . . . .  may demonstrate the most t:W--lJ~L~C,~,v~L---'" . . . . . . . . .  ~ ^ a " ' t  "l~1-" 

of interagency cooperation and networking in which lawyers and district 
attorneys are involved. Numerous interagency groups exist including: (1) the 
Interagency Juvenile Justice Council through which the district attorney, the 
superintendent of schools, county counsel, juvenile court judge, superior court 
judge, sheriff, public defender, chief county administrative officer, social ser- 
vices director, correction services director, public health care director, and a 
county supervisor, all meet once a month; (2) the Interagency Case Manage- 
ment Council, through which middle management representatives of the same 
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agencies listed above, meet every two weeks to consider appropriate responses 
to individual juvenile cases which overlap two or more agencies; (3) the county 
SARB which addresses truancy issues; and (4) numerous other task forces, 
subcommittees and public forums which deal with issues such as child abuse, 
sexual molestation, women's self-protection, school safety and many related 
issues. 

The Ventura County Interagency Juvenile Justice Council establishes the tone 
and commitment to interagency communication and cooperation from the top. 
The effectiveness of this leadership is demonstrated by the high priority which 
interagency approaches receive at every level of program planning throughout 
the county. 

The Ventura County Interagency Case Management Council applies a multi- 
disciplinary case management approach to specific juvenile cases which have 
not been adequately resolved by a single agency. Involving the agency repre- 
sentatives listed previously, as well as other primary parties involved in 
specific cases (SARB, juvenile court judges, private agencies such as Big 
Brother/Sister, etc.), the council works cooperatively to develop interagency 
responses to prevent kids from "falling through the cracks" of the system. The 
participating deputy district attorney is able to keep the council informed about 
cases as they progress through the courts and, in turn, is often able to provide 
other deputy district attorneys with information pertinent to their particular 
caseloads. 

A district attorney representative also sits on the county SARB and helps set 
policy for attendance actions by the county. To make the best use of resources 
and stay within heavy caseload restraints, the D.A. 's  office only files against 
selected parents on the strongest truancy cases, and solicits extensive media 
coverage. This sets examples and directs public attention to potential conse- 
quences of violating compulsory education laws. 

Facilitated by the extensive interagency communication and cooperation 
among these three ongoing county groups, numerous Ventura County inter- 
agency task forces, subcommittees and ad hoc groups deal with specific issues, 
develop "requests for funding proposals" (RFPs), participate in public forums, 
and generally promote the effective use of countywide resources and efforts. 

Chicago 
Chicago, Illinois, is another area where a public prosecutor's office has taken 
the leadership in providing services which range from prevention to diversion. 
The State's Attorney's Office in Cook County has recently initiated innovative 
primary crime prevention programs for school children, based on a partnership 
among community and civic organizations and the State's Attorney's Office. 
Neighborhood task forces have been formed which send representatives to meet 
with the state's attorney. In monthly meetings, remedies for community and 
school problems such as drugs, gang violence and juvenile crime are discussed 
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and solutions are proposed. 
Spinoffs of this partnership have included the purchase of a "law mobile" 

and the development of a speaker's bureau. Emphasizing crime prevention, the 
popular law mobile travels to elementary and secondary schools as well as 
community organizations upon request. The law mobile offers a variety of 
services, including the provision of legal information, the distribution of films 
and other audio-visual materials and the sponsorship of special activities and 
events. 

Complementing the activities of the law mobile is the speaker's bureau which 
is comprised of prosecutors from the State's Attorney's Office. They visit 
secondary schools during the weekdays to conduct classes and hold assemblies 
for students, teachers and parents on a variety of law-related topics. They also 
respond to requests from community groups to make evening presentations on 
crime issues of local concern. High on the list of requested topics has been 
drug use and sales in schools. Since the formation of the bureau in 1981, 
representatives have made over 2,800 separate appearances in Chicago schools 
and neighborhoods. 

Other activities sponsored by the State's Attorney's Office and targeted for 
use in the war against drugs on campus include the publication of a drug abuse 
informational booklet and the promotion of a drug abuse poster contest for 
elementary school students. The booklet entitled D r u g s  - I l l u s i o n  - R e a l i t y  was 
produced collaboratively through the efforts of local drug rehabilitation centers 
and juvenile court judges and is geared for distribution to parents and teachers. 

In a slightly different context, the Chicago Bar Association and the John 
Marshall Law School, in coalition with the Chicago Public Schools Adopt-A- 
School Program, have developed a comprehensive program of law education. 
Supported by a grant from the McDonald's Corporation, the program now 
reaches every student in Chicago public high schools. The culminating activity 
is a mock trial competition among the high schools conducted in the Illinois 
Supreme Court. In addition, the finalists in the competition are eligible for 
$100,000 in scholarships to John Marshall Law School. 

New York 
Similarly, the Federal Bar Council and New York Alliance for Public Schools 
sponsor a "mentor"  program which pairs 22 major law firms with 22 public 
schools (19 high schools and three junior high schools). The firms sponsor five 
events for the students of their respective "adopted" school including visits to 
courts, to the law firm, and classroom lectures.IS (The National School Safety 
Center is working on this program to help transform it into a national effort. 
For more information about how you can become involved, please contact the 
NSSC Legal Section.) 
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San Diego County, California 
San Diego County, California, has taken an even more comprehensive 
approach. A County Interagency Youth Advisory Committee has been 
established to discuss relevant issues and devise consistent interagency policies 
and procedures related to juvenile justice and delinquency prevention. The 
committee, which is chaired by a deputy district attorney includes represen- 
tatives from the California Youth Authority, county social services, the juvenile 
court, county administrator's office, mental health department, and 19 law 
enforcement agencies including San Diego Schools' Police Services. 

Meeting monthly, the committee reviews juvenile justice problems and 
develops proposals to effectively address them. For example, it devised 
uniform crime reporting forms and arrest procedures for all law enforcement 
agencies in the county. A subcommittee on juvenile case processing developed 
an interagency agreement between law enforcement departments, probation 
agencies and the district attorney's office to handle all juvenile offenses con- 
sistently and uniformly. 

The stated goal of the agreement is to "strengthen the concepts of account- 
ability and thereby rehabilitation in the juvenile justice system by reversing the 
minor's expectation, confirmed by recent history, that the system will handle 
him or her repeatedly on an informal basis with minimal formal court action in 
response to misconduct . . . .  " 

The committee submitted a position paper to the State Juvenile Law Revision 
Commission regarding appropriate juvenile justice legislation and is currently 
developing guidelines for uniform case processing of child molestation cases. 

San Joaquin County, California 
In San Joaquin County, California, a deputy district attorney is assigned to both 
city and county School Attendance Review Boards (SARBs). These interagency 
groups are composed of representatives from schools, juvenile probation and 
welfare departments, law enforcement agencies, district attorney's office, 
parents, as well as private counseling organizations and mental health and 
public health agencies. 

SARBs meet regularly to hear individual cases of truant students. They 
consider all the information available including reports from law enforcement, 
probation and welfare agencies regarding past records (e.g., delinquency, child 
abuse, etc.). Parents and students are involved in such hearings, and findings 
and recommendations are made to rectify each situation. Such findings and 
recommendations may involve referral to family counseling or simply a warn- 
ing to parents and students that the truancy must stop. 

The active participation of the district attorney's (D.A.) office on this board 
is crucial because it provides an enforcement element. Following SARB 
hearings, if problems are not resolved, the D.A.'s office can issue citations 
requiring parents and students to show reasons why they should not be charged 
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with violations of compulsory attendance laws. Often, these threats alone are 
sufficient to convince parents and students that the situation is serious and will 
not be ignored. If not, the next step is to actually file charges. 

The decision as to whether to file criminal charges (Calif. Ed. Code, 
§48291) or noncriminal charges (Calif. Welf. & Inst. Code, §300) against 
the parent, or charges against the juvenile (Calif. Welf. & Inst. Code, §601), 
or both, is shaped by the information obtained in a SARB hearing. Usually, if 
the charges are against the juvenile, the case is first referred to the probation 
department. There, the staff of a counseling program, "New Directions," 
attempts to intervene and resolve the problem before filing. If that does not 
work, the probation department files formal charges against the youth. 

The D.A. 's  office then follows through by assistifig schools or probation 
departments to usher the case through court. The result is an effective inter- 
agency solution to truancy and related delinquency problems. 

While a SARB is specifically designed to address truancy (which can be 
closely correlated to a variety of delinquent acts), it also provides a forum for 
juvenile justice and education professionals to meet regularly and thereby 
establish effective working relationships on many subjects. 

In each of the school safety situations discussed in this booklet, interagency 
cooperation is the key. Through interagency communication and collaboration, 
consistent priorities are set and effective policies and procedures developed. 

Based upon the program descriptions, it is evident that the legal community 
can and must be active and effective in shaping a wide array of program 
strategies and practices aimed at reducing juvenile delinquency and promoting 
school safety. 19 These efforts range from instructional approaches such as law- 
related education and speakers bureaus at the level of primary prevention, to 
statutory enactments facilitating forceful prosecution of more serious juvenile 
offenders at the level of  adjudication. Especially exciting are those steps 
currently being taken by many attorneys and judges, and some of their profes- 
sional associations, to assume leadership roles in what for them have been non- 
traditional areas of involvement in the juvenile justice system, namely, preven- 
tion and diversion. 

Endnotes 
1. Founded in 1977, the National Alliance for Safe Schools assists school admin- 

istrators and staff with programs for improving the ways in which they deal with 
disruptive behaviors. These misbehaviors - known to all school principals - vary 
from rowdy actions that disrupt classrooms, to crime and violence or the threat 
thereof, which cripples the overall learning environment of the school. 

The National Alliance provides this help through security-related technical 
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assistance, research into the characteristics of incidents in particular schools, and 
publications furnishing data and information to those concerned with the social 
environment of schools. 

Membership of $15 per year in the National Alliance brings with it access to its 
1800-source library (for special literature searches), receipt of the Safe Schools 
Bulletin (current trends and activity in the field of crime prevention in schools), and 
receipt of the Safe Schools Digest (a synthesis of key current publications). 

To become a member, or to receive additional information, contact: National 
Alliance for Safe Schools, 501 North Interregional, Austin, Texas 78702, 512/ 
396-8686, Robert Rubel, Director. 

2. See Nicholson, "Pursuing School Safety in the 80's: An Opinion From the 
Attorney General's Office," Thrust for Educational Leadership, Association of 
California School Administrators, Burlingame, 26 (October, 1981); republished in 
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Sacramento, California 95814, 916/324-7863; California State Department of 
Education's Office of School Climate, 721 Capitol Mall, Sacramento, California 
95814, 916/323-0561. 

5, People ex rel. George Deukraejian, as Attorney General of the State of California, 
et al. v. Los Angeles Unified School District, et al., Los Angeles County Superior 
Court No. 323360; Deukmejian, The Lawsuit to Restore Safety in the Schools, 
California Department of Justice, Sacramento (1980). 

6. Deputy Attorney General Robert E. Murphy, handled the case from its beginnings 
and has a breadth of knowledge on school safety which can be of great assistance to 
any attorney considering litigation in the field. Office of the Attorney General, State 
Building, San Francisco, Calif. 94102, 415/557-2544. 

7. But see ibid., 2 Civ. 64340, Second District, Fourth Division, California Court of 
Appeal (1983). 

8. See California Constitution, Article I, Section 28(c); Sawyer, "The Right to Safe 
Schools: A Newly Recognized Inalienable Right," 14 Pacific Law Journal 1309 
(1983); and Carrington and Nicholson, "The Victims' Movement: An Idea Whose 
Time Has Come," 11 Pepperdine Law Review 1, 7-8, 11-13 (Symposium, 1984). 

9. See Cross v. Lopez, 419 U,S. 565 (1975); Horowitz and Davidson, Legal Rights of 
Children, Shephard's/McGraw-Hill, Colorado Springs, 524-532 (1984); Frels, 
Cooper, Bracewell and Patterson, School Discipline Policies and Procedures: A 
Practical Guide, National School Boards Association, Washington, D.C. (1984); 
Discipline Manual, National Education Association, Washington, D.C. (1984); 
Mayer and Butterworth, Constructive Discipline: Building a Climate for Learning, 
Office of the Los Angeles Superintendent of Schools (1984); Spell v. Bible Baptist 
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Church, Inc., 303 S.E.2d 156 (Ga., 1983); Wilson v. Gollinsville Conn. Unit 
School, 451 N.E.2d 939 (Ill., 1983); Vacca and Hudgins, Liability of  School 
Officials and Administrators for Civil Rights Torts, The Michie Company, Char- 
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delivered a major address at the same conference. See Mosk, "School Safety and 
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17. 

18. 

19. 

the Law," School Safety, National School Safety Center, Spring 1985, 4-8. 
Law-related education resources: (1) Charlotte C. Anderson, American Bar Associa- 
tion, Youth Education for Citizenship Committee, 750 N. Lake Shore Drive, 
Chicago, IL 60611, 312/988-5725; (2) Charles N. Quigley, Center for Civic Educa- 
tion/Law in a Free Society, 5115 Douglas Fir Road, Suite 1, Calabasas, CA 91302, 
818/340-9320; (3) Vivian Monroe and Todd Clark, Constitutional Rights Founda- 
tion, 1510 Cotner Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90025, 213/473-5091; and (4) Lee 
Arbetman, National Institute for Citizen Education in the Law, 605 G. Street, 
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20001, 202/624-8217. 
Contact founder Thomas W. Evans of Mudge Rose Guthrie Alexander & Ferdon, 
180 Maiden Lane, New York, New York 10038, 212/510-7000. 
Among the most fruitful school law resources are: (1) Professor Clifford P. 
Hooker, Chairman, Editorial Advisory Committee, West's Education Law Reporter, 
University of Minnesota, 275 Peik Hall, 159 Pillsbury Drive S.E., Minneapolis, 
Minnesota 55455, 612/373-5568; (2) Mr. Thomas N. Jones, executive director, 
National Organization on Legal Problems in Education (NOLPE), Suite 223, 3601 
Southwest 29th, Topeka, Kansas 66614, 913/273-3550; (3) Gwendolyn Gregory, 
De.puty Legal Counsel, National School Boards Association's Council of School 
Lawyers, 1680 Duke Street, Alexandria, VA 22314; (4) James A. Rapp, Esq., 
Education Law, 3 vol., Matthew Bender, New York (1984); and (5) Journal of Law 
& Education, published quarterly by the Jefferson Law Book Co., 646 Main Street, 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45202. 
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